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DIXONS TYPHO NITE ELDORADO
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rrBLOODY, BUT UNBO WED' ' ."

TECHNIQUE USED
The restrained gray mood of chis old English
Castle has been caprured by Mr. Chamberlain
with HB, F and 2H Typhonit e Eldorado
pencils. The principal layout of the drawing
was made with a 3B. Distant values were
obtained with a flat 5H. A coarse sketch
paper (Canson and Mongolfier ) was used.

How the ghosts of former defenders of this old fortress, which has overlooked
the English Channel since Norman times, mmt have cried ottt in protest when
German bombs stmck.' This great historical and architectural work, battered,
bttt undaunted, somehow symbolizes England's indomitable pride and courage.
Dover Castle is here reconstmcted by Samuel Chamberlain, Typhonite Eldorado
in hand. Another in a series brought to yott by Pencil Sales D epartment 225-f 11,
JOSEPH DIXO

CRUCIBLE COMPANY, JERSEY CITY, NEW JERSEY

UPHOLD PLANT MAINTENANCE

D EPENDABILITY of mech-

DIVERSITY of types meets

anisms meets war demands

"current" needs for new

for uninterrupted service on

construction, conversion or

critical jobs. For more than a

replacements. Heavy-duty con-

half-century, H & H Switches
ha ve been tested-by-use for emer-

trols for lighting or power circuits :- specification-grade T-rated
10, 20 and 30 Ampere "Type C"

Swicches, Rotary Snap Switches,
Ceiling Pull Switches, Door Switches,
Flush Tumbler Swicches with or without outlet box covers.

gency conditions now general.
Among the first in the field , they
were long since promoted to th e
"ranking line " for under -fire assignments
the world over.
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There will probably be as many different
"homes of tomorrow" -and good ones, tooas there are architects dreaming about them
now. But of one thing we're sure: Home owners
are going to be mighty pleased with the extra
protection of a "CenturT" life-time roof.
What home owner of the future will be happy
with shingles that can rot, curl, split or catch
fire, when he finds out that K&M "Century"
asbestos-cement shingles will do none of these
things? Or how pleased will he he at getting a
roof that can require expensive repairs, when
"Century" shingles actually get tougher
with age?
This life-time quality of "Century" shingles
is due to the combining, under tremendous
pressure, of uniform p ercentages of asb es tos
fibre and Portland cement. The charm they
bring to roofs is the inevitabl e result of soft,

m ellow, "blendablc" color<1; the weathered
texture, the irregular edges casting heavy
shadow lines.
Though the war effort has drafted a considerable portion of K&M's producing capacity,
these durable and attractive shingles are a vailable for those civilian projects that come within
the wartime building limitations. When peace
returns, of course, "Century" shingles will
resnme th eir career atop Tomorrow's homes.
Meanwhile, you may he sure, K&M asbestos
research continues to search for n ew ways b y
which Nature's st ran·gest minei;al m-ay
benefit mankind.

* * *
Nature made asbestos;
Keasbey & Mattison, America 1s asbestos pioneer,
has made it serve mankind ... since 1873

K E A S 8 E Y & MATTISON
COMPANY,

AMBLER,

PENNSYLVANIA

asbestos-cement shingles and wallboards; asbestos and magnesia insulations for pipes, boilers, furnaces; asbestos
textiles; asbestos electrical materials; asbestos paper and mill board; asbestos marine insulations; asbestos acoustical
material; asbestos packings; asbestos corrugated sheathing and Oat l umbers ; asbestos-cement pipe for water mains
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Another turn
of Hospital Duty for

BYERS
WROUGHT IRON
Because air raids can convert any
community into a front-line battle
ground, adequate civilian hospital
facilities have become a big consideration in national defense.
Materials for constructing such
projects must be diverted from
other important uses . It is vital to
avoid any further drain for unnecessary repairs .
In the St. Joseph' s Hospital Addition at Pittsburgh, Pa., Architect
Leo A . McMullen wrote his specifications with these facts in mind.
Vents, waste lines over 2-inches,
soap distributing lines, and the 4inch hot and cold water lines-all
services where active corrosive
attack could be anticipated-were
piped with Byers Wrought Iron.
· There is plenty of engineering

St. Joseph's Hospital Addition . • • Pittsburgh, Pa., Leo A. McMullen, Architect

evidence to support this selection.
Surveys made in several large
cities have shown wrought iron
serving in similar applications for
periods up to 50 years. In some
cases, the wrought iron replaced
other materials, and had doubled
and tripled their service life, with
no sign of failure.
Writing specifications is a
bigger-than-ever responsibility
today, for every active project is
tied up with the war effort, and
uses war material. In cases where
corrosion is a factor, our "Experience Pool" can help you . This

" pool" is our name for a file of
hundreds of actual case-histories
covering the performance of
wrought iron in many varied applications. It provides the architect
and engineer who has no time for
personal study and investigation,
with an authoritative guide in selecting durable materials. If you
care to write us about any specific
problem, we will be glad to tell
you how wrought iron has served
in similar situations. Ask, also, for
our General Catalog, which gives
complete dimensional data on all
Byers products.
A. M. Byers Company. Established 1864. Offices in Pittsburgh,
Boston, New York, Philadelphia,
Washington, Chicago, St. Louis,
Houston, Seattle, San Francisco.

BYERS
GENUINE
WROUGHT IRON
Tubular and Hot Rolled Products
Steel Tubular Products
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being announced
week after week regarding the use and
disuse of critical materials, we are being made gravely aware of the critical
situation that exists. Priorities had to
give way to more rigid rationing so
there would be "no more tickets sold
than there are seats in the theater."
The WPB experts are combing through
every project to save every ounce of
strategic material that can be dispensed with and still have the buildings stand up. Better and faster methods of building without critical materials are being used and they will be
explained and illustrated in the December Building Types Study (No.
72 ) covering Industrial Buildings,
their construction in reinforced concrete and wood. . . . And there is a
remarkable cantilever-roofed airplane
hangar of unusual timely interest, for
its trusses are of reinforced-concrete
and exposed above the roof .... Another feature is a school in the country, unique in plan and economical in
design, yet as pleasant to see as it is
efficient in use .... People who always
used their own automobiles are now
riding buses, and the bus stations are
being taxed to capacity. A new station
in the south is shown in the December
issue, as it is interesting in both design and construction . .. . Nor are the
pertinent subjects of Postwar planning
and Housing neglected in the final issue of the year that has seen the most
far-reaching changes ever encountered
in building.
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Architects didn't worry obout telephone booths when they worked like this

-100~~--

f ;om Architectural Collection-Bettmonn Archive

a modern built-in booth

'

is an important part of your

j

plans for future building - When you're drawing up plans for future building or
remodeling of public places, make sure you include modern
built-in tdephone booths. If you specify Burgess AcoustiBooths, they'll add a note of distinction to your design.
Acousti-Booths provide greater privacy and comfort for
users because they're of patented Burgess acoustic construction. They're doorless because doors aren't needed.
You won't have a design problem because they're ready to
install. And their all-wood construction makes it easy to
match any decorative scheme. Burgess Battery Company,
Acoustic Division, 2821-A W. Roscoe Street, Chicago, Ill.

Private. Acoustic con·
struction keeps noise out,
keeps user's voice inside.
Conversation won't be
overheard.

Easy to use. Ample room
inside. No door to jam
or cause trouble. Always
well ventilated.

Operating under Burg ess Patents

BURGESS TELEPHONE 7'/~T-~
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WASHINGTON NEWS

By WILLIAM

J.

CASEY

Construction Schedules Being Further Reviewed • New Reinforcing Steel
Allowances • Simplification of Steel Products • Application for Project
Amendments
Round Up on Construction Control • Housing for War
Workers • Longer Work Week for NHA Jobs • Defense Rental Areas
CONSTRUCTION for the months ahead
is again being subjected to close scrutiny. Slated for elimination are not
only such unessential construction
projects which may still be on schedule for completion, but also many
projects which would normally be
considered essential to war production.
If they can't stand up in competition
with direct and immediate use of materials and manpower in war production, they will be wiped out. This
seems to mean also a swinging of the
pendulum back to dormitory and other
temporary housing.
One area of construction, however,
seems to be in for a boom. Secretary
Stimson's statement that more than
2,000,000 men will be in the air corps
by the end of 1943, the President's
decision to set as the 1943 production
goal the rate of 125,000 planes per
year indicates that military strategy
will be to bomb our way to victory.
This can't be accomplished without
substantial construction of aircraft and
plane part factories, training bases, etc.
The War, Navy, Commerce and Interior Departments, Maritime Commission, Federal Works Agency and
TV A have been told that priority assistance already granted to a large part
of the non-military construction program will be revoked . Each agency
has been told which of its construction
projects were found essential in preliminary WPB surveys. All others are
slated for elimination . The agencies
involved have a chance to submit their
own · list of projects which they wish
to complete and the facilities organization will make the final decision.

review all projects now under way,
regardless of cost.
The Facility Clearance Board has
final say as to any facility or construction project costing $500,000 or
more, whether publicly or privately
financed . In considering it, the
Board reviews the necessity from the
point of view of the war effort, location, method of construction, use of
critical materials, and consumption in
operation of materials, manpower or
services.
The Board takes over the jobs formerly done by the Plant Site Board of
WPB, the Facility Committee of the
Requirements Committee, the Facilities Clearance Committee of the Army
and Navy Munitions Board, the Special Committee on Facilities of the
War Department and the Facilities
Cut-back Committee of WPB. An important addition, however, is the power to consider projects in view of their
essentiality to the war effort.

WHIM
WHO + WHAT •
WHER.E + WHY +
HOW

Members of the Facility Clearance
Board are: Ferdinand Eberstadt, Vice
Chairman of WPB on Program Determination, Chairman; Colonel Gordon
E. Textor, Acting Chairman; S. E.
Skinner, Director, Production Division Headquarters, Services of Supply,
U. S. Army; Brigadier General Bennett Meyers, Chief of Staff, Material
Command Headquarters, Army Air
Forces; Joseph W. Powell, Deputy
Chief, Office of Procurement and Material, Navy Department; Rear Admiral E. M. Pace, Director of Materials, Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy
Department; Rear Admiral Howard
L. Vickery, Vice Chairman, Maritime
Commission; Maurice Wertheim, Consultant to Director, Office of Civilian
Supply, WPB .
On projects costing between $100,000 and $500,000, the Facility Review Committee will have the same
powers and duties as the Facility
Clearance Board has for the larger
projects. In addition, the Committee
may review any facility or construction
projects, regardless of size or total
cost. This review may include projects already under way as well as those
approved and not yet started .
( contin ued on page 8 l

Fac ility Clearance Board

Control over all military and civilian construction projects is now channelized in a Facility Clearance Board
and a Facility Review Committee. The
Facility Clearance Board will pass on
all new projects costing $500,000 or
more. The Facility Review Committee
will pass on all new projects costing
between $100,000 and $500,000 and
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WHO + WHAT + WHEN
WHERE + WHY + HOW

(continued from page 7 )

The purpose of such review is to
determine whether the approval
should be withdrawn and construction
stopped. The basis for such actions
will be the relation of the project to
the war effort.
Members of the Facility Review
Committee are: Colonel Textor, Chairman (representing the Vice Chairman
of WPB on Program D eterm ination) ;
Don Uthus, Deputy Chairman; Captain W. H. Smith, U. S. Navy; Lieutenant Colonel Richard N. Tatlow,
U. S. Army; John Nelson Franklin,
Maritime Commission.
Representatives of the Office of Civilian Supply
and the National Housing Agency
will be designated shortly.
Any agency, public or private, sponsoring any construction project, whether publicly or privately financed , must
clear the project through the Facility
Clearance Board or the Facility Review
Committee.
No funds may be expended or committed by letter of intent for any project costing more than $500,000 without clearance by the Board. Likewise,
no project, regardless of cost, may be
submitted to WPB for final allotment
or priority determinations unless it has
been cleared.
New Reinforcing Steel Allowances

Following new strength allowances
for steel construction, reported last
month, WPB has issued national emergency specifications for the design of
reinforced concrete buildings. The
manual governs the use of reinforcing
steel for all Government work for
which contracts are placed after December 4.
The purpose of this is to conserve
the supply of reinforcing steel by requiring larger structural members and
higher unit tensile stresses in reinforcing steel. Tensile stress has been
increased from 18,000 lb. to 20,000
lb. per sq. in. for structural grade bars,
and from 20,000 to 24,000 lb. per
sq. in. for intermediate and hard grade
bars. WPB estimates that these allowances will produce a saving of about
25 % in reinforcing steel, which may
amount to between 150,000 and 250,000 net tons.
Simplification of Steel Products

In a further effort to save steel,
WPB is limiting the varieties of steel

8

mill products. WPB will issue new
schedules for various steel products
limiting varieties and shapes, and defining compositions, types, and grades.
It is pointed out that restrictions on
structural steel have resulted in a
sharp rise in concrete construction,
and consequently in a greater demand
for reinforcing bars and spirals.
The first of two schedules already
issued covers concrete reinforcement
steel and establishes a list of permissible sizes of steel reinforcing bars by
adopting the simplified practical recommendation R26-42 of the National
Bureau of Standards.
Application For Project Amendments

After October 26, all applications
for amendments to construction projects authorized by a preference rating order of the P-19 series must be
filed on the new form, PD-200B. The
form is available at FHA and WPB
field offices. It should be used for requests for a higher rating and for
items not previously authorized or for
increases in quantities previously authorized. When a higher rating is
requested, the applicant must list the
items required and describe the efforts
made to obtain these items with the
authorized rating.
Requests for projects amendments
will not be accepted on PD-lA forms
or by Jetter after October 26. It is
possible to request by letter, however,
permission to alter delivery dates or to
extend expiration dates as authorized
on the original application.
Round Up On Construction Control

Control of the country's No. 1 industry, construction, is now centralized in the Project Requirements Plan.
Not in initials alone is this the PRP
for builders. Stop-construction Order
L-41 and Form PD-200, together form
the scissors which WPB is using to cut
construction to fit the war pattern.
Almost all applications for authorization to build must be made through
this Plan, both when priorities assistance is required and where the application is a straight request for authorization. PD-200 has just been revised
to serve this dual purpose. After
October 1 the old form will be accepted only in emergency cases. Only
such types of building as L-41 per-

mits will be granted authorization.
Utilities must use the plan under P-98
to get a preference rating for materials
needed in new construction connected
with various specified facilities. Builders must apply on PD-200 to get a
P-19-h rating for defense project construction. Hotels, apartment houses,
industrial plants, road builders, persons whose property has been taken
over by the Government-all persons
desiring to begin any job, whether
large or small-must apply on PD200. Here is how the Plan works:
(1) If you have materials. If you
wish to begin construction of the types
permitted under L-41, and you have
sufficient materials on hand, you file
PD-200 for authorization to proceed
with the work. WPB grants the authorization on PD-443 and you go
ahead. In order to facilitate such
applications WPB recently built a
blanket authorization plan into PD200, whereby you may list any number of routine miscellaneous jobs in
connection with a single building or
project in one application, providing
no job costs over $5 ,000. Although
no limit was placed on the aggregate
cost of such blanketed jobs, expect
WPB to set an overall figure soon.
(2) If you need mater;als. If you
need a preference rating to get materials for the proposed construction
you file your request on PD-200 as
before, except that under the revised
form machine tools and other metalworking equipment may be included
in the application. PD -lA's formerly
used for such items are now limited to
cases where no construction is involved in their installation. Like the
Production Requirements Plan, the
construction PRP permits you to order
materials in the amounts specified on
your authorized PD-200. However,
if you need additional quantities of
the rated materia ls, require priority assistance to get others, or desire a higher rating, you may apply to WPB on
Form PDc200B.
A special provision is made for

Army and Navy contractors in cases
where it is urgent that construction be
started before complete data can be
furnished . In such cases a preliminary PD-200 may be filed , giving general data which will be used as a basis
(continued on page 10)
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E%T£KNINAT£THE110/J'EPEMOllS
••• wlth ce1rlngs tJI
Artnsft()ng's Cush/()hftJne
ISN'T THE FAULT of the
I Tpupils-or
of the teachers either
-when noi e demons make it hard
to concentrate. School work is
bound to slow down, and discipline
suffer, as long as these co tly nerve
janglers are on the loose. But it's
easy to trap them with ceilings of
Armstrong's Cu hiontone-the new
material that puts efficient noisequieting within the reach of modest
building and maintenance budgets.
The 484 sound-absorbing holes
in each square foot of Armstrong's
Cushiontone literally trap di turbing din in corridors, classrooms,
cafeterias, or other noise-producing
areas. They give this material a
noise-reduction coefficient as high
as .75. When it' installed, the effect
in any room is positive and pronounced.
Armstrong's Cushiontone is factory-painted, ready to apply. Installation is quick and easy, without
undue interruption to school routine. Maintenance is at a minimum,
for Cushiontone is easily cleaned,
and it can be repainted whenever necc ary without affecting its
acoustical efficiency in the slightest.
Its ivory-colored surface reflects
light unusually well-helps to improve general illumination.
WRITE FOR THE FACTS-Our new
booklet give the whole story of
Arm trong's Cushion.tone. We
should like to send you a copy. Just
drop a note to Armstrong Cork
Company, Building Materials Division, 1245 State St., Lancaster, Pa.
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for authorization until a final PD-200
is ready.
Housing for War Workers

OR structural timber, flooring,

F

roofs-wherever lumber may encounter severe service conditionsarchitects and engineers are specifying "CZC" treated lumber.

Du Pont "CZC" gives lumber qualities of durability which make it
a distinctive structural material.
Chromated Zinc Chloride provides
durable protection against decay,
and repels termites, thereby extending the expected service life 3 to 10
times. At the same time it gives
measurable fire resistance and
leaves the wood clean, odorless,
paintable and easily fabricated .

loss of strength in pressure treatment. The same values for load and
stress calculations are applied as
designated for untreated wood.
In addition many builders are
taking advantage of "CZC" fire
retardant properties by specifying
pressure treatment to provide fire
resistant structural timbers. Write
for full information.
Plants equipped to render " CZC"
treating service are located throughout the country. E. I. du Pont de
Nemours & Company (Inc.),
Grasselli Chemicals Department,
Wilmington, Delaware.

ECONOMY
"CZC" treatment permits the use of

less naturally durable woods which
become more lasting than the better grades untreated. In addition
"CZC" treatment reduces the need
for overscaling to allow for depreciation in strength due to decay.
Properly treated lumber suffers no
BETTER

10

THINGS

FOR

/J ETTER

czc
CHROMATED ZINC CHLORIDE
(WOOD

PRESERVATIVE)

LIVING . . . THROUGH

CHEMISTRY

Because the required volume of war
housing accommodations cannot be
supp lied in time through new construction, the U. S. Government will
lease privately owned homes and
buildings and remodel them to provide living quarters for war workers
and their families . The program will
be on a voluntary basis for the time
being, but the National Housing
Agency has indicated that if it does
not yield sufficient space, requisitioning, commandeering and billeting
would be instituted . NHA plans to
lease suitable properties in crowded
war production centers at a satisfactory rental, make alterations to meet
the needs of war workers and their
families, rent and manage the convert·
ed properties for the duration, and
then return them to their owners within a reasonable periocl after the end of
the war. The owners will be permitted
to occupy part of the converted structures, if necessary. The Homes Use
Division of NHA will concentrate on
houses, combi nation business and residential properties and small apartment
houses and flats. larger structures
which are suitable for reconditioning
and conversion will be leased or purchased through the Federal Public
Housing Authority.
Longer Work Week for NHA Jobs

The NHA agency has authorized a
40-hour work week in housing essential to war. The Government will reimburse contractors for overtime pay
for workers where completion of
projects is urgent, and where adequate
labor cannot be obtained FHA regional directors are authorized to order an
increase in the number of working
hours per week and to execute or
change orders governing payment to
the contractor for work in excess of
a 40-hour week as required by the
contract. No order for overtime work
wi ll be given on lump sum construction contract operations unless the
overtime work will materially advance
the project's completion date and
where appropriate the completion date
is stipulated in the changed order. If
adequate to get required speed, overtime permission may be confined to
one or two trades .
( continued on page 11)
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DOES THIS HAPPEN IN

YOUR

DRAFTING ROOM?

These draftsmen are busy making changes in the design of a fighter plane .•. and there
isn't a day dream in the crowd. But they are wasting time-valuable time which could be
saved with the Ozalid Process.
With an Ozalid whiteprint machine they could make transparent prints of the original
drawings ••• apply Ozalid Corrector Fluid to the obsolete lines and then draw in the new
designs. Thus, they could have new "originals" without tedious retracing ••• without the
wasteful tie-ups encountered in altering Van Dykes.
Ozalid transparent and standard whiteprints are produced in two quick steps-Exposure
and Dry Development. And because of DRY DEVELOPMENT-an Ozal id whiteprint machine
is radically different from blue print equipment which requires liquid baths, driers,
permanent plumbing connections and much floor space.
Ozalid's wide variety of sensitized materials may be used in the whiteprint machines built
for major, medium or small print production-thus, everyone can produce prints on
foil, cloth, or air mail weight paper-prints which will have blue, black, maroon or sepia
lines on a white background.
If you are not already using the Ozalid Process •••
but are changing the design of your drawings ••. you
are wasting time and labor. Save these essentials in
war production!

Write for new catalog "Simplified Printmaking" which
explains all the advantages of the Oza/id Process.

SPECIFY~
WHITEPRINTS

THE RECORD REPORTS

YOU CAN REDUCE THIS "AID
AND COMFORT" TO THE ENEMY

Startli ng f igu res? ••• Th e n add to
them the 19,200 d e aths from pla nt
accide nts during th e s ame p eri od
and you w ill und erstand wh y t he
Axis war lord s s tudied th is re po rt
w ith gloating s ati sfact ion.

W.P.8.

RECOMMENDS GOOD LIGHTING TO REDUCE ACCIDENTS

The following appears on page one of the publication " PLANT EFFICIENCY ", issued by the War Production Board :

' '

Striking examples of close relationship between the quality of lighting and
accident frequency are not difficult to find . . . So many factors are involved in
industrial accidents thal it is practically im.possible to say what percentage is
caused by poor lighting. It is reasonable to assume, however, that with the
quicker perception and greater clarity of vision which good li ghting makes.
possible, accident hazards will be recognized faster and more clearly, with
correspondingly inqeased chances of avoiding them . . . ' '

HOLOPHANE HAS PIONEERED IN GOOD LIGHTING- SINCE 1898
For more than two generations, this organization has ~oncentrated on the advancement of illumination in American institutions. All through these years, Holophane
engineers, in the field and in the drafting rooms, have played an important role in
the development of PLANNED LIGHTING for industry ... Since Pearl Harbor they
·have shown hundreds of plants the way to faster, smoother war production through
lighting engineered to meet specific manufacturing needs and working conditions ...
The Holophane principle of light control calls for prismatic glass units, which require
a minimum of critical materials. They provide efficient light for essential working
areas with assured savings in man hours, electric power and maintenance costs.

FOR SAFE, EFFICIENT ILLUMINATION, CONSULT HOLOPHANE ENGINEERS
Plant management is urged to investigate the signal advantages that Holophane lighting can bring to the plant today.
Without charge, the Holophane engineering department offers
consultation and recommendation for the most effective, economical illumination ... Write for the latest Holophane bulletin "Lighting for War Industry", available to plant executives.

(continued from page 10 ) - - - - - - -

Defense Renta l Areas

OP A has established 97 more defense rental areas across the entire nation and including Alaska. On November 1, rents will be cut back to the
levels prevailing on March 1 in 96 of
the areas; in the other one (Orlando,
Florida) the freeze date has been
moved back to October 1, 1941. This
action brings under Federal control
the residential rents in every large city
in America with the exception of New
York. A survey of rental conditions
in the New York area is now under
way and OP A is seeking to develop
techniques to extend rent regulation
to New York. There are now a total
of 287 defense rental areas, including
about 70 mill ion people. OP A has
requested land lords sti 11 outside such
areas to comply with provisions of the
rent declaration and maintain or reduce rents to the March 1 level. OPA
has in effect declared the entire country a defense rental area, thus extending nationally the control which has
been exercised in 396 defense rental
areas. Rents for dwelling units are
stabilized at the level of March 1,
1942. In accordance with the Emergency Price Control Law, local and
state authorities are given two months
to reduce rentals to March l levels
before the Federal Government steps
in. OP A announces that it will amend
the present regulations to close up
loopholes under which landlords
evade the ceiling by forcing tenants
to purchase premises at exorbitant
prices. OP A will give tenants security of tenure for the duration, but
would make provision for bona fide
sales where no change in occupancy
results.
Rigid control of eviction of tenants
resulting from the sale of houses has
been established by OPA. Before a
purchaser can obtain the right to occupy a rented prope rty, two requirements must be met: (1) Payment of
one-third of the purcha e price must
be made before a certificate authorizing eviction w ill be issued by the area
Rent Director; ( 2) three months must
pass after the is uance of the certificate
before the present tenant can be forced
to vacate. Money borrowed to make
this one-third payment will not be
considered as satisfying this reguirement. Under OPA's action, landlords
must now also notify OP A of all eviction actions started on grounds of nonpayment of rent.
<contin ued on page 14)
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The future
is what we're fighting for,
isn't I•t 1.

Every reader of this advertisement believes, somehow,

We can build new models, in our minds at least. We

that the future is worth the fight. Production records

can take the facts and the promise of the new materials

say so. Your personal sacrifices say so. Your crowded

and methods we are learning about in the war, and

hours say so.

dream them into the new products and improved
services that will make new jobs.

We read your hearts as we read our own.
But what about this future, anyway? Are we going

We can even provide the wherewithal which will

to accept it as it is served up to us, or are we folks

prime the future. Every War Bond we buy does that.

in industry going to do a job of pre-fabrication on it?

The future is more than a hope. It is a duty.
Getting together on future ideas is putting lmagi-

We can, you know.
We can do some lmagineering, here and now. We

neering into practice.

can decide where we go from here. We can slip an

Might you and we do just that, for the sake of the

eighth day of thinking time into our crowded seven-

boys who are fighting to give us all a future? ALUMINUi\I

day week, if we will.

COMPANY OF AMERICA, 2167 Gulf Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

·•·fM'~Gf~ ~·~j~\~~:t ·.

~' ~oR\<. .. .

ALCOA ALUMINUM
'

•
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HERE'S SOMETHING NEW!

THE RECORD REPORTS

-for Now or After the War

BRAZILIAN ARCHITECTURE

(continued from page 1 2 1 - - - - - - -

At the left the roof jacket is being dropped over
the chimney section and will be nailed to the
roof. The right picture shows the chimney top
commonly used in low-cost war housing. Chimney tops are also available shaped like a masonry
chimney, plain or enamel brick-effect finish.

Philip L. Goodwin

foR some time now a leading manufacturer has been making a porcelain enameled metal chimney for
numerous low-cost war-housing
projects. If you can't use it now,
remember it for your post-war work.
Architects and contractors have
discovered that these chimneys
have many advantages:

1 They are extra durable. Their fiinthard, acid-resisting porcelain enamel
finish resists heat and cold, acids and
corrosive atmospheres-is proved by
years of service on store fronts, filling
stations, kitchen ranges.

3 They are quickly installed by regular workmen. Patented expansion and
contraction devices prevent leakage and
damage to the roof fl.ashing.
4 The porcelain enamel on these chimneys is fused on ARMco Ingot Iron at
1650° F., making the iron and its smooth
coating virtually one. This special metal
base was developed by ARMCO years ago
and has been more widely used for this
exacting purpose than any other metal.

*

2 Tests have shown these especially
designed chimneys will produce more
draft than a conventional chimney of
the same height. They require less space
and weigh relatively little. Porcelain
enameled chimneys can be used with
coal, gas and oil heating equipment and
are fully insulated.

flies from the stafi at all
plants - a reminder
to every ARMCO man and

ARMCO

woman of honors won

to

*

Help Salvage Scrap Iron for Vidoryl

The Army.Navy "E" pennant

respon~ibilities

*

We shall be glad to have the man ufacturer send you more detailed
information for your current or
post-war file. The American Rolling Mill Company, 31 71 Curtis
Street, Middletown, Ohio.

be

and

met.

The Brazilian building at the New
York World 's Fair, 1939, gave architects and the public interested in architecture, a surprise. It was the excel lence of the Venezuelan and Brazilian
buildings, comparing them with the
other foreign and general exposition
buildings. The Brazilian building was
designed by Lucio Costa and Oscar
Niemeyer, and it showed that there
was something interesting going on
below the equator.
Because of this, and the desire to
see what had been accomplished in the
control of heat and glare on large
glass surfaces in modern buildings outside of the United States, Philip L.
Goodwin and George E. Kidder
Smith, both A.I.A. , have been spending several months this summer looking up and photographing the material to be found there. Mr. Smith
was the photographer of "Stockholm
Builds" and of "Lessons from Swedish Schools" (ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, October, 1942).
The January number of the ARCHI TECTURAL RECORD , and a large exhibi tion covering one floor of the Museum
of Modern Art, will show some of the
results of this trip and display the
choicest of a thousand black and
white, and colored, photographs taken
by Mr. Smith. Many original plans,
personal data of some of the archi tects, examples of the modern tiles
now being used, as well as models,
will form part of the exhibition. These
with many more photographs will be
published in book form.
To anyone who has not been in
Brazil, the variety of design both old
(continued on page 84)
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When plant offices are needed
specify J-M Transite Walls for plant
F
office construction. These modern movable parti-

FIRE-RESISTANT, STRONG. Asbestos-cement cannot burn. And Transite Walls easily stand up against
all kinds of customary factory shock and abuse.

tions are ideal for plant offices, because th~y go up
in a hurry ... and they provide long life with low
maintenance. Here are other important advantages:

FORMS ANY TYPE PARTITION. Ceiling-high, freestanding, solid or in combination with glass.

OR SPEED WITHOUT COMPROMISE ON
QUALITY,

RELEASES CRITICAL WAR MATERIALS. Transite

Walls are made of two plentiful materials- asbestos
and cement.
RAPID INSTALLATION. A patented construction

method makes this possible without work interruption. Relocation possible with 100% salvage.

N OV EMBER

1942

ATTRACTIVE APPEARANCE. Natural, light-gray

color just right for plant or general office use. Finish
is permanent. Requires no painting, but may be
waxed or painted if desired.
For details on J-M Transite Walls, see our Catalog
in Sweet's or write for brochure TR-22A. JohnsManville, 22 East 40th Street, New York, N. Y.
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Reproduction of
photo·mural, as
shown in the CleaverBrooks offices, depicting represeotativeOilbilt steam plant installations.

Reproduction of
photo-mural which is
a composite illuscra·
tion of various types
of Cleaver-Bro o ks
equipment built for
our armed forces .

Known for their efficient application of the multipass, down-draft heating principle, Oilbilt steam
plants are providing steam for power and processing in hundreds of industrial establishments helping them to meet record-breaking production
schedules for war equipment.
Mobile equipment, employing the same proven
principle of firing with America's ideal fuel - oil
- and including hot water heating equipment,

special steam generating plants, portable shower
bath units, distilling, sterilizing and disinfecting
equipment, is contributing to the safety and comfort
of our fighting forces wherever they are located.
Now manufactured for a nation at war, CleaverBrooks products will resume their peacetime service when Victory day comes.
CLEAVER-BROOKS
5119 North 33rd Street

•

COMPANY

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

CLEAVER-BROOKS COMPANY• MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN °
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THE NEW PENCIL POINTS-KAWNEER ARCHI·
TECTURAL COMPETITION gives you the opportunity of exercising your creative ability at a
time when war conditions have curtailed much
of the normal demand for design work.

PRIZES
FIRST PRIZE .... .. . . $1,000.00

William Lescaze is Professional Advisor.
Judges include Frederick Bigger, F. A. I. A .,
Washington, D. C.-Morris Ketchum, Jr., A. I. A. ,
New York City- Samuel E. Lunden , A. I. A. , Los
Angeles, Cal.-Mies Van der Rohe, Chicago, Ill .
-Roland Wank, A. I. A., Knoxville, Tenn.
Competition closes January 4 , 1943, - write
now for Program. Address The New Pencil Points,
330 W. 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

RUSTLESS
THE

NOVEMBER

1942

METAL

KAWNEER

STORE

SECOND PRIZE . . . . .

500.00

THIRD PRIZE . . . . . . .

250.00

5 HONORABLE MENTIONS

$100.00. .. .. ...

500.00
$2,250.00

FRONTS•

COMPANY•

NILES,

DOORS•
MICHIGAN

WINDOWS

REQUIRED READING
books either published or definitely
scheduled for publication by Hastings
House, a firm which in recent years
has given us almost a pictorial
" American Guide." "The Old Bay
Paths," the history of the two early
routes from Boston to Hartford, will
be read for a good story well told ;
here our main interest is in the sureness with which the photog raphs of
old stone house, village g reen, common, church, shaded street, homestead, farm . . . combine the purely
picturesque of man-made scenes with
vision of the life and emotions of the
makers of this folk-architecture.
A

Pembro ke College, Entrance Gateway.
From "Arch itecture in Cambridge."
By
Theodore Fyfe. New York, Macmillan
(60 Fifth Avenue) ; Cambridge, At the
University Press, 1942. 120 pp., 5 V4
by 7 -Vs in ., illus. $2.00.
BY INCLUDING nearby Ely Cathedral
in his survey, the former director of
the Cambridge University School of
Architecture gives us practically an
epitome of English architectural styles
from the later Saxon to modern times,
complete except for the timber-framed
house. Thirty-one line drawings form
the plates which are accompanied by
detailed descriptions, and there are a
score more drawings in the introduction. A mellowly ripe work in the
best University Press tradition, and an
evidence of how, even in days such as
these, time and material may be found
for fine things of essential appeal.

A RCHITECTURE

IN

CAMBRIDCE.

T HE OLD BAY PATHS. By George Fran -

cis Marlowe. With photographs by
Samuel Chamberlain. New York, Hast ings House (67 West 44th Street )
1942. 126 pp., 5 V4 by 8 V4 in ., illus.
$2.00.
SooN after the last war Mr. Chamberlain, fresh from M .I.T.'s School of
Architecture, began portraying his
world in drawing, drypoint and photograph, with emphasis on the American
scene, on architecture and kindred subjects. On appointment last month as
captain in the Air Force, he left material for the last five of thirty-nine
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BRIEF COMMENTARY ON EARLY
MEDIAEVAL CHURCH ARCHITEC TURE ; With Especial Reference to Lost

Monuments. By Kenneth John Conant.
Baltimore, The johns Hopkins Press,
1942. 34 pp ., 6 by 9 in ., plus 50
plates, $2.00.
KENNETH CONANT'S drawings command admiration wherever they may
be found . In this volume, the record
of lectures at Johns Hopkins for the
Community Art Program of the Carnegie Corporation, the restorations by
Mr. Conant and his collaborators of
mediaeval church monuments are
clear, informing archaeological contributions as well as handsome illustrations.
Mr. Conant disclaims " perfectionism" for his archaeology, preferring to
stress the combinations and interplay
of the mediaeval church building repertory, "open hall, pillared hall, basilica, rotunda, shed form, tower and
spire."
Five plates showing vault forms,
from barrel to quincunx, illustrate in
diagram these combinations. The
others (forty-five, plus J. Bannister
Turpin's Cluny frontispiece) present
examples of restored churches or mon astaries selected from a wide geographic circle centered on the Mediterranean .
The buildings chosen, if they exist
today, are in bits and pieces, or in
altered form. Mr. Conant's restorations not only show the original
building, but show t.he view best calculated to illustrate the architectonic
combinations used . The text, likewise, stresses construction, without
thereby losing suavity or clarity. A

By ELISABETH COIT, AIA

book advisedly described as delightful,
and, as the author says of Gothic
building, " in some ways, beyond architecture. "
MODERN CAMOUFLACE. By Robert P.

Breckenridge. New York, Farrar and
Rhinehart (232 Madison Avenue )
1942. 280 pp ., 5 V4 by 8 V2 in., illus.
$3.50.
To GIVE the "average reader" an appreciation of the fundamentals, technique and materials of the new almostscience of protective concealment, Major Breckenridge of the Corps of Engi neers writes a concise and comprehensive outline with a minimum of
technical language.
To the books by Chesney, Wittman,
and Root (ARCHITECTURAL RECORD,
August, '42, p. 24 ), the camouflage
sections of Glover and of Wessman
and Rose (ARCHITECTURAL RECORD,
March, '42, p. 26) and of the British
and United States Governments, it
makes a valuable addition by its inclusion of the U. S. Army Engineers'
Standard Camouflage colors. While
the book will have general appeal, it
will especially profit younger people
and laymen apt to be confused and
discouraged by more technical and
more closely documented works.
RURAL HOUSI NC. By
Charles I. Mosier. Gainesville, Florida,
University of Florida, 1942. 88 pp.,
6 V4 by 9 Va in ., ta bles. illus. $0.50.

EVALUATINC

FOUR PAPERS ON HOUSINC DESICN ~

Monographs on site and unit planning.
Chicago, National Association of Housing Officials ( 131 3 East 60th Street)
1942. 39 pp., 8 V2 by 11 in., illus.
$0.50.

HOUSINC RECULATION IN WAR T IME.

New York, Community Service Society
( I 05 East 22nd Street) 1942. 39 pp.,
6 by 9 in ., gratis.
HOUSING construction is halted by the
war; but priorities do not retard
thought and planning.
The University of Florida Project
in Applied Economics, taking a long
range view of rural housing, hopes to
write " functional " pupil texts to enable future generations to design better houses and to desire attractive
houses in good condition. Meanwhile,
with a grant from the Alfred P. Sloan
Foundation, it issues a report on a
102-item questionnaire sent out via
the rural schools and a statement of
( continued on page 20 )
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PARACHUTES for air-borne invasion .. .
Carrying the attack to the enemy .. .
It's the goal of American Industry
to train and equip more paratroopers
than the Axis ever dreamed of-and
that goal will be achieved.
It calls for new plants to produce
the synthetic fibres needed in such
tremendous quantity ... plant conversion to meet many of the production
problems involved.
In every war plant, heating is a vital
consideration . . . for proper heat is
essential to maximum output.
For 50 years, steam has proved its
ability to provide steady, even, economical heat in buildings of every type.
Steam, harnessed and brought under
control with Webster Systems of Steam
Heating, has been used successfully in
more than 75,000 buildings.
Today, we are engaged in direct war
work but manufacturing facilities are
still available to supply Webster Steam
Heating Equipment for buildings serving the war effort.
Essential repairs for Webster Systems
are available on A-10 priority, under
W.P.B. Emergency Repair Order P-84.
Orders should be limited to actual needs.
Warren Webster & Company, Camden, N . J.
Representatives in 60 principal Cities

This is o ne of a se ries o f advertise ments that will te ll
the public of the part that Webster Steam H eating and
th e Webster o rganizatio n pla ys in the w ar effo rt .. . ap~
pea ring regularly in lea d ing bus iness . industri al, engi~
nee rina: and t echni cal publica ti o n R.

L. A. Cherry, o f C he rry, Cushing & Preble, Consulting Engineers, Buffalo, N . Y. Member o f American Society of
H ea ting and V e ntilating Engin ee rs. M. E. 1 V anderbilt Unive rs it y .

"The reduction of wasteful overheating with modern central steam
heating controls is an important contribution to the war effort,'' says
L.A. Cherry. "It saves needed fuel and takes some of the burden off
the transportation system. By keeping heat loss as small as possible,
a building owner reduces his own overhead expense and increases
the comfort and working efficiency of building occupants. When
compared with the results achieved, the cost of modern central steam
heating controls is very reasonable. Operating cost is low because
simplicity of equipment assures easy adjustment."
As consulting engineer for Our Lady of Victory Homes of Charity, Lackawanna, N.Y.,
L A. Cherry specified the Webster Moderator System of Steam Heating for the
Administration Building in 1938, the Infants' Home in 1939, the Hospital Building in
1940, the Orphans' Home in 1941, the new Nurses' Home in 1942. The h eating of
Pierce's Proprietaries Building, in Buffalo, is also"Conrrolled-by-the-Weather"with
a Webster Moderator System according to plans made by this engineering firm.

WARREN WEBSTER & COMPANY
CAMDEN, N. )., EST. 1888, PIONEERS OF VACUUM STEAM HEATING

REQUIRED READING
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(continued from page 18) - - - - - - -

of America's leading
Architects and Engineers have
reviewed their experiences with
OIL BURNING SYSTEMS

• • •

N pre-war building architects and engineers found that Petro Oil Burning Systems resulted in owner profit and customer comfort in commercial buildings; that they provided clean, quiet surroundings in the hospital; that they lived up to their qualities of sturdiness and economy for
industrial plants; and that they meant healthful living conditions for the
pupil1t in the classrooms.

I

Now in our war program, Petro equipment is only available on high
preference ratings, but present equipment continues to meet its most rigid
teat in the constant 24-hour service required in hundreds of war production plants, together with commercial buildings and schools and hospitals
• endeavors to make sure that
everywhere. And Petro engineering service
Petro Systems perform a hundred per cent wartime job.
This series of discussions of Petro Oil Burning Systems has, to date,
h1cluded comment by these well known men:
ll°fl:tto~J'ss~~~·n.ol Smith & Bassette , Architects,
G. Kendrick Bringhurst, Consullln g Engin eer,
Phlladelphla, PL
Frank W. Crimp, of Adden, Parker, Clinch and

Henry C. Meyer, 3rd, of Meyer. Strong a nd
Jones, Engineers, New York
Henry V. Murphy Architect, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Charles F. Neergaard, Hospital Specialist. New
York

Wllaon C. Ely, of John H. & Wiison C. Ely.
Architect&, Newark, N. J .
J. Hunter Fleld, of Cross &. Cross, Architects,

Na~~~~.'1~~ A'rch~::1~~··ch~~.u~k 1:.n:i0 r~,ewo~~~l'

Crimp, Architects

Boston, Mass.

New York

Charlu M. Hart, Architects, New York
Walter Heo11, of Bloch & Hesse. Architects, New
York
C. H. Higginson. cf Wm . Higginson & Son.
Architects and

Engineers.

New York

Alfred L. Jaros. Jr., of Jaros, Baum and Balles
0

E1:"f~~=~:; ~:'hn~ trehitect,

New York

lllorrla Ketchum , Jr.. Architect, New York
8

~~'I~ ~:S"h~k'otA'f!!t~~t. &N Mar~h~k Archi tects,
Now York

&

Sullivan A. S. Patorno, Consulting EnglnHr,
New York
James Otis Post, of George B. Poat a. Sona,
Architect&, New York
Alonzo B. Reed ; Engineer, Bolton , Mau.
Emery Roth, of Emery Roth &. Sona, Arehlteeta,
New York
Max Siegel, Professional Engineer. New York
Thom as Stapleton, Arch itect, New York
Oscar Vogelbach, Engineer, Newark, N. J.
Joseph Watterson, Architect. Mineola, Lon g Ial and
G. Morton Wolfe, Arch itect & Engineer, Buffalo,
N. Y.

OIL IS AMMUNITION
USE IT WISELY

its survey method, which in addition
to securing information needed in
Florida will be of value to the framers of housing inventories elsewhere.
The "Four Papers" selected for
publication by NAHO are Eero Saarinen's "Architecture and Defense
Housing," forward-looking thoughts
on opportunities in design expressed
in few and telling words; "Planning
Housing for People," a penetrating
statement on accommodation for families of unusual sizes by Catherine F.
Lansing of the New York City Housing Authority; a reprint of Albert
Mayer's article in the May Pencil
Points entitled "What's the Matter
with Our Site Plans ;" and a reproduction of "Housing from the Tenant's
Viewpoint" compiled by the ARCHITECTURAL RECORD (April, 1942)
from a study by Elisabeth Coit.
The war on substandard housing
ceaselessly waged by the C.C.S. Committee on Housing is as strenuous as it
is unromantic and unphotogenic. But
it is not without its rewards, among
which must be this record : partly for
the achievement reported, partly for
the statement of the problem and the
manner of solution here made available
for other groups with similar aims.
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE OF OFFICE
LICHTINC. New York, Illuminating
Engineering Society ( 51 Madison Avenue ) 1942. 47 pp., 6 by 9 in., illus.

$0.25.
CLEAR TECHNICAL and psychological
explanation of how natural and artificial lighting may best conserve the
office force's effort. Classification of
difficult, ordinary, casual and simple
seeing tasks and specific recommendations are so lucid and clear that readers whose personal preferences make
them slow to accept certain statements
regarding color in walls and furniture
will doubtless be won over.
NATIONAL PAINT DICTIONARY. By
Jeffrey R. Stewart. 2nd ed. Washington , D. C., Stewart Research Laboratory ( 1340 New York Avenue N.W.)
1942. 224 pp., 9 by 12 V4 in., ill us.
$7.50.

PETROLEUM HEAT AND POWER COMPANY
STAMFORD
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--Makers of good Oil Burning Equipment since 1903-

CONNECTICUT

A MANY-SIDED reference work designed for chemists, contractors, manufacturers, distributors . .. consumers,
by the director of the National Paint
Bulletin, enlarged from the first edition of 1940. In one alphabet are
conveniently listed and explained trade
names, names of devices, processes,
(continued on page 90 )
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!Yhe AMERICAN q;1tawin? f/Jendl
AMERICAN-MADE FOR 35 YEARS
AMERICAN PENCIL COMPANY, Dept. 85 , 500 Willow Avenue, Hoboken, N. J.
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The desire for comfortable and gracious living ... so ably satisfied by
you ... has not dissolved in the
crucible of war. It is being kept alive
by such messages as you see here.
Reminded that copper and brass
are vital to victory, Americans also
are reminded of the economies and
comforts these metals can bring them

AN~tB~oA
mr.e;
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'
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when peace returns. With you, they
look forward to the day when copper
and brass plumbing can again be
counted on to save the inconvenience and expense caused by rust.
The Everdur* water storage tanks
they seek are doing duty in the fight
for victory. But, they'll be back too
. . . serving long, and saving the

unpleasantness of hot water discolored with tank-generated rust.
And, although less durable materials must be used for flashings today
because copper is now making munitions for our armed services, peace
will likewise bring the durability
and economy of copper sheet metal
work back to American homeowners.

When this tremendous job of war
is finished, authorities expect a long
period of active building. The architect will inevitably play the leading
role in adapting old and new materials, new products and new methods
into a pattern for building that will
bring new living standards and new
economies to the American scene.
<250

THE

AMERICAN

BRASS

COMPANY

General Offices: Waterbury, Connecticut
Subsidiary of Anaconda Copper Mining Company
. In Canada: Anaconda America a Brass, Ltd., NewTortlf110, Ont.

NOVEMBER
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MODERN

IDEAS

*

A Smart Dress Shop provides privacy and

A Beauty Shop in Saks Fifth Avenue, Chicago,

softly diffused light in its fitting room by the
use of Satinol Flutex Glass. Mills, Rhines,
Bellman and Nordhoff, Inc., Architects.

provides soft flattering light over the dressing
tables, through Satinol Flutex panels, lighted
from behind. Architect, James F. Eppenstein .

YOU

CAN

GET GLASS!

Decorative Glass, with its many practical advantages,

An Office installation demonstrates the
beauty and modern efficiency of Satinol
Flutex for partitions. Privacy is assured without blocking light from adjoining rooms.

is now being extensively used for modernizing jobs
to replace materials no longer available. Blue Ridge
patterned glasses admit an abundance of soft, diffused light- with perfect privacy. They reduce painting and refinishing costs-lend modern beauty to
windows, panels and partitions. They are manufactured by the Blue Ridge Glass Corporation, Kingsport, Tenn., and sold by Libbey· Owens· Ford
through leading glass distributors. Write Blue Ridge
Sales Division, Dept. 1284, Libbey· Owens· Ford
Glass Company, Toledo, Ohio.

'roJ ~1::~ ~'"~ ~,?.,~:..~:::=-c~.~~•~•~
LOUVREX
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FLUTEX

DOUBLEX
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The MODERN
Protective Closure
for OUTSIDE or INSIDE Openings
The extensive line of Mahon Rolling Steel Doors offers the modern
means of protection for any type of commercial or industrial building-whether for outside wall openings (as illustrated above) or
for partition walls, elevator shafts, etc. Operation-by power,
chain gear or hand crank-is smooth and positive, always. The
interlocking slat construction presents an attractive, evenly patterned
appearance. Comparison, point by point, will disclose the reasons
for the thousands of installations from coast to coast-in fact, all
through the western hemisphere. See Sweet's for full information
or write us direct.

THE R. C. MAHON COMPANY • DETROIT, MICHIGAN
Representatives in Principal Cities
Manufacturers of Rolling Steel Doors, Shutters and Grilles ; Kalamein and Tin Clad
Doors, Steel Roof Deck and Casi Iron Roof Sumps.

NOVEMBER

1942

The Mahon Power Operator
runs in a bath of oil
All gears in this Mahan Power Operator are enclosed in an oil-tight gear
box-run in a bath of oil. Chain-gear,
manual operator functions independently-does not drive through motor
shaft as is the common practice.
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... WITH WELDED CONSTRUCTION
Many architects specify welded steel construction because structures built by this modern method require
considerably less steel. This important saving in materials
is gained mainly through reduction or elimination of
metal overlapping to make sound, permanent connections, and through efficient utilization of the full section
of truss members.
Many other advantages of welded construction explain its long growing popularity with architects, designers and draftsmen. Greater freedom of design is mode

Air

possible by the versatility of welded fabrication . . .
remodeling and additions ore simplified because less
removal of existing floors and walls is required . Construction is foster becous~ drilling and punching operations ore eliminated and shop handling of heavy, cumbersome members is reduced . More small units are em ployed and joined on the job.
The services of our Applied Engineering Department
are at your disposal for consultation on your desig n
problems.

Reduction
General Offices: 60 EAST 42nd ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.
IN TEXAS
MACNOLIA-AIRCO CAS PRODUCTS CO.
General Ollices: HOUSTON , TEXAS
OFFICES I N ALL PR I NCIPAL CITIES
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ULTl·BREAKENR El

sunoN PA

f·

01sTRI
·v0 11s A.
"'
T pe Ml-I-230
2 and 3 po e
~r 1ess) lj 5 . 100 arnP·
branches.

.

PANl!LBOARDS
Mounting space for electric lighting and power · distribution panelboards in modern industrial plants. is. often
limited to H-beams, supporting pillars or narrow wall
separations between windows. These are ideal applica- ·
tions for Square D streamlined column-type panelboards.
These panelboards are narrow-as little as 71'4" width
in the Multi-breaker lighting panelboards. They will fit
into spaces which cannot accommodate standard type
panels .. Available with circuit breakers, Multi-breaker
branches, or with fusible circuits-plug or cartridge. All
of them carry the Underwriters' approval.
A Square D sales engineer will be glad to help you in
selecting the type best adapted to any particular job.

CIRCUIT BREAKER
LIGHTING PANEL

MULTl ·BREAKER
LIGHTING PANELS

FUSIBLE LIGHTING
PANELBOARDS

Type NA! B-1 25·
250 Volts A. C. · D C.
I, 2 & 3 pole branches
15 ·50 amp

Type NMM - I 15·
230 Volts A.C. I &
2 pole branche s,
15·50 amp.

Type NRTC-125·250
Volt A.C ·D. C. I & 2 pole
branches, 30 amp., plu g
or cartridge fuses .

SQURRE
CALL IN A SQUARE D MAN

D CDMIJRNY

DETROIT- MILWAUKEE- LOS ANGELES
KOLLSMRN INSTRUMENT DIVISION. ELMHURST. NEW YORK
IN CRNROR: SQUARE 0 COMPANY CRNROR LIMITED . TORONTO , ONTARIO

ROOFING • SIDING • FLASHINGS

WEATHER-TESTED FOR EXTREMES - Here, in
the Wealher-Ometer, AP S panels were exposed
lo arc-light al temperatures up lo 140°F., and
then tested in cold-box al l0°F. below zero!
Asphaltic-coated sheet subjected lo accelerated weathering. After 86 days definite
rusting occurred.

The wide acceptance of A P S Roofing, Siding and
Flashings is indicated by the large number of outstanding industrials who have bought it repeatedly
for uses under the most extreme corrosive conditions.
AP S Sheets have been Weather-Tested by Pittsburgh Testing Laboratories, and the results prove the
value of the Weather-Tested Coating, an exclusive
feature of A P S.
Get our latest Engineer's Handbook, illustrating and
describing the tests as well as giving useful information.

LEVINSON STEEL SALES CO.
National Distributors for APS Roofing & Siding

33 Pride St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Send [or th is
Handbook

Engineers
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ll\E OAY-BRITE UME IS COMPLETE
factory, Office or Engineering
Department fluorescent Light•
ing fixtures of all types-all
engineered to fully utili:ze the
higher efficiency of fluorescent
lighting.

HREE ADVANTAGES are corobin•d in the Indu"rial
fluorescent Fixtures comprising the Day-Brite Victory
Seri•>' ( 1) High reftection value' and long life a<e as,u,ed
by D ay-Brit•'' "Super-White" baked enaroel £,ni'h on non·
roetalli< reftecto" ... (2) speed in in,tallation and ..,.
of ,ervicing are achieved through ,iropliied roechanical
d.,ign ... (>) Maximun> rigidity of the entire in"allation

T

is assured by truss-like construction.
Call your Day-Brite Engineering Representative.

oAY-&RITE LIGHTING, INCORPORATED
5431 Bulwer Ave.
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.
help! In

ONCE MORE, Minneapolis-Honeywell

older plant being converted to war pro-

helps those who

this new air-

duction - Minneapolis-Honeywell has the

plane engine plant in the middle west, M-H

experience, the know ledge and the facilities

Controls govern conditions to help speed

to produce exactly the results desired-at

production. • No matter what control

minim um expense. Minneapolis-Honeywell

requirements may be- whether for a sleek,

Regulator Company, i.804 Fourth Avenue

new modern building like this outstanding

South, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

plant designed by Albert Kahn - or for an

owned

Company

branches in 49 principal cities.

HIGHER STANDARDS OF LIVING
DESICN FOR

E VEN our President has forecast "lower standards of living"

for Americans for the duration. In the public press, over the radio and in the speeches of those who are in such
strategic positions we are constantly being warned to expect lower standards of living. It
must be so. Yet there are millions now who are earning more than they have in years,
enjoying relative prosperity, saving through War Bonds as added security for the future.
The warning is that there will be, of necessity, less consumer goods to purchase and
enjoy. There will be enough of the necessities, we are assured, but not more, and the
luxuries will disappear. Yet I believe there will be, and already is, a "higher standard of
living" in America. It all depends on our definition of those three words, "standard
of living."

+

The words themselves are simple and clear but they are susceptible to so many interpretations, to many different meanings. "Living" is an all-embracive term, implying
the full range of human actions and aspirations-the satisfaction of all our needs and
desires. Yet the term, "standard of living" has come to mean, "level of physical existence" or "average acquired possessions." That is a quantitative rather than qualitative
definition. Of course the "standard of living" under this usual accepted definition must
be lower in America, as it is everywhere else, since our productive capacity is concentrated
on the tools of war. We can learn to do without many things and be the better for it.
We will be a healthier nation when this war is over, due to a better balanced diet, even
if less in quantity, and to more outdoor exercise now that walking and bicycling are
popular perforce.

+

But there are moral, intellectual, spiritual and human "standards of living" and
these are higher now than before Pearl Harbor. These usually go hand in hand with
higher levels of "creature-comfort standards." Paradoxically however, in these realms,
standards may be raised by adversity. There is more righteous indignation about injustice, dishonesty, cruelty, and oppression today than before Lidice. More sense of loyalty,
of responsibility, of helpfulness, more spirit of cooperation and mutual understanding
exists today than ever in recent years. More men are thinking seriously in terms of liberty, equality, fraternity-in the midst of this war for power, materials and marketsthan ever fought for them behind the barricades of Paris. The Atlantic Charter portends
a higher standard of international living, on moral as well as physical grounds, than the
world has yet seen.

+

And in the lives of the average Americans there is a new idealism, a greater sense
of duty, a more sincere seriousness of purpose that is not wholly selfish. Men now are
more esteemed for what they do and are than for what they have. Men are more willing
to serve their fellow men, and their greatest reward is in· the personal satisfaction they
take in a job well done.

+

If this spirit engendered in the winning of the war can come to maturity in the winning of the peace, the future will be exceedingly bright and many of the problems of
rebuilding a better America for every man, for every family, will be easier of solution.
With that motivation, intelligence can direct our productive capacity to the creation of
better communities, cities, regions-and a "higher standard of living" in every sense of
the words will indeed be possible.
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FUNCTIONS, FACTORS AND FUTURES

I

I

In reshaping the building industry for its war and
postwar tasks the questions of just what the objectives are , who can best do each part, and how
organize for greater efficiency may be clarified by
a brief analysis of present trends .

I T'S

no news to the building industry that the war has
brought many upsetting changes. More are indicated as
the war goes on- and the coming of peace will bring still
further modifications both in the needs for buildings, and
the ways of meeting those needs. Nor will the changes be
limited to materials, equipment and construction methods.
We can expect at least equal and perhaps more far-reaching
modification in the social, economic and political contro ls
that underlie and profoundly affect all buildings.
Changes will be brought about as the result of many
forces and factors and their interactions, most of them beyond the control of the building industry itself. To the inevitability of "death and taxes" we can add the inevitability
of change. And now more rapid change. How much can the
various factors within the indust.ry contribute to those
changes- both external and internal, and how will they be
affected by them ?
The building industry will undoubtedly be called upon
in the post-war period to give employment as well as to
provide buildings for every purpose. To get ready for that
task, both for the immediate postwar period and the longer
period of reconstruction, the necessity for defining its purposes, analysing its problems, and organizing its thinking, seems obvious.

THE PERENNIAL QUESTIONS
To BETTER understand the problems the building industry
will face in the postwar world, and to that extent, to aid
in solving them, several basic questions are worthy of consideration now before it is too late.
For what does the complex industry exist?
What
are, or should be, its purposes or objectives ? What are
the functions that must be performed to accomplish those
purposes? Who is best qualified to perform each of the
necessa.ry functions? How can these component parts be
better organized to operate more efficiently and effectively?
Periodically the various factors which have a major
stake in building become introspective and give thought to
such questions, to themselves, to their collaborators (or
competitors) and to tomorrow. Usually this serious mood
comes on in time of comparative inactivity in an effort
to account for such a state and to correct it. This time
there is complete inactivity in all normal building fields
and abnormal volume in construction of war services. The
latter leaves stranded several factors or alters their status
considerably, at least for the time being.
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PERSISTENT PURPOSES
PROBABLY the most comprehensive effort to coordinate the
various functions of building came about in the depression
of the 30' s with the formation of the Construction League
of the United States. This organization, which should find
scope for functioning now, was made up of practically all
the factors in the construction industry. It is worthwhile
to quote a few of its objectives:
1) "To unify the construction industry that it may plan
its future and present its aspirations as an industrial
unit. "
2) "To stabilize the industry, eliminate waste, improve
its ability to serve the public, coordinate research,
develop its structural and economic plans, minimize unemployment and consolidate parallel endeav-

ors."

3) "To promote higher standards of living, meet competition of other industries, support timely movements f9r proper and efficient public works, and
encourage sound financing and investment in construction projects."
Today the immediate objectives of every man in the industry is to meet war needs efficiently, with maximum speed
and minimum materials. The objective tomorrow will be
to meet peacetime needs, efficiently, fast and with the
best materials for their purposes.

OVER-ALL OBJECTIVES
ALL WHO ARE vitally interested in the welfare of the
building industry should have, and probably do have, the
same objectives, consciously or unconsciously. These might
be summed up in one sentence: "More and better buildings
to meet real needs more economically." To be more specific
the purposes are:
1. To anticipate the needs for building more accurately,
by being informed of present facilities, current activities and significant trends.
2. To provide buildings more efficiently to meet those
known needs; i.e.:
a) Buildings better planned, constructed and
equipped to serve their special purposes.
b) Buildings more economical in cost, both first cost
and operating-and-maintenance costs. Therefore buildings erected according to scientifically
determined standards of material and equipment
(Continued on page 34)
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CHART OF THE FUNCTIONS OF FACTORS IN THE BUILDING INDUSTRY

For the sake of clarity, the many professions, businesses, trades and
agencies are considered grouped within the classifications indicated
above. The arrows indicate the main lines of control or flow.
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performance, the best of each for its particular purpose and use-life. The elimination of
waste of material , time and labor in the construction process is a natural corollary.
c) Buildings in better relation to other buildings
and to other services and utilities, in order to
conserve energy, time, materials (Community and
Civic Design) .
d) Buildings flexible enough to be readily adaptabl e
to changing needs or technical advances.
e) Buildings which serve both their physical utili tarian purposes and which satisfy the psychologi cal needs and desires of the users and public.
3. To provide such buildings at a reasonable profit to
all concerned in their production .
4. To replace those buildings when they cease to function economically--0r are not needed .
Unfortunately, the objectives of the building industry
cannot be attained by proclamation, manifesto or debate .
The actual production of better buildings for predetermined
necessary uses involves conditions over which the planning
and construction factors in the industry have no control,
and as yet but little influence. A better-organized industry could , however, make its weight felt, and through unified action could bring about more rapidly the changed
conditions necessary to its most effective work.

FACTORS AND FUNCTIONS
UNDERLYING all building are the factors of land ownership, land use, land control and of financing means and
methods. These have a much more potent effect on the
progress and volume of building than the internal organization of the industry. And they are being given the consideration they merit by all factors that have a stake in
building. (See "Outlines of Postwar Patterns," page 41 in
this issue.) A more unified and better-organized construction industry could conceivably serve the public by producing a rational program for the changes which will be
necessary in our systems of land control and financial control. But our chief concerns here are with the possible
mutations of organization within the industry.
The building industry is made up of so many diverse
functions and interests that its very complexity makes
such unified action difficult. A better understanding of
the functions of the various factors that contribute to
building might do much to clarify the inter-relationship
and interdependence of all the factors on one another.
Such mutual understanding could do much toward unified
or collaborative action. Each one of the factors has in the
past been necessary in the production of pre-war and war
buildings. The functions of each factor will be necessary in the production of postwar buildings, whether the
trend is toward greater integration or greater specialization.
The accompanying simplified chart of the industry as
now organized for the construction of most types of build ings, shows graphically the functions that must be performed , by whom, and their direct interrelations as determined by control or by flow from needs for building
to the completed structures. For the sake of clarity the
many factors contributing to each main function have not
been listed but are included in the general designations.
Such a chart is useful in weighing the possibilities, and the
advisability, of realigning the various factors, for it indi -
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cates the tunctions that must be performed no marrer
what name is given to the factor or how the factor may
be combined with others.
A second chart showing the volume of building in recent years indicates the relative amounts of building that
have been planned and carried out with architect-engineer
services as compared with that by others. The importance
of the planning and designing functions is indicated by
the trend thus shown.

COMBINATIONS FOR BUSINESS EFFICIENCY
MANY CHANGES are being suggested to combine various
factors into business organizations which will perform more
of the functions of building under one management than
has been common in the past. The combining of talents
having similar or closely-allied fun ctions into more effective units may well bring about a realignment or reorganization of building procedure that will accomplish,
in part at least, some of the objectives stated above. Such
closer integration of the industry has been in the minds
of its leaders for many years, especially in the early thirties when the Construction League was formed . The increased tempo of the war requirements will undoubtedly
accelerate the changes that tend toward this type of uni fication . One concrete instance: the specialists in the planning and designing field are now uniting to a greater extent than formerly the functions of the architects and en gineers. "Technical Teams for War Work, " ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, May, 1941).
Again, the impetus given to prefabrication through Government acceptance and financial support, has brought
about the combination of the manufacturing with the siteassembly factors in single organizations, some of which
offer as well all the plan and design talents necessary for
the development of housing groups. The functions of
each of these re-grouped factors remain much the same but
closer coordination is possible through the integ ration. This
type of housebuilding unit may well serve the public better
as a business entity than as the former separate units.

SERVING THE PROSPECTIVE HOME-OWNER
THE POTENTIAL home-owner, even in the upper income
brackets, usually has been bewildered and confused by the
complexity of transactions necessary in building his house
under the system whi ch prevailed in the past, dealing with
real estate brokers, land owners, lawyers, title searchers,
architects, engineers, contractors, sub-contractors, landscape
architects, interior decorators and manufacturing representatives and dealers, salesmen and all the rest. Practically
everything else he buys is a tangible, inspectable package,
sold to him at a price. From force of habit, to a large extent, he prefers the single, clean-cut transaction to the rigamarole of various fees, separate contracts, certificates for
payment and constant bothersome questions.

HOW MUCH INTEGRATION?
INTEGRATION, as well as specialization, can be carried to
extremes, and the separation of functions into separate, independently operating entities was brought about not by
whim or " happenstance, " but because, at the time, they
seemed to serve a reasonable purpose. Complete integration of all functions dates from the beginnings of building.
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ARCHITECT-ENGINEERS DESIGN AN INCREASING PROPORTION OF TOTAL BUILDING
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The basis of this chart, quickly stated, is the labor of 7 50 Dodge reporters, carefully checking building projects in 37 states over the 11 year
period here spanned. O nly change in basis of reporting occurred in 1939. In classifying projects prior to '39, only those jobs were considered Architect-Engineer Designed when name of designer appeared on re~ort. In 1939 and since additional projects have been classified as Architect-Engineer
Designed when project was owned by a company or by a pubhc age n cy because it is assumed that in such work staH Architects and Encineers
invariably performed the design function .
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Three hundred years ago "lo," the poor Indian, completely
integrated all the functions in the construction of his dwelling. He provided the need, cleared the land, planned, designed and engineered the construction, provided the labor,
produced the raw and finished materials, assembled them
on the site and used and managed the building, subject
only to the social control and standards of the tribe. The
multiplicity of factors in the building industry came about
with the mcreasing complexity of the needs, uses and sizes
of buildings. The division and sub-division of functions
to perform the various services and provide the necessary
materials probably reached its maximum in the intra-war
period, and the trend is definitely in the other direction.

I NTEGRATION THROUGH MASS-PRODUCTION
FOR THE PAST twenty years integration of the building
industry on a mass-production basis has been described in
g lowing (or gloomy) terms from the Atlantic to the Sunday supplements-and usually with the exhortation, "See
what th~ automobile industry has done!" The automobile
industry has done miracles in reducing costs, expanding
markets, increasing output with fewer man-hours.
A building, even a house, presents some as yet unsolved
problems to the mass-producer and the analogy is not always valid. One essential difference between the automobile
industry and the building industry is that the automobile
manufacturer produces a comparatively small unit, which
has universal application and provides a limited type of
service - transportation . Buildings, on the other hand,
must be adapted to the sheltering of all sorts and kinds
of human activity, must vary greatly in size, must be fitted
to varying sites, climate and orientations. And the cost
of land also enters to disturb the house-marketing picture.
Another difference between the automobile and the small
house is the present relative life-span and the consequent
difference in the replacement market.
Enforced obsolescence through frequent style changes also may be more
difficult in house merchandizing than in automobile marketing. The permanence of the house in one location makes
it a less mass-merchandizable commodity. The house is
subject at present to the vicissitudes of taxation and assessment from which the car is relatively free. These things,
among others, affect the market- and mass production
economy is usually based on a known effective market.
Nevertheless, in the development of a better integrated
home-building industry, certainly much can be learned from
the automobile industry, especially in the realm of research and applied science, production methods,. shortterm financing, merchandising and distribution. The great
automobile organizations themselves are keeping their
eyes on the building field and are mass-producing equipment for the house. The making and marketing of parts
of houses can certainly follow assembly-line procedure.
The equipment and smaller parts of buildings now follow
that procedure and prefabrication development is a matter of degree. There are logical extensions of their policy which undoubtedly will result in the mass-production
of groups of equipment which can be standardized and
still have enough flexibility to make them useful in both
new construction and modernization. With the development
and growth of prefabricated building panels, factory-made
for site assembly, it is not difficult to see further trends
toward mass production and new business organizations.
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REALIGNMENT OF FUNCTIONS
THE VERTICAL integration of manufacturing processes from
raw materials to finished product ready for assembly is
logical and would contribute to the industry's objectives
of better service to the public. The functions of basicmaterial manufacturer, finished material and equipment
manufacturing and the distribution to the ultimate consumers, is being considered by more than one group of existing
corporations, and adds zest to the lives of small promoters.
The function of selecting and arranging manufactured
parts to produce the proper plan for the particular site or
the particular family will always be necessary. It is the
"design" function. It may be accomplished with different
building units, a slab of wall instead of standardized brick,
a complete kitchen instead of hand-picked parts.
In this way, there is a realignment of functions rather
than an elimination. The factors involved may change
in name and in some of their operating habits and they
may be absorbed in the formation of larger organizations.
Even handicraft labor organizations may find that technical
advances will make it advisable for them to transfer their
activities to the factories rather than endeavoring to perpetuate obsolete and wasteful building methods. It would
be the part of the organized building industry itself to
prove the advantage of such procedure.
The site-planner and the architect in the small house
field will still perform their functions, whether independently, as consultants, or as agents or employees of housemanufacturing companies. The function of the designer
will be of the utmost importance in producing the right
types of material and equipment for building, and in arranging the assembly of those materials in proper relationship to produce buildings which will fit particular sites and
particular purposes.
There is no reason why the various factors that have
functioned in the building industry cannot be realigned
to take advantage of the technological developments without any revolutionary upheavals if they are aware of the
trends, and if these trends are in accord with the overall
objectives to which they all subscribe.
Fear and reactionary attitudes are generally the result
of ignorance, a lack of understanding of the inter-relationships of parts that make the whole. As each factor sees
the possibilities of achieving the objectives of the industry
as a whole, it can adjust itself more readily to the change~
in organization and to the realignment of its functions in
harmony with the trends.
Progress is inevitable in this rapidly changing industrial
society. In thinking of the changes in the line of progress
it might be well if more factors in the building industry
followed the philosophy of an ancient but happy negro.
You remember that when he was asked how it was possible
for him to be so happy in spite all his trials and tribulations, he replied, "Well, you see, Sir, I'se learned to cooperate with the inevitable." The only questions here are,
"What really is inevitable?" And "What can we do to
make the right things inevitable?" We believe that those
changes which will definitely contribute to the attainment
of the stated objectives of the construction industry are
inevitable, and that the industry is so flexibly constituted
now that it can adapt itself readily to any readjustments of
the factors that perform its essential functions, now and
in the future.
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The ceramic mural, 16' x 40', dominates the facade at the entrance tower.
Designed by C. J. Fitzgerald to be
symbolic of the radio industry, it contains 126 different colors. The tower
itself is faced with fluted concrete in
pink buff, the same color as the remainder of the exterior. The marquee
below the mural is of bronze and stainless steel, and the entrance doors are
bronze with panels of colored plastic.

SAN FRANCISCO'S "RADIO CITY"
Albert F. Roller • Architec:t

horizontal and vertical
areas of glass block and an 80-foot
entrance tower with a colorful ceramic mural identify the new 5-story
home of NBC in San Francisco completed before the ban on critical materials. The general tone of the exterior is a warm pink buH. The base
of the building around the garage is
of sea green colored concrete and at
the entrance is of terra cotta. The
parapet is formed with alternating
aluminum rails and flower boxes.
Designed without windows, the
main administrative offices on the
fourth floor receive outside light
through the spacious panel of glass
block.
STREAMLINED
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THE main lobby provides .m1ple public
access to the studios on the second floor
by means of elevators and a broad stairway. ( ee plans, page 40). The show
windows inside the lobby tell the story
of radio and publicize the programs and
radio advertised products. The walls
of the lobby are in Chinese lacquer red
and gold leaf. The ceiling is finished
in aluminum leaf. The floor is of black
terrazzo with bronze strips. Entrance
doors are bronze with panels of colored
plastic composition.
At the far end of the lobby curved
panels of glass block vertically trimmed
with stainless steel flank the main stairway. Electric reflectors behind these
curved sections softly illuminate the
lobby at the stair entrance. The bases
of the glass block panels and the steps
are of black terrazzo to match the lobby
floor. The walls either side of the stairway are finisl1ed in pastel green .
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THE entire structure, with the exception of a public parking garage on
the first floor, is devoted exclusively to
radio studios, offices, and facilities.
(See plans page 40). From the foyer
on the second floor, reached by elevator or wide staircase from the main
lobby, the visitor, through large winJows can see the newsroom with its
teletype machines, and the traffic department where program schedules are
worked out, corrected, and kept posted
on huge boards. The largest studio,
41 x 70 ft. and capable of seating 500
people, opens directly off this foyer
through double doors and a vestibule.
The smaller studios are just a few steps
down the public corridor. The three
largest studios are two stories high, and
clients' observation booths are above
the control rooms. The second floor
also includes technical, conference, and
lounge rooms. Freight elevator and
second stairway are at the rear of the
building.
Visible from the foyer of the third
floor is the master control room, directly opposite the elevators. This
room is the nerve center of the building and is so designed that one man
has complete control over every studio,
every line in and out of the building,
and all the switches and operations.
Also on this floor are smaller studios,
reference and audition rooms and offices.
Administrative offices occupy the
fourth floor.
Plans and specifications for the reinforced concrete building were
worked out by the architect in close
collaboration with NBC technical engineers and included every improvement that has been developed in laboratories or learned in the construction
of studios in other cities. Every studio
is set on springs, with the walls and
ceilings suspended by springs, and it is
thus impossible for any outside sound
or vibration to reach the studios. All
wall surfaces have scientifically correct acoustical treatment and are set
at angles that make objectionable
sound reflection impossible.
Steam heat was combined with air
conditioning to maintain ideal atmospheric conditions.
Controls and
eq uipment are on the fifth floor.
Above. Interior of a large studio, showing
the control room window, with the win
dow of clients' observation booth above .
Below. Clients' observation booth looking towards the stage. Note perforated
acoustical material lining the walls.
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Executive office. Venetian blinds and draperies control the
intensity of outside Iight flooding through the glass block.
The ceiling is acoustic tile. Note air-conditioning outlets.

The clients' audition room on the fourth floor is quiet in tone
with walls, floor, and draperies in pale blue-green . The walls
are of perforated wallboard, with rock wool behind them .
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OUTLINES

OF

POSTWAR PA T TERNS

By EMERSON COBLE
Managing Editor, A RCHITECTURAL RECORD

in these war times is a lament of a former
decade, when the business machine seemed paralyzed for
lack of opportunity. Then it was said that business needed
a great new industry to lead it out of depression, a New
Frontier to usher in an era of further development. The
war has changed all that. Not only has the war loaded the
business machine to capacity, and then some, but it has
opened plenty of new frontiers for the future.
It is clear that making the world a better place for Jiving
is all the frontier that could be asked. Making it safe for
democratic living is the first job ; then comes the task of
making tangible the benefits of the democratic way of life,
in our own country as well as across the seas. That is a
task that calls for planning on a scale and on a level never
before envisioned. And it will challenge the capacities of
planners everywhere. Can we produce a Design for Democracy, and this time make it work?
As for construction, economists and laymen alike are
agreed on the heavy role of construction in the postwar
program of re-employment and rebuilding. Construction is
depended on not only to take up much of the immediate
burden of providing jobs and investment and manufacturing opportunities, but also to set the pace in a long-term
program of raising standards of living. First it is to have
ready a "shelf" of deferred construction projects, ready to
absorb men, materials and money after the war. Later
it is to tackle with a new freedom and a new energy some
of ·the familiar objectives of democracy-providing better,
cheaper housing for the masses, clearing slums and blighted areas, redesigning outmoded cities, providing factories and airports and highways and schools and hospitals
and recreational facilities-not just for the wealthy, but
for all.
It is realistic to view the two tasks separately. The
first one-the projects for V-day-is an immediate, necessary, and practical field of building that requires a mini·
mum of readjustment after the war. The second one involves essentially long-term planning, and depends for
its success on the propagation of some new concepts and
the removal of many obstacles that have proved stubborn
in the past. It will involve many argumentative mattersthe condemnation of private property. to cite just oneand will undoubtedly be delayed for deliberation. The Mas·
ter Plan for every community will not develop and gain
acceptance overnight. It may even involve some of what
an English architectural editor calls "the pathology of postwar utopias." To delay V-day building for the settling of
such matters is simply beyond the realm of possibility.
As a practical matter the V-day building program is
right now rapidly gaining momentum. Under the lead of
the National Resources Planning Board and the nowdormant Public Work Reserve, dozens of communities are
FORGOTTEN
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A positive governmental program looking toward full em·
ployment would greatly vitalize and invigorate private enterprise. An expansionist program would permit private enterprise to operate at high output levels. There is plenty of
work to do. We need improved manufacturing equipment to
produce more and better goods at lower prices. We need to
carry on extensive research in the laboratories of our great
prfoate corporations, in our universities, and in Government
bureaus to create new products and develop new processes.
We need to rehabilitate and modernize our transportation
system- by land, water, and air. We need continued advance
in the techniques of 11roduction, distribution, and transporta·
tion; in short in all those elements that enter into a higher
standard of living. We need to rebuild America- urban re·
development projects, rural rehabilitation, low-cost housing,
express highways, terminal facilities, electrification, flood con·
trol, reforestation. Many public development projects open
fresh outlets for private investment. We need a public health
program, including expansion of hospital facilities. We need
a nutritional program. We need more adequate provision for
old age. We need higher educational standards in large sec·
tions of our country. We need a program to improve and
extend our cultural and recreational facilities. We need an
enrichment of the material and spiritual resources of our
American way of life. We have seen how it is possible to
mobilize the productive capacities of the country for war.
We can also mobilize them for peace.
-Alvin H. Hansen
"After the War-Full Employment"
National Resources Planning Board.

I believe it is vitally necessary for us to appraise as best
we can all the long-range possibilities of the situation, to see
whether we are fighting for mere survival or for greater objectives and for the promise of great rewards. The dictators
of the Axis powers have inspired their peoples, and particularly the younger generation, with glowing promises of a better world built out of the spoils of conquest. This country
seeks no spoils of conquest, no domination of others by force,
but its destiny requires that it assume leadership in a world
that will provide broader opportunities for individuals and
peoples thari any that history has yet recorded.
If the postwar prosperity which I visualize as the possible
-or rather the probable- result of victory becomes an actual,.
ity, the demand for construction, as measured in annual dol·
lar volume, is likely to be greater than anything we ever had
before. There will be a large accumulated demand for houses
a11d commercial buildings and public improvements caused
by current postponements. There will be new needs incidental
to the expansion of our economic activities. Work will be re·
sumed on our highways and parkways; in all likelihood slum
redevelopment, a necessary and long·awaited program, will be
undertaken in many of our large cities. Postwar planning
studies of Governmental and private agencies alike assign a
major role to construction.
- Thomas S. Holden
"Architectural Record" May 1942
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If we are to make our postwar cities true temples of the
/our freedoms, there is one central idea which, today as nei·er
before, has the acceptance of social scie1itists, groups of {JrOperty owners a11d investors, a11d of public officials. The replan 11i11g a11d rebuilding of cities must be 011 a large scale: cm
isolated, u11coordi11ated attack, the replacement of a group
of structures here a11d there, will 11ot do. 011r replanning m11_.t
be bold, fresh, a11d imaginati·1•e.
- Charles S. Ascher
"Better Cities"
ational
Resour1·es Planning Board

Taki11g all of these considerations into accoimt, it is safe
to say that-if at the right terms and prices a11d if in the
right places- the country could absorb anywh ere from 900.000
to 1,200,000 11ew dwellings a year, for the decade after war,
and still be in need of a very large volume of repair during
the same period.
- Miles L. Colean
"The Role of the Housebuildin;; Industry" ational
RPso urcPs Planning Board

Blight has overtake11 011.e-/011rth of urban Am erica. The
deterioration of property assessed at approximately forty billions of dollars has placed property owners, urban residents.
and city govemments in a serious plight. U11less the spread
of blight is directly a11d effectively stopped, there will be no
escape from an era of accelerated city disintegrati-011, physically.
politically, and socially---a11 era of wasted {Jroperty rnlues nnrl
inferior urban environment.
The causes of creeping blight are 1wm.erous_ They rest
primarily upon tech11ological cha11ges, which perm.it ati er·er
lengthe11ing urban radius, plus defective city patterns of land
use, which make escape from old areas desirable. Existi11g
city armngements were conceived to accommodate a mode of
urban living, commerce. and transportation that gave way to
essentially different requirements more than a generation ago.
We can not continu e to hammer modern living, commerce, and
transportation into a form that was built for horse and b11gf{y
needs.
The 1wb of the problem lies in urban land planning. The
provision of adequate a11d wholesome housing is but a part
of the larger task of replanning a11d rebuilding cities. Pi<>remeal housing efforts, which ignore the basic need of replantiing, call have only partial siicces_., and may be th e cause
of new blight.
City patterns. land uses, and traffic systems must be replanned upon a realistic basis lo sen•e actual 11eeds. 1d1h primary consideration given to the creation of lit•able home
neighborhoods-free from traffic danger ... smoke, noise and
visual nuisances- in which a normal and 1cholesome famil y
life can exist. Until this is done , the flight from the cities by
those who can escape will co11tinue.
-"A Proposal For Rebuilding Blighted City Area,"
The Urban Land Institute
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reviewing their postwar building needs and scheduling
six-year programs for realizing them. New York City,
for example, has appropriated $22,000,000 for plans and
specif.cations for 660,000,000 worth of buildings to be
built after the war. The Civil Aeronautics Administration has planned literally hundreds of airports as part of
the war effort, with practically all of the building work
waiting for the end of wartime restrictions. State plan ning boards and city plan commissions are taking on new
activities and broadening their work. Any number of
trade associations, industrial concerns, foundation s, universities and other groups are devoting energetic study to postwar problems. If there is confusion and lack of coordination in all of these efforts, that is not surprising, in view
of the fast pace of war and the sweeping and sudden
changes that follow in its wake.
Probably more important, in the V-day market, than all
of this are the blueprints for private projects that are onlr
awaiting the lifting of building restrictions. Reporters of
the F. W. Dodge Corp. are taking the guesswork out of
estimating this deferred construction market, by compiling
reports on individual projects now on architects' boards.
While this is a comparatively recent addition to the Dodge
services it is already accumulating information on millions of dollars worth of planned projects. Another look
at the extent of such work was a recent survey of ARCHITECTURAL RECORD , in which more than half of the architects questioned reported projects on their boards for postwar building.
This volume of waiting work is not, however, assurance
that the postwar frontier will be opened and its promises
fulfilled. If present expectations of a new and brighter
postwar world are to be realized , if the rebuilding of America is to be accomplished, a broader view of planning must
be taken. Familiar problems of the past must be faced
and solved, not just those of building costs and technical
progress, but also those involving the social and political
and physical patterns of the communities in which building
is done. We must deal with metropolitan monstrosities
that grew from the Topsy type of planning. As one observer has put it: " Our American cities were built too
fast. They were built as workshops in an age of furious
industrial development. They have not kept pace with the
changing scene. Now we must rebuild them for better
living. "
One casualty of the war that is not mourned is the complacency of less explosive times. Certainly an all-out global
war does sweep aside many handicaps and prejudices. In
short, war permits, indeed demands, a vigorous breaking
of bonds.
While the war introduces new complexities, the separate
phases of the postwar job are the unremedied troubles that
have long beset American communities. Some of them have
had much attention, but are still unsolved riddles. Some
have been thoroughly researched , and their solutions fairly well delineated . Some- such as slum housing-have
been the subject of endless debates. Others-like backbreaking taxation- have solutions too unpleasant to have
been faced. And most of the troubles of American communities are so interwoven that before the new frontier
for rebuilding can be opened , a fully coordinated attack
must be worked out and executed .
The confusion that surrounds postwar planning for the
long future is not to be resolved in one article on the sub-
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ject. But it may help to list a few maior J:Jelds of planning that stand out as major objectives in the campaign.
The classifications here briefly reviewed are seven: 1. Need
for an aroused public opinion; 2. more comprehensive
planning for cities or regions ; 3. land use and land controls ; 4. building costs and technical advances; 5 . financing; 6. taxation and municipal services; and 7. public vs.
private enterprise.

1. An A roused Public Opinion
In a broad way public opinion is already aroused to the
need for better planning after the war. Pacing his sentry
post the soldier asks himself what it is all about, what he
may expect if and when he gets home. The worker, still
struggling for his " rights," hopes for increased security
and better living. Everybody hopes the four freedoms mean
tangible advantages and better living. Business men are
doing more than just worrying about it.
But while public opinion is receptive, it is also confused. And however excellent are the plans worked out in
the halls of scientific planning, they will eventually depend for effectiveness on public acceptance. Perhaps it
would be more realistic to recognize that public reactions
to the topics of the times will be the biggest factor in
the final steps taken, whether or not those steps are really
solutions. Thus the greatest task of all is the education of
the public in the several phases of the task of rebuilding
America.
How better could an architect use his spare moments
than by taking some initiative in spreading the gospel of
sound planning in his own community? The mayor and the
city council are already vaguely interested in a better community plan. The d1amber of commerce and the real estate board are actively interested. The city planning commission is fervently anxious for all possible help. But generally speaking there is only the vaguest notion of what
a community plan is and what it might do for citizens.
Anything that can be done to translate the theories into
terms of· tangible benefits is all to the good. And a little
drawing board effort would not do any harm .

2 . Comprehensive Community Planning
Some years ago a southern city called in a well-known
city planner and had him prepare some new plans for the
city. He studied the city as it was and as it might be,
and drew a " master plan." His plan duly completed, he
received a fancy fee and departed. A few years later the
subject of city development came up again, and it occurred
to the city fathers to refer to the master plan. But the
grand and expensive scheme was lost in the files ; it simply could not be found.
If the term " master plan" has a connotation of futility
that is not so much a criticism of the basic idea of comprehensive planning as it is a measure of past performance.
Hundreds of cities have something that passes for a master
plan. Maybe the plans were sound; maybe they represented
idle dreaming. Maybe they were excellent for a certain
era, such as the famous L'Enfant plan of Washington, but
turned out badly because they were static, which by the
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There seems to be little difference of opinion among pro·
fessional men, marwfacturers, producers, labor, capital, and
uovemmeu.t that we are determi11ed to maintain a high standard of living and that this can only be done through the
typical American method of productive power. Inevitably tied
to this thesis is the rebuilding and rehabilitation of our Ameri·
can communities. The task is a gigantic one, but may be
viewed with less awe because of the example set by American
industry in the great production program now reaching its
height in the war production effort. The war cannot be won
without a unified effort centered on a single purpose. We cannot rebuild our Am «rican economy without that same unified
effort.
- Walter R. MacCornack
(From an address read before
the annual convention of Amer·
ican In titute of teel Construction)

No replanning of land patterns and uses in our cities can
be made realistic or wholly effective unless it is compreherisive
enough to include entire metropolitan areas. Planning effort
is now diversified and uncoordinated. Within a single functioning metropolitan community we may expect to find plan·
ning done by numerous municipal governments, county goti·
ernments, sanitary districts, school boards, and park commi.<sio11 s. This is a chaotic process.
Planning must become a dynamic function of government.
Most of the present city planning commissions are merely
fldvisory bodies with exceedingly limited powers. Planning
procedures must be segregated as far as possible from the in{111.ence of the everyday give-and-take of political life. 'fhe
essence of planning is to think in long-range terms, and to
t>rov ide a pattern for the gradual rebuilding of the city in a
generation.
The rebuilding of blighted city areas offers a vast field of
operation for priv(lte enterprise. It is now a pressing need. It
will also be a logical and constructive means of relieving unemployment and directing the readjustment of industry to
peacetime production at the close of the present war. Hou~
ever. private effort alone cannot attack and cure urban blight.
Replarmin.g is a first and indispensable requisite.
It is also clear that no program of replanning blighted areas
can be made effectfre unless there is vested in some public
agency the power of eminent domain to assist in reassembling
land in blighted districts. It is beyond the power of private
effort to assemble sufficiently large areas in the blighted dis·
trict to create a n.ew neighborhood environment.
-"A Proposa l For Rebuilding Blighted City Areas"
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There is no permanent escape from the responsibilities of
the city. Indeed, recent studies indicate that real property
taxes are higher per capita in many sitburbs than in their
central cities. It is becoming clear that much of the migration
within urban areas is only an illusion of progress; too of ten
the vigor of the new area is matched by decay in the old.
Large-scale rebuilding of cities m eans, then, comprehensive
metropolitan planning.
-Charles S. Ascher

Ever• within the city it is increasingly agreed that our scale
of rebuilding must be large to m eet the objective of pro viding
a physical basis for a satisfying comnumity life; we m1tst plan
our rebuilding, not by the square block, but by the square
mile. If this conception be accepted, we must clearly have
an idea to guide us that will give us more than ro ws of sani·
tary barracks to replace rows of unsanitary hutches. The
guiding concept which is gaining wide acceptance as an ideal
in city rebuildirig is that of the neighborhood : ari area f reed
from the disruptive forces of through traffic, w ith a system of
circulation designed for its internal needs, supplied with its
own play spaces, schools, health center, places of assemblage
for worship and civic discussion, its own retail shops.
With the acceptance of the neighborhood conce pt, ti:e ca11
free ourselves from the identification of "slum clearance" with
the prov ision of "low-cost housing" which crept into the first
legislation making Fed eral finan cial aid arnilable for hou ing
in 1932. We can propose the tearing down not only of sub·
standard residences, but of decrepit warehouses and dank
sweatshops; we can plan to replace them by schools, playgrounds, parking lots, markets, shops, residences, work·places
-all the appropriately placed elements of integrated communities.
Indeed, the new way of life which the postwar city can a/·
ford will be embodied in types of buildings which have seldom
existed. We must take care that our li ts of postwar public
works do not consist merely of the familiar courthouse and
school. There must be provisio11 for the health and welfare
centers which may become as familiar a~ post offices-with
their well-baby clinics, their nutrition adv isers, their employment security offices for job registration and consultation about
benefits. There will be buildings to serve new types of voca.
tional education, groups of buildings combini11g the /unctions
of school. library, and recreation center for children and
adults.
-Oharles S. Ascher

way is a fairly general criticism of much of the planning
of the past. Or perhaps they were grand conceptions of th.e
City Beautiful, such as the great Burnham Plan for Chicago, which gave that city wonderful and costly public improvements but did nothing to stop the spread of blighted
areas or slums, or to improve living conditions. In any case
the soundest city planning is completely futile if the results
are just filed in the city hall.
Such a background of city planning has not been in vain.
Certainly it has not disproved the soundness of the fundamental idea of orderly planning of a city's pattern. What
it has demonstrated is that city planning, either in concept or performance, has been ineffective.
It has shown, too, that there is no escape from the problems of the city. The great exodus from the city, known as
decentralization, has been accelerating (until interrupted
by the war ) at an alarming rate. It has been pointed out
that decentralization is not due just to the automobile,
but to general dissatisfaction with living conditions in the
city. Better transportation has only made possible the escape that has long been desired. It has been pointed out
too that the flight to the suburbs has not solved any problems- it has only moved them. Many suburban areas have
the same tax problems, the same municipal bankruptcy, the
same blighted and slum areas, the same traffic tangles,
the same noise and confusion and crowding, and the same
decentralization of the central city.
Sooner or later we shall have to face the difficulties
of living together in large cities. We shall have to work
out the solutions-find the planning techniques and implement the plans. The war has intensified dissatisfactions such as metropolitan living conditions have produced,
and has brought, in a tidal wave, a determination to do
something.
It is important to remember that, in spite of lack of
visible results, city planners have already formulated some
excellent proposals for correcting the faults of our communities. There is, for a single example, the concept of
neighborhood redevelopment. Proposals for the use of the
neighborhood plan of rebuilding cities were well advanced,
implemented with the necessary legislation in some states,
and ready for practical demonstration. The problems of
cities are by no means insoluble. On paper most of them
have already been solved.

3. Land Use and Land Controls

The present assessed t•aluation of land is, in many case.~.
far beyond its use or sale value, ancl has been the result of
speculation in times of wmsiwl prosperity. This is a situation
which the tax authorities seized upon for increased revenues.
Housing projects on land at a dollar per square foot , which
is not at all unusual in our national housing experience, means
building low-cost housin g 011 land costirig 43,560 per acre.
Tliis is absurd, and Leads t.o ot·ercro1 l'din g in order to over·
com e high land cost per dwelling unit.
-Walter R. MacCornack
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Biggest difficulty in any rebuilding program is that every
building project involves land. And the problems of land
use and land controls and land ownership have been the
obstacles that have so far been insurmountable.
Some years ago zoning was the magic word. But though
zoning has been universally adopted it has been largely ineffective. Practically every city is over-zoned for large
buildings of all types, and consequently the theoretical
protection of zoning for the proper use of land has not
been realized. Gas stations and stores and a wide variety
of similar non-conforming structures have damaged neighborhood values and speeded the natural processes of neglect
and deterioriation. Individual property owners lose heart,
sell out and leave. And gradually blight settles on a whole
district.
Still property owners wait for the day when they can
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sell their lot, at a whopping price, for a great apartment
or office building development. The speculative fervor of
land ownership is still dominant in the land situation. It
has been exploited in tax assessments, and thus further perpetuated. Diverse and legally complex ownerships of
small city lots are a further difficulty in the assembly of
plots large enough for profitable and logical development.
And land assembly is not the only problem. Even a
grand new project on a large plot is no guarantee that the
same blight and obsolescence will not settle again on the
neighborhood. And there is the problem of premature development of outlying land, and its attendant evils.
So of recent years there have been a number of revolutionary proposals with respect to land ownership and its
rights, with the general objective of effectuating the planning and improvement of city patterns, and thus opening
the frontier of rebuilding America.
These problems have already been discussed at great
length. Suffice it to say here that the efforts of the building industry have always been hemmed in by matters of
land use. Land ownership has dictated the types of buildings planned and erected, the type of planning and building organizations, the opportunities and limitations of
the whole industry. And on the answers now being debated depend the future limitations on building.

4. Building Costs and Technical Advances
For all of the rapid technological progress of tl1e war
period, for all of the new materials one day to be available
in unheard-of quantities, the progress of the postwar
period will depend on action against the familiar restrictive
inf! uences of the past.
Currently wartime necessities are raising strength allowances for steel in both structural steel and concrete
calculations. Architects and engineers have long been
saying that this country has been flagrantly wasteful of
basic materials, that our buildings are much more massive
and more costly than they need be, than they are in other
countries. The war is also giving a boost to all laborsaving ideas such as prefabrication and assembly techniques.
And emergency government specifications are cutting
through local building codes and upsetting the so-called
vested interests.
It is to be noted, however, that local codes are only
suspended for the duration, not basically changed. How
much permanent progress will be achieved is a question yet
to be answered .
Labor is still stubbornly holding its vantage points. It
is to be remembered, of course, that postwar plans for
the democratic way of life comprehend steadily improving
the lot of the working man; that is fundamental to Design
for Democracy. But the plan for the future does not comprehend make-work restrictions on output or hampering alliances or jurisdictional squabbling.
Labor matters are a major concern in any coordinated
attack on high building costs. Building has always been
charged with costs too high for the people it serves. And
always before it has been the nice vision of the untapped
market of really inexpensive homes. If costs could be cut
to the level of the working man a tremendous market could
be opened.
And prefabrication is looked to as the means for opening
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To provide a basis for rebuilding cities by the square mile,
rather than the square block, we must make urban land fluid
again. We must be able to assemble it in large blocks and to
devote it to suitable purposes which will sometirnes be different from its present use, or the use of which the owner and the
tax assessor now dream. In any case, we must plan its contribution to the community without distorting our pattern because of the pressure of earning a return upon an insupportable land value, or the desire for an unearned increment; and
without necessarily asking the occupants of the new structure$
to meet the full cost of acquiring the site and of remo ving
the obsolete structure that previously stood upon it.
- Charles S. Ascher

Though its principles lwt•e been long uuderstood and it$
possibilities long recognized, the factory process has been slow
in developing. First, it had to await the invention of practicable methods (like the panel systems) , then the appearance
of suitable, inexpensit'e materials (like plywood and synthe.t ic
glues) through which the methods could be made effective.
Facing it also was the 011position of labor fearing technological unemployment, of subcontractors foreseeing extinetion, of dealers jealous of their stranglehold on the materials
supply, and of lenders wary of losses in existing properties
should the innovations fulfill their promise. Public skepticism, fed by both the exaggerated claims and the irresponsibility of some of the prefrabricating pioneers and by the propaganda of their enemies, also held back the progress of the
factory operation.
The Government's wartime housing program brought a new
stimulus to the expansion of factory production. It provided a
volume market, which previous distributing arrangements had
not been able to develop. The very pressure for production
forced out many of the old restraints. The rigidities in the
materials Sttpply system were often broken down, and centralized buying direct from manufacturers, either by the producers or by the Government itself, became accepted in the
trade. Labor's hostility decreased, and instead of opposing
the spread of factory methods labor turned to organizing the
workmen in the factories. Instances have occurred where
union labor has installed plumbing stacks and wiring in panels
before erection-procedures almost unheard of before the war.
The war, if it has not created a new industry, has at least
aided one to develop.
With the termination of war orders, however, the new industry will face a real crisis. Having grown up in dependence
on the Government as its customer, it is apt to find itself
crippled by lack of adequate facilities for distribution to the
private market. A resurgence of the demands of local materials and labor interests may once more rise to plague it.
Building codes, always subject to the pressure of local interests, may again be used against industrial innovation. The
problems of land, of taxation, of finding investors in rental
property may prove no lesser obstacles than they have in the
past.

At the same time a crisis will be at hand in the coimie of
pLtblic policy. We shall have to decide as a nation whether
to have a large volume of low-priced house production with
its attendant social a11d economic benefits, or whether ,out of
fear of temporary disruptions, to protect certain existing interests and certain traditional ways of doing bLtsines~.
-Miles L. Colean
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Such broadening of the housing market as occurred during
the past decade to a very considerable extent resulted from the
liberal terms available for home purchase. As a result of
prevailing financial conditions combilied with Govemment insurance of mortgages a11d other devices, i11terest rates reached
new lows, the period of repayment was stretched to 20 to 25
years, equity payments sank to 20 per cent and 1111der some circumstances to I 0 a11d even 5 per cent, arid ample quantities of
rno11ey 1~ere available for favored areas.
The sillwtioll sho wed clearly the stimulative effects of easy
money. And, as the market expanded further with each successive liberalization, it indicated that cm easy-money policy
would have to be maintained if home purchase was to be
markedly increased. Modifications ill mortgage practice accomplished during the decade (notably the popularizing of
amortization and the reduction in the use of second mortgages)
eliminated part of the risk of the trallsaction to both lender
-and borrower. But the increa5ingly thin and often imaginary
equities baclc of the loans and the long periods over which
payments are rigidly prescribed create problems of their own.
The recognized social be11e/its of a large proportion of home
ow11ership were thus obtai11ed at the risk of possible future
social unrest. 011e of the pressing choices of the postwar
period will be whether to accept this risk a11d press for industrial expansion through increased sales, or to devise some
means through which a large volume of housing can be produced without the dangers inherent in today's lo11g-term con·
tracts and also, if possible, without sacrifice of the social values
of ownership.
-Miles L . Colean

this market. It is obviously true that prefabricationwhether it means assembly-line houses as such or partial
prefabrication in all types of building operation-will
make a large contribution toward lower-cost building. It
is fitting to point out, however, that prefabrication itself
depends for its success on just the same things that govern
the use of older techniques. The mass market is not ready
and waiting for the assembly-line house. Prefabrication
faces the same financing, taxation, building code, and landcost problems, and its difficulties with labor are greater
rather than less. Prefabrication may be expected to go
forward, but it has no inherent magic to thrust aside the
complex troubles of all building in the past.

5. Financing
The financing of real property and building is one phase
of the postwar task in which great progress has already
been made. In the past decade it has already seen the firm
establishment of the principle of long-term financing.
Still financial troubles have beset the whole business
front, and they are not getting any easier or simpler.
Building has, more than any other industry, been at the
mercy of the ups and downs of business cycles. The building cycle in fact has been one of the most violent of all,
its peaks and dips meaning the difference between feast
and famine. Greater financial and monetary stability is
a national objective vital to every field of business and
every human endeavor, and the building industry has an interest second to none in the struggles to level off the
variations in the chart. For illustration, consider how
much labor relations could be improved if building organizations could count on steady, sustained activity, or
how much costs could be cut if overhead could be better
budgeted.

6. Taxation and Municipal Services

On all sides, suggestions are made that the entire tax structure of the country should be studied w ith a view to creating
a more scientific and equitable taxation method. J"or instance,
in many communities the tax on real property is creating a
more scientific and equitable taxation m ethod. For instance,
in many communities the tax on real property is creating
thousands of cases of tax delinquency, depriving home and
farm owners of their property, and threatening our large urban
centers with bankruptcy. A whole foreclosure on tax delinquent property would lead to government ownership of large
sections of our cities and rural co mmunities. There is evidence that there is too close a relationship between the taxing
authorities and the spending groups, and that the method of
assessment and the amount of the tax levied are too often
based on expediency and not Oil sound economic principles.
Some method of relieving this situation must be found. This
matter should be taken out of the talk stage and action secured. It is a national as well as a local problem, and it is
recommended that it be studied now.
-Walter R. MacCornack

The spreading bankruptcy of large American ot1es is a
problem of postwar bui lding. Taxation has frequently gone
beyond the point of diminishing returns, has paralyzed
constructive activity in real estate development, has discouraged even normal maintenance of property, and so hastened the process of blight and the spread of slums. So
tax incomes further decrease and municipalities get farther
into the morass.
Conversely, the city is forced to extend and maintain
utilities and services in areas that cannot carry their share
of the cost. The city government has had to follow the
whims of private real estate development struggling in
a senseless city pattern. It must provide services and
protection to suburbanites who contribute very little to
the city's income.
It is apparent that tax problems are not to be solved
over an architect's drawing board. But it is also apparent

that a sound plan for development of the city's property
resources, a sound plan for utilizing present street facilities
and utilities, could contribute much to the solution of its fi.
nancial difficulties. The tax problems and the physical
patterns go together.
And if, through city planning adequate to the task, a
(continued on palfe 86 >
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6 HOUSES

1.

RUGGED

SIMPLICITY

IN

SEATTLE

DONALD DWIGHT WILLIAMS, Architect
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DESIGNED for a young couple with a limited budget who
wished a country home, this little house turns its back on the
country read and opens to a sheltered garden in the rear.
One ample room with wide vista towards the garden and
access to the rear terrace forms the living center of the
house. The rugged simplicity of construction and finish is
in tune with the surroundings and emphasizes the easy
transition from indoor to outdoor living shown in plan.

lb x 1.b

Bedrooms and services are grouped
on the road side and contribute to
the privacy of the living portion of
the house. All corridors and halls
have been eliminated and there is
no space wasted for circulation.
The easy, covered access from carport to main entrance is noteworthy
The general interior treatment harmonizes with the rustic exterio~
and garden surroundings. The large
window and door open to the rear
terrace and overlook the private
garden . The brick fireplace plus a
large circulating heater take the
place of a more expensive furnace .
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2.

A

BACHELOR ' S

HOME

IN

CALIFORNIA

RAPHAEL S. SORIANO, Designer

LOCATED between fine old trees on grounds whid1 were
part of a rich estate, this residence in the contemporary
manner was designed for a famous ceramist. The plan is
of modest dimensions, yet large enough to meet the demands of a bachelor who required sufficient space for entertaining his many artist friends .
The owner required a definite communion between outdoor and indoor spaces and there is direct access from the
living room and from the studio to the gardens outside.
Large areas of glass were also used to bring the outdoor
panorama into the indoor living quarters. Wide overhangs
protect the interior from excessive glare.
The main entrance, across a raised patio, provides access to either the living section of the house or, through
a door in the west wall, to the owner's private workshop,
right in back of the garage and opening into it for service
reasons. The wood deck floor of this patio, suspended
above a little pool, ingeniously provides space for a display
of ceramics, which becomes a feature of the main entrance.
The wall of the workshop is a ribbon of sand-blasted glass
and at night it provides a pleasant soft illumination for
the whole entrance patio.
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The austere simplicity of the living room
is conducive to relaxation and study. The
lighting is indirect. A few low chairs and
a low table are the only movable furniture, the rest is all built in. There is a
long comfortable couch flanked by an
automatic record changer with storage
for symphonic record albums and radio
books. There are long bookshelves and
deep shelves, some closed and others
open, for the exhibit of ceramics. The
fireplace, of unusual design, is open on
two sides to face both the couch and the
built-i n desk at the northwest corner of
the room . The living room ceiling and
fireplace are matt white, the woodwork
is V4- inch magnolia plywood . The carpet
is sand colored, the couch olive green,
and draperies are canary yellow. The
other rooms in the house are colorfully
painted in corals, grays and greens.
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3.

HOUSE

FOR

AN

UNUSUAL

LOT

IN

HOUSTON

MacKIE and KAMRATH, Architects
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DuruNG construction this home was vigorously
criticized by older residents of a long-established
conservative subdivision, but upon completion it
was bailed by neighboring property owners as definitely improving the housing standards set by the
older residences.
Considerable plan study was necessary to take
advantage of the unusual-shaped lot and to con serve the valuable trees existing on the property.
The Jiving room was placed to obtain the most interesting vista, to the south and north, and the
large picture window on the north side overlooks
an immediate brick terrace and an interesting
Japanese garden . Great care was taken to obtain
good ventilation from the southeast prevailing
breeze in the living room, dining alcove and bed rooms, and with this in mind, the master bedroom has a louver in the west wall to develop
cross-ventilation. Its bathroom is ventilated by two
clerestory type transom windows. The open carport facing the street is worthy of note.
The exterior of the house combines stock wood
siding, painted a deep gray-brown and used common brick which forms the wall to the left of the
front door and extends towards the street under
the bedroom windows, continuing on to form a
flower box. The general tone of the unpainted
brick is a mingled texture of salmon and gray. The
wide overhanging of the roof on the south and
east sides protects the window areas from frequent
rains and glaring sun, a most important consideration in dealing with local weather conditions. The
window screens are painted a soft gray-green as is
the underside of the roof overhang. The extending facia board of the roof is painted light graybrown. Window mullions are a deep brown.
The interior walls and ceilings throughout are
plywood in soft neutral tones, with a small V-type
butt joint. The sloping ceiling of the living
room and dining alcove makes an interesting relief
from the other flat roof areas and allows large
windows on the south side of the living room .
Broadfelt carpet is glued directly to the concrete
slab throughout the house, with the exception of
asphalt tilings in bathrooms and kitchen. Fourinch wall insulation is used in all roof areas and a
continuous type of screened ventilation is used
under the eaves. For economic reasons, stock millwork and other stock items were used throughout.

Above. The main entrance on the south wall of the
living room showing unusual mullion design and
sloping roof with wide overhang. Used common brick
forms the wall to the left of the main entrance and
extends towards the street under the windows.
Center. The main entrance from the living room
itself. The unusual height of the opening is established
by the upward slope of the roof over the tall window.
Right. The picture window on the opposite side of the
living room overlooking the brick terrace and the
Japanese garden. The Jiving center of the house
obtains an exceptionally fine uninterrupted view from
one end of the property to the other in both directions.
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4.

PLANNED

FOR

A

PANORAMA

PHILLIP JOSEPH , Architect,
office of JOHN EKIN DINWIDDIE

THIS five-room home with a separated workshop has been conceived in a modern and refreshing manner to fit the requirements
of a young couple with a small child. Of particular interest is
the well-defined arrangement of the necessary elements making
up the house plan. The living, dining, and garden areas are
treated as one unit, with inconspicuous glass screen separation,
and by their position take full advantage of the panoramic view
of the foothills to the east and southeast. The glass areas are
well arranged and the maximum view is achieved with the sun
controlled by roof overhang. The more private bedroom unit
is well designed and sufficiently separated from the living section
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of the house. The service unit is particularly well planned. The
arrangement of service yard, shop, garage and kitchen is excellent, and the relationship between the service unit as a whole and
the living section of the house is well conceived.
The architectural treatment of the exterior is interesting and
refreshing. The strong horizontal of the roof overhang gives
unity to the composition. The flower box is unusual and adds
interest and color to the entrance. The redwood siding is stained
Nile green, with gray-gold trim. The sash are blue-gray.
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Above. The garden entrance to the living
room opening from the rear terrace. The
roof overhang expresses the form of the
terrace yet admits light to the living room

Below. The interior view of the living
room. The large w indows extending from
the ceiling to the floor open towards the
garden and the panorama of hills beyond
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5.

COMMANDING

A

VISTA

ACROSS

THE

VALLEY

VAN EVERA BA I LEY, ARCHITECT

on a rugged hillside and overlooking a
broad valley to the hills beyond, this little home
clearly expresses in its plan the type of location
for which it was designed . The living sections
of the house on both floors are carefully orientated
to take full advantage of the unusual site. The
service elements are properly subordinated, compact and well arranged. The large open deck on
the second floor opening from the sleeping porch
and partly sheltered from the sun by the overhanging roof, is an unusual and desirable feature .
The outside stair from the living room terrace to
the deck above is unobtrusive.
The exterior is finished with 1 x 6 fir T&CJ
vertical boarding stained barn red. The structure
is conventional, with load bearing mullions and
braced diagonal shiplap sheathing. Exposed outside walls, floors and ceilings are insulated with
cedar shavings.
An electric heating system with soil-heating
wires imbedded in ceiling plaster has been used
throughout. This was permitted by special city
ordinance. Though done on an experimental basis,
the system has proved very satisfactory despite
an unusually cold winter tryout since construction .
SITUATED
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Left: Rear wall of living-room showing
built-in furniture, book shelves and
cabinets. The fireplace is handled with
tasteful restraint and its relationship to
the built-in settee is well conceivea.
Below : View of the dining alcove from
the living-room . Note the built-in cupboard defining the dining area; the large
almost uninterrupted window area overlooks t·he valley below, the hills beyond .

Built-in furniture, designed by the
architect, is in natural finish Phi Iippine
mahogany. Flush panel doors are of gum
wood in natural finish. Floors are T & C
fir covered with a broadfelt carpeting.
Below: View from the rear showing the
main entrance and the interesting exterior treatment of the stair corner. The
roof is of composition type with gravel
finish . The mullions are load-bearing.
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6.

A

SMALL

HOUSE

IN

THE

EARLY

AMERICAN

TRADITION

ROYAL BARRY WILLS, Architect

among the birch trees in a New England town,
this simple home, in the Early American manner, was one
of a group of houses built for sale. Although economy
ruled the design, as it did in the time when its prototypes
were built, the plan was studied for modern living habits
and to take t;he best advantage of the lot. It is arranged
so that future rooms can be added in the upstairs section.
The front of the house faces East and the living and
dining spaces are turned towards the South. The more
private bedroom section is well isolated from the living
quarters. The servi.ce unit has been carefully studied. Access from the garage to the kitchen, bedrooms or living section of the house is easy and well arranged.
The exterior clapboards are painted red ; the doors, windows and exterior trim are painted white. The interiors
are of simple, Colonial style, have painted doors and trim
and papered walls. Fireplace is of brick with moulded wood
trim and wood mantle. Standard oak flooring was specified.
LOCATED

56

The modern arrangement
of the open dining alcove
greatly adds to the spaciousness of the living section of the house . The
kitchen adjoins garage.
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Plan diagrams by
George Hall, Architect
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THE LORD and pass the ammunition---<and we'll all be free." It's no
mere chance that this refrain is running through the minds and hearts of Americans. On the battle fronts and in homes we are fighting for Freedom.
The home has assumed new importance in American life since Pearl Harbor.
Those who have been forced to leave to defend it, realize more fully what their
home has meant and should mean to them. Those who stay behind are spending
more time in their homes because of gas and tire rationing, and even the young
set, mirabile dictu, is finding that a good time can be had right at home. More
and more families are beginning to feel now that it will be possible to save to
have their own home when this is over. Their War Bonds are being earmarked
for the down payment on the new home of their dreams, and they are going to
be pretty critical of these new homes. They will not put up with the inadequacies and inconveniences of their present dwellings; they will demand more
Freedom-more Space. For Space and Freedom are almost synonymous to us all.
Our home builder of tomorrow desires both " freedom for" and "freedom
from." To sum it up, his home must provide freedom for living and freedom
from drudgery and the elements. But it is not so simple as all that. Freedom
for a host of activities must be provided and, in accomplishing this, freedom from
interference of one activity with another. Therefore, space must be allotted
and arranged for each type of activity in relation to each other activity. But
this does permit using the same area for varying activities throughout the day.
For instance, the same space can be used for cutting paper dolls in the morning,
writing letters in the afternoon and eating meals and studying or games at night.
The greatest need for the separation of activities involves freedom from noise,
sound interference. The natural segregation of activities in different parts of the
house, on the basis of their sound characteristics, is a part of planning for freedom. The individuals needing quiet for concentration need sound separation
from active games, the blatant radio or from Junior's painstaking piano practice.
Now, with the freedom of informal living, tight compartments are giving way to
open planning and the multi-use of rooms. Space is being used for as many of the
twenty-four hours as possible.
Rooms of combined use are larger, more interesting and combat that claustrophobia that made the family seek e~cape in the family car or the village movie.
Natural divisions of room use are brought about by furniture arrangement, builtin features, low and useful cases and cabinets, or by curtains and draperiesand, in some instances, by variations in floor or ceiling levels within the room
itself. Space is given a flow rather than being rigidly confined. Large windows
grouped to take advantage of what view there may be are replacing the rigid
symmetry of the openings of the past. Access to terraces and living porches is
made as effortless as possible, and there are many attempts to break down the
rigid barrier between indoor and out by introducing plants indoors and by glazing
almost completely from floor to ceiling.
In some cases the old explanation, "it's all done with mirrors," is literally
true, for the apparent spaciousness of a room can be improved about 100 percent
by the judicious and imaginative placing of mirrors.
On the following pages are concrete suggestions for doing just that-suggestions
that can be absorbed and adapted to the plans that architects will be called upon
to draw when materials and equipment are again available.
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AND SPACE IN THE LIVING ROO M

Freedom of interference in space - use can
be attained by the diagrammatic study of
the placing of furniture or equipment
according to primary function . Window
arrangement for light and view can follow.

-I

D.R.

L. R.

I

I

A better proportioned room
with fewer doors permits
rational grouping of furniture, provides adequate wall
space and uses less area
for mere circulation .

A living area too long and
narrow is inimicable to
freedom in use. Badly
spaced
doors
prevent
functional grouping .

Many different activities that must be accommodated in the
living room complicate the space planning for freedom.
These activities can be grouped under three headings: l.
social; 2. recreational; 3. cultural. A thorough analysis on
the part of the architect of just what activities the family
normally engages in is the first requisite for planning the
space to provide both enough area and properly arranged
area for each of the activities. The analysis must include
primarily those activities that presumably will be engaged
in simultaneou ly. Those that follow one another in point
of time will permit of dual use of both furniture and space.
A careful check list should be made, in consultation with
the owners, of what their normal activities are, and are
likely to be. A story is told of the famous British architect
who would not design a hou e for his clients until he had
lived with the family in their present quarters for a month.
Thi was his way of analyzing their real needs and desires.
While this is rarely possible, it is always an advantage to
talk frankly with each and every member of the family,
so that all the desired accommodations for individual or
group activities can be weighed relatively and final decisions made.
As each of the activities usually demands its own quota
of furniture, and space for its pertinent paraphernalia,
all must be enumerated and provided for in the planning.
Since most families do not start from scratch with their
furnishings, it is well to go over with the client the list of
things which they now possess and which they plan to
use in the new home. It has been disconcerting in the
past to find that there is no wall space for grandmother's
huge breakfront or that the only place for the grand piano
is next to the fireplace. It is equally annoying to find
that it is impossible to sit comfortably and to enjoy the
view because sufficient space has not been arranged for
the placing of chairs, or the davenport must have its back
to the view. Too frequently the window sill is just high

l.R.

Freedom of space arrangement with adequate circulation achieved by placing doors relatively near
one corner. Traffic flow causes minimum of in terference with the groupings or activities. Location of fireplace depends on furniture groupings .
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Space at sides of chimney should
be minimum 2' 1O" to be
usable for furniture placement.
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A fireplace unsymmetrically placed in
relation to length of wall gives greater
freedom for logical grouping of furniture>.
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Plan of an actual living room and furniture
groupings arranged to give freedom and space
desired by owner. Room serves as guest room
and the bed closet is deep enough for card tables.
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DEPENDS UPON PLANNING FOR KNOWN NEEDS
enough to cut off all view of the flower garden when a
person is comfortably seated and would like to enjoy it.
The furnih1re grouping has too frequently been neglected
in space planning. The same is true of storage facilities.
for many of the things which should be stored for convenient use in the living room are jammed in an adequate
hall closet. A modest owner's cello is not improved by
being stored with baseball bats and roller skates. Accessible storage space can be accommodated between rooms,
and the walls of the cabinet and closet space can be used
as sound barriers between quiet and noisy areas of the
house. Clients will rise to bless the architect who provides
a " space for everything" even though habitually nothing is
in its place. Card tables and folding chairs are a part of
the clutter in many a menage and hamper the freedom of
expression of the host who pokes around behind the chil dren's coats to get them out on occasion.
At practically all home social functions, whether neighborly chats or serious discussion groups, bridge games, or
home movies, smoking and liquid refreshments are part of
the program of hospitality. A convenient ash tray and a
place to set a frosted glass without irreparable damage to
a mahogany heirloom are part and parcel of the architect's
planning for freedom from embarrassment and inconvenience.
Again, with the possibilities of extensive television service, the location of this radio may have an important bearing on the arrangement of the room, so that a maximum
number of observers will be able to see the screen without
upsetting the entire room arrangement.
Freedom for individual activity is even more important
in space planning than the less frequent social gatherings.
Privacy, both visibly and accoustically, is necessary for
those pursuits that require concentration. Reading, study,
musical practice, writing, and many hobbies may well be
segregated into the private quarters of each individual.

----Projector end of living
room shown at right. Card
table and chair storage
easily accessible from hall .
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Freedom and space attained by opening up the
garden side of the living room with sliding doors .
The terrace with its windbreak wall of wood
forms an outdoor extension of the living area.
Designed by Clarence W . W. Mayhew, Architect.

Living room designed for a family addicted to home
movies and bridge . Movie projector conveniently
stored in cabinet over utility closet which holds bridge
tables and chairs. Films and game paraphanalia in
built-in storage cabinets under window at left.

Sketch of the living room shown in plan above. The screen for
the projection of home movies is concealed in the cornice above
the fireplace. Chairs and sofa are easily swung into position for
viewing films , and the living room quickly becomes a theatre.
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Because the dining room usually occupies a sixth to a
third of the .first floor of the small house, and because it is
used during only some ten per cent of the day, its function has been transferred in many cases to the living room .
This allows a relative in crease in the spaciousness of the
living room and also makes the furniture useful for other
purposes throughout the day. This has not as yet been
adopted as universal practice, as some clients object to the
sights and noises of table-setting and clearing. Curtains,
screens and folding partitions may obviate this objection
and there are also possibilities in space arrangements which
make it easier to temporarily close off the dining area during short periods when thls is necessary.
The dining area may be an extension of the living room
into an L-shape or into a nook as shown in several of the
accompanying illustrations. The formal dinner parties
of the older generation are no longer considered socially
essential-thus the raison d'etre of the dining room as such
is largely eliminated and space is saved for other purposes.
More intimate and friendly dinners are the general rule.
The dining table becomes useful in the evening for
games, study, or tor spreading out the hobbies or homework
of the youngsters. Various solutions to the problem of
arranging dining space in connection with the many-functioned living room are offered in the plans herewith, varying from the use of one end of the room to changing the
shape in such a way as to make the dining area less conspicuous, but still retaining the sense of spaciousness.
There have been several recent essays in planning to gain
even greater freedom by combining the dining area with
the kitchen. This seems like an even more logical solution
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Use of part of living room for dining complicates
planning, but increases sense of space. Dining
table and chairs are useful for other purposes
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Minimum dimensions for informal
dining area are 6
ft 6 in where freestanding chairs are
to be used for better
comfort and for
ease of circulation
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An L-shaped room segregates
dining from other activities
and gains sense of space
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A dining projection adds to spaciousness of this living room. The table
can be turned in the opposite direction
when not used fo r meals, and the table
and chairs can serve oth er purposes
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A banquette arrangement
in a corner conserves
space. It also makes a
useful work or study area
A modern L-shaped living
room in which t he dining
area seems even more spacious, as one side is open
and two are entirely of glass.
The snack bar counter arrangement of the kitchen is
convenient as it serves as a
pass-door at meal times
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LIVING ROOM

•
To obtain views in two directions, dining area t akes
a less desirab le location and
serves as a passage. MacKie & Kam rath, Architects
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COMBINING LIVING AND DINING AREAS
to the problem of serving meals than combining the dining and living areas. Food serving would be vastly simplified, and many steps saved, through the more direct connection between food preparation and food consumption.
The objection is, of course, that the sights, sounds and
odors of the kitchen might be offensive to the diners.
Screens, curtains and cabinet partitions which do not go
to the ceiling, however, can be used to cut off the unattractive view of pots and pans.
As the less aesthetic operations of cooking and of cleaning up come before and after the meal, rather than simultaneously with it, the dinner guests therefore need not be
present in the dining area during these periods. Many
odors of cooking rather whet the appetite than otherwise,
and objectionable odors can be removed at their source by
proper mechanical ventilation. In addition, the processes
of food preparation have been so simplified by the merchandising of packaged and frozen foods ready for cooking, that much of the former unsightly jumble has been
eliminated. The improved gas and electrical appliances for
both preparing and cooking the food are decorative rather
than otherwise. Also, with the mechanical servants replacing the family retainer in most homes, the culinary art
is again being practiced by the housewife. The combining
of kitchen and dining areas might give her greater freedom
for the practice of her art, as well as the psychological advantage of larger space. It would tend to solve the "smallchild-in-the-morning" problem, for under proper supervision the dining area could be used as a play area by the
child. This would be especially true if some form of folding table were used for dining.

A combined living and dining room, in which the
china and glass cabinets are made an attractive
feature of the design. Lyford & Magenan, Architects
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Above : spacious plan in
which living and dining
areas are divided but not
separated.
Van
Evera
Bailey, Architect

LIVING

11'-6. lb

Left: here the living room
is narrowed to form dining space and to add
space to kitchen. Royal
Barry Wills, Arch itect
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A successful plan in which a bay window
adds apparent space to the dining portion
of the living room, into which the dining
table can be extended. Philip Joseph,
Architect, office of John Ekin Dinwiddie

BUILDING TYPES

Since the dining area does not need to take as much
width in the living room as the other portion the
room itself has been narrowed toward the d ining
end, to p roduce an interesting shape as well as a
functional one. George Fred Keck, Architect
0
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FROM DRUDGERY IN THE KITCHEN -

bNTRY A kitchen plan showing the "pr:>-

D. R.

J

duction line" arrangement of counters and equipment which is both
time and labor-saving. 1. receiving
and cold storage near entry. 2.
preparation counter; 3 . washing
and watering; 4. cooking; 5 . serving; 6. receiving counter for soiled
dishes adjacent to 3

f:NTRY

Minimum c I ea ranees in an efficient U-type kitchen

Quarter circle ban quette. Chairs slide
under the table

Dining alcove which seats five persons comfortably and six with a
chair put at the end of the table

Freedom from drudgery has been given more attention
in the kitchen than in any other room in the house. This
is natural because it is the work room that must be used
much of the day every day. Studies have been made of
the steps and motions that are normal to kitchen drudgery
and the experts have rearranged the equipment and
changed its dimensions to make kitchen work less tiring
and time-consuming. Standardization of equipment has
also simplified the architect's work so that it has become
largely a matter of choosing and assembling standardized
parts for convenience and maximum utilization of space.
Manufacturers are constantly increasing the efficiency of
their units to such an extent that drudgery and unsightli ness have almost disappeared from the kitchen. There is no
longer the objection, therefore, to eating at least a few
meals in the kitchen and various plans have been worked
out to incorporate dining space in such a way that it can
be used for various purposes when meals are not being
served. These dining units vary from small chairs at a
table, or stools at a counter, to comfortable upholstered
dining alcoves. The additional space increases both the
livability and the workability of the kitchen. It is already
having another effect in kitchen decoration. The room is
becoming more colorful, and losing some of its hospital
laboratory appearance while still retaining its cleanliness
and orderliness. The results of the research going on
quietly during the war will undoubtedly produce much improved kitchen equipment and furnishings and will free
the housewife still further from many inconveniences.

Semi-circular kitchen-dining arrangement. Sink and window
should be further to the left

Lunch counter type of
food service in kitchen
arranged for easy serving

A kitchen which includes a washing machine as well as continuous counter space.
Electricity frees the housewife from drudgery. Lyford & Magenan, Architects
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A lunch counter which
can be used either from
the kitchen or the adjacent room. A sliding
panel closes the opening
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-AND FOR MORE USEFUL BEDROOM SPA CE
The bedroom is increasingly important in the modern
house, as it is an individual's private domain and has many
more uses than those of sleeping, dressing and storage. It
becomes a home within a home for the particular member
of the family. It becomes a sitting room, reading and
study room, hobby work room, music room, play room,
and, on occasion, a gymnasium. It is increasingly important in planning the house to make sure of the interests and
avocations of each member of the family and to know
which bedroom is to be assigned to each. Only in this
way can those facilities be provided which will take care
of the special needs of each individual. A space may be
needed for the display of hobby collections, and plenty of
storage space for the accumulation of sports equipment in
the case of the younger members of the family. A desk or
writing table is considered almost as essential in the bedroom as the bed itself, and the location of the book shelves
for the owner's favorites is a detail not to be overlooked .
Too often bedrooms have been mere cubicles in which no
amount of ingenuity could arrange furniture with a semblance of convenience.
The master's suite usually requires special attention, and
the arrangement of beds within the room merits the most
careful consideration. It should allow maximum open
floor space and provide wall space for the essential pieces
of furniture, including a comfortable chair for each person. Seclusion and quiet for the master bedroom can be
obtained by the arrangement of the closet space and private
bath that separate the room from the hall.

B.R.

B.R.

8
l-IALL
l1A LL

Free space in the center of the room is gained by
placing beds in corners along walls as shown in these
plans. Closet space, passage and bath insure quiet

Beds arranged for free circulation . Dotted lines show
a less desirable location

A poorer placing of beds as
occupants face windows and
beds block the circulation

D
A more unusual plan giving
maximum free space in the
small size double bedroom

An arrangement preferred
by some where sound insulation
is
not
desired

A convenient dressing room arrangement in which closet doors
become parts of triple mirror

Built-in beds reminiscent of old
world custom are favored by
younger members of the family.
Under-bed storage saves otherwise wasted space for toys

BUILDING

TYPES

A bedroom which combines the functions of sitting room and study. The fireplace
is desirable . Alice Morgan Larson , Architect-Van der Gracht & Killiam , Associates
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BY ADDING JUST ONE SMALL ROOM

STUDY

8 x 9 -b

DININ G RM

11-b x 11-b

tfO'
~ITCl-IEN
8 x ti

The study serves a multitude of
uses. This one would serve as
guest room or as maid's room

A study arranged to serve also
as a guest room. First-floor
lavatory and a closet are adjacent

It is often possible to increase the livability of even a
small house by adding just one small room, usually known
as the "study." This serves many varied uses and various
members of the family . It provides a retreat from the
noise that may be necessary in other portions of the house
and privacy for business conversations when the master of
the house must talk things over without disturbing the
normal activities of the living room. He also may use
this room when he brings work home from the office.
Slightly enlarged it may even be called the library or the
gun room. It makes a convenient place to store the
master's tackle, guns and other sacred possessions.
It takes the place of the old spare room in accommodating the over-night guest; it serves as the family office.
It may prove a God -send as an isolation ward if little William should get scarlet fever. Also when Susan has callers,
father can still read his evening paper in peace. Such a
room need not be large, but does need careful planning to
accommodate comfortable chairs, a convertible couch or
closet bed, book shelves and a desk. A fireplace adds immeasurably to its comfort and its atmosphere.
It will
naturally have its own small radio. The lavatory should
be provided adjacent to the room but separated from it so
that it will not be necessary to pass through the room.
Many times it will serve as either a powder room or a coat
room when a party is in progress. Various solutions to the
planning problems of the room are shown in the plans at
the left.

A minimum room with maximum possibilities, is accessible
from either hall or kicthen, and
can be closed from either

Space is conserved in this studyguest room with closet type bed
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A guest room provided with folding writing desk, built-in heater, fireplace and
dresser. Alice Morgan Larson, Architect-Van der Gracht & Killiam, Associates
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PLANNED FOR SPACE AND FREEDOM
GEORGE FRED KECK- Architect

to surrounding terraces and gardens with spacious vistas of trees and hills, this summer residence is located on sloping grounds a few hundred yards from the
shores of Green Bay. Widely overhanging pitched roofs,
combined with high windows, were designed to extend
the open panorama to the sky itself, taking advantage of
the dramatic patterns of storm clouds and Northern lights.
The plan is well integrated with respect to service, social,
and the more private bedroom elements. The big story-anda-half living room and connecting game room were primary
requirements of a socially inclined family consisting of a
surgeon, his wife, who is composer of contemporary music,
and their two children of college age, one a boy and the
other a girl. This social living center of the house opens
in huge glass areas to terraces on the east and west. The
large west terrace and glass dining room face toward the
bay. The service units and road are to the north and the
sleeping rooms face the south. A segregated studio and
composing room is on the third floor and above this a sun
terrace affords an uninterrupted view.
local stone, largely uncut, was used for building purposes. Taken from the ground and laid up in its natural
form, it provides a rough textured wall surface. The wood
is fir, treated with wood preservative and left in natural
finish both inside and outdoors. Fireplaces are equipped
with heating units and the residence can be used all year.
OPENING

NOVEMBER

1942
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Above. The glass dining room projects
in the right foreground . The lightness of
the wide glass areas contrasts sharply with
the heavy stone masonry of the chimneys.

Below. The plan expresses to an unusual
degree the open and intimate relationsh ip
of indoor social and living space t o
outdoor terraces and surrounding areas.
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At right. The west elevation showing bedroom
wing with recreation room
below. The exterior stairway leads from the studio
terrace to the high sun
deck with its wide view.

Below. Interior of living
room looking towards entry and showing unusual
scissors truss construction
of ceiling. Large windows
at right look towards the
sky. (See section page 68)

NOVEMBER

1942
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Right. Section through living room
and fireplace . Unusual height of
the large living room window,
permitting a wide panoramic
view, is obtained by the use of
scissor truss roof construction .
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Above left. The main fireplace
in the living room . The stone
grille is for a large unit heater.
Left. The bedroom wing from the
east. The lines of the pitched
roof build upward to the sun deck.

Right. The sun deck , studio, and
bedrooms open towards the south .
The contrasting wall surfaces of
stone, wood, and glass and the
wide roof overhangs form an interesting pattern . Note sunshade

Detail of simple built-in wardrobe unit forming one wall of the master bedroom .

Built-in dressing table in master bedroom.
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LOUVERS FOR HOUSE CONSTRUCTION

I•

by Carl T. Sigman and Wm . J. Ward , Jr.
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The term "louver" usually means a
series of parallel, horizontal vanes
fixed at an angle of 45 ° set high in
the gable end of a dwelling. Of course,
other forms may be equally effective
and be more appropriate to the general design of the building-there are
those that form a kind of dormer used
on hip roofs; and the decorative
cupola louver set atop the ridge of
so many of our early American build·
ings, both public and private. And
many others.
The chief use and purpose of louvers is to ventilate attic spaces for
the purpose of summer cooling and
drying to avoid excessive heat and
humidity, and at the same time to
keep out rain, snow and pests. They
are necessary also because lack of
ventilation encourages the dry rot.
In these Time Saver Standards are
shown, in addition to those mentioned
above :
louvers
between rooms;
jalousies, or the louvered doors and
porches of the South; a louvered door
for a dark room; louvers under porch-

es and between basements and unexcavated areas; louvered cabinets; louvered vents for fixed windows; and
louvered fences .
DESICN PRINCIPLES

Only a few rules govern the design
and placing of louvers. They must, of
course, admit no precipitation while
inhaling or exhaling air. Birds, squirrels, mice, and insects must be barred
with rust-proof screenmg. Louvers 1n
attics should be placed as high in the
attic space as they conveniently can
be to avoid poclrnts of hot and humid
air forming above the louvered openings; and since ventilation is only
possible with circulation of air, means
must be provided to bring in cool or
dry air to replace warm or moist air.
The need for dual venting is particularly important wherever dead air
space occurs, as in the space between
porch ceiling and roof.
Since insulation in all buildings has

i•
I

become the rule rather than the exception, it is proper to quote here a
paragraph of the findings of the National Mineral Wool Association, "An
important point to remember is that
vents or louvers form a necessary
safety valve for the natural elimination of moisture vapor, and should always be installed above insulation.
Louvers should have a minimum free
opening of 25 sq. in. per 100 sq. ft. of
ceiling for each of two vents located
at opposite ends of the attic, as close
to the roof peak as possible."
For louvers covered inside with %"
mesh hardware cloth, add 20 % to the
required opening, which is simply the
space between the louver slats; and
when 16 mesh screen is used, add
100%.
It's interesting to note here that
metal louvers offer less obstruction to
air flow, and consequently their over·
all size may be less than other types.
In some design problems, this may
be a controlling factor in the choice
of louvers.
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Vital Materials

for America at War!
On many home fronts and on ships that r a nge
the seven seas, the CAREY Family of Products
is serving America at war-helping industry
win the battle of production---(!ontrihuting to
essential civilian requirements.
Some Carey Products are saving vital materials-steel, fuel oil, coal .•• others are providing invaluable fire-and-weather protection
•.. speeding erection of buildings ••. increasing efficiency of workers . • . lessening accidents. In hundreds of important government,
industrial and private projects, Carey Products are rendering dependable service and
effectively reducing overhead costs.
Meanwhile, the light of scientific
research continues to burn
brightly in the Carey research
laboratories---(!hecking, testing,
improving, pioneering-to the
end that the building industry
may have more and better materials with which to build post
war America.

Asbestos Duct conserving steel in air conditioning aystems (over 1,500,000 lbs. saved in the new
War Department Building alone) . . .
H eat Insulations saving fuel in tankers and
other ships . . . in mammoth powder works . . •
in new electric power plants , ••
Rock W ool Ins ulation reducing fuel waste and
contributing to comfort in multiple housing
projects, public buildings • . •
B ull t-Up Roofs protecting airplane engine plants,
machine tool works •••

PHILIP CAREY MFG. COMPANY
Dependable P ro d ueu Since J 8 7S

Lockland, Cincinnati, Ohio
In Canada: The Phlll p Carey Com pany, Lt d.
Olllce an d Factory: Lennoxvllle, P. Q.

I n dus t rial Flooring increasing efficiency of workmen-cutting floor upkeei>-in new metal-working plants, power houses, etc • • • •
Corrugated Asbestos-Cement Sidin g and Rooflns
protecting chemical plants, oil refineriea boiler

houses, etc., •&'ainst fire, corrosion, weather and
wear •••
Expansion Joi nts solving difficult problems in
airport r'?nwaye. pavements, roads, etc • • . •
Other Ca rey Product s include:
Asbestos-Cement Siding, Shingles and Wallboard
. . • Asphalt Roll Roofing and Shingles .• . Hot
Water Tank Jackets .•• Boiler and Pipe Coverings . , • Metal Bathroom Cabinets and Accessories • , • Roof Coatings and Cements • • •

I lluslroticnu:
1-Housing Project, Asbestos-Cement Shi11gles.
2-T011kerb Heat Insulations. 3-Public Buudi1111
Asbestos 11cl. 4-0il Rtfinery, Asbestos-CemnJ
R oofi!•g and Siding. 5-Armory, Rock Wool lnS1'1ation . 6-0rd>1once Warehouses
BMilt-Up
Roofing. 7-Machine Tool Plant, Buht-Up Roofi>1g. 8-Metal Working Plant, lnd11strial Flooring. 9-Airport Runwoysj Expansion Joint. 10Powder Plant, Heat
nsulations.
11-Power
Plant, Heat Insulations.

FOR BETTER BUILDING·

n

Figure 1

INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING
A NEW METHOD of indirect mercury
lighting, designed by a Westinghouse
Lighting Division engineer, makes it
possible to eliminate localized lighting, direct and indirect glare, and
shadows. The system was worked out
by using a tunnel-shaped plant model
representing part of an airplane plant.
With 35 foot candles of illumination
provided under the wings of model
planes placed inside, Westinghouse reports no localized lighting for under·
wing assembly work is necessary. (See
Figure 1). Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Penna.

SEALING ASPHALT
COATINGS
AN EMULSION type of coafmg is
now being manufactured for the sealing of asphalt or bituminous coatings
used for water-proofing. This product, called Carbo Seal Coat, makes
possible the application of light colored coatings over an asphalt or bituminous coating without bleedingthrough by the asphalt. It was developed as a substitute for the aluminum
heretofore used for this purpose, and
now made unavailable by the war.
Carbozite Corporation, First National
Bank Building, Pittsburgh, Penna.

ADJUSTABLE
WOODEN SHELVING
LYON METAL Products, Inc., is offering for the duration a quickly adjustable wooden shelving as a substi tute for the metal shelving eliminated
by steel priority. Lyon Wood Shelving
comes in open and closed types. Sections are 36" wide and 84" and 96"
high. They may be had in 12", 18"
or 24" depths. Top, base, shelves,
braces, arms and uprights are made
of solid hard wood . Side panels, back
panels on closed type are Y<i" plywood . Lyon Metal Products, Inc.,
2016 Clark Street, Aurora, III.
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WOOD ROLLING DOOR
BECAUSE of the wartime metal shortage, an upward-acting wood rolling
door is now being produced that offers many of the advantage of the
steel rolling door formerly manufactured by the same company. The curtain proper is composed of wood slats
shaped to permit easy articulation, and
jointed together by means of metal
tapes or cables. Coiling upon a barrel above the lintel, this door requires
no floor or wall storage space. Depending upon the size of the door,
and the owner's preference, its opera tion can be manual, by chain and reduction gearing, or by motor. The

CHEVRON BOARD
A NEW, low-cost, plastic-coated wall
board, available in large wall size
sheets and requiring no on-the-site
finishing, has just been introduced by
the Barclay Manufacturing Company,
Inc. The panels, in sizes up to 4 x 8
feet come in three designs- tile board,
unscored sheets, and streamlined-and
in a wide range of pastel tones. According to the manufacturer, the special plastic finish will not warp, chip,
craze, crack, or peel , and the panels
already are being u ed by the Government for ship construction, war
housing, and military bases and instal lations. The panels are quickly and
easily installed. (See Figure 2). Barclay Manufacturing Company, Inc.,
385 Gerard Avenue, New York City.

Figure 3

manufacturers report it to be in every
detail a heavy-duty door providing a
high degree of operating efficiency.
(See Figure 3). The Kinnear Manufacturing Company, Columbus, Ohio.
ANOTHER COMPANY also is stressing
the use of rolling wood doors in place
of those of steel. Coiling overhead,
these doors are made up of such
woods as spruce, cypress, redwood,
and cedar. All parts are immersed in
wood preservative before assembly, or
will be given a priming coat of lead
and oil if preferred. Standard operation is through endless chain and gearing of suitable ratio to insure ease of
operation. Crank or motor operation
can be furnished if desired. Doors
can be had in all sizes up to eighteen
by twenty feet. J. G. Wilson Corporation, 370 Lexington Avenue, New
York City.

VICTORY LOCKER
THIS "all purpose" locker now being manufactured makes use of no
critical materials. Pre-fabricated and
made of wood, it may be quickly assembled and is light, durable and
strong. Curtis Companies, Inc., Clinton, Iowa.

NEWS OF MATERIALS ,
EQUIPMENT AND METHODS

Figure 2

(continued on page 76 l
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ANSWER TO

LOCKER NEEDS

-NEW CURTIS
You need lockers to ay- lockers for factories, schools,
military, establishme ts, industrial and commercial buildings of 11 types. You need those lockers quickly-and with
the complete assu.cance of quality and lasting satisfaction.
And o C::urtis offers their NEW Victory Locker, with all
the quality, all die superior features you would expect in
a <Urtis produc .

'

LOCKER:
1. An all-purpose locker to fit every locker need.
2. Uses no critical materials-made of plywood panels dovetailed into Ponderosa Pine framework.
3. Standardized design and size15" wide, 18" deep, 6 5" high, with legs.
15" wide, 18" deep, 60" high, legs removed.
4. Shipped KO with complete installation instructions.
S. All parts pre-fit for quick, easy installation.

6. Low installation cost due to Curtis Lock-tite joint
used to assemble batteries of lockers.
7. Each locker consists of paneled ends, back panel,
front panel including door, bottom shelf, hat shelf,
top, and divider partition.
8. Painted two coats-olive green.

9. Light-durable-strong.
10. Available as individual units or in batteries of any
desired number.

11. Backed by 76 years of experience in woodwork·
ing and cabinetry-made by the makers of Curtis
Woodwork and Silentite Windows.
12. Quick delivery, due to Curtis high speed mass
production.

Cu'RT1S
WOODWORK

-------------------------CURTIS COMPANIES SERVICE BUREAU

Dept. AR-I IL, Curtis Building, Clinton, Iowa
Gentlemen: Please send me complete information about the
new Curtis Wood Victory Locker.
Name . .................. . ..... ... .......... . . ..... . ...... .

Address .. .• ...............................................
City ...................................... State ........... .

MAKERS OF FINE WOODWORK FOR 76 YEARS
SOLD BY LEADING LUMBER DEALERS EVERYWHERE

NOVEMBER

1942
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wall to wall, or have one end free.
Doors and windows can be inserted
readily. The new wall need not be entirely of glass block construction but
may be combined with existing solid
or frame construction. After framing
the opening, only three slim plywood
members are required to erect the panel. These consist of horizontal and
vertical separating strips for use be-

INTERIOR PARTITIONS
A NEW, completely packaged, demountable interior partition consists of
glass blocks held in place by strips
of wood painted or stained to match
the surroundings. Walls of almost any
size can be constructed: they can extend from floor to ceiling, or be waist
or head high; they may reach from

•

tween the blocks and wood wedges for
holding sides and top of the partition firmly in position. Insulux Division, Owens-Illinois Glass Co., Toledo, Ohio.

STRENCTHENINC CONCRETE
A NEW product, making concrete
more resistant to weather and abrasion
in dams, fortifications and construction projects of all types, is an absorptive lining for forms in which concrete
is poured. These linings consist of
an absorptive material faced with a
fabric, and are easily applied to the
forms by stapling. After the concrete
has been cast, the forms are removed
and the fabric peeled from the concret~ . (See Figure 4). United States
Rubber Co., Rockefeller Center, New
York City.

Heating Heath Street
Housing
How fo ur No. 60 H . B. SM ITH Bo iler s a r e h ea ling Lhe eighLee n buildings of
Boston 's n ewest U.S . 1-1. A. proj ec t .

18 buildings-·120 aparl111c11ls- n tot.a l E. D. R. load
of 75,000 sq. ft. steam radiation .... that is the size of
the Heath Street Housing job, U.S. H. A's latest project in greater Boston.

•

SM IT H H EADER TYPE BOI LERS FOR ECONOMY- COST
LESS TO OPERATE-COST LESS TO MA I NTA.I N
More {Wi m • b - ti •• a1.trfaoe than any olher boiler o r equ.lva~uL
.Uo - ·-U.u.m hMl abeorpUon.
l ndt-peadent "-der C-.tru ellon - Mclt .octiou an lodepeodent
boiltt. Pomlbilit7 of mKl..-.oD tir...kdowu minimi!Mld.
Vert.le.al Wa.__. T ub., eon.truelion - ror nopid waler drcu lu.ion

- ,... •t.Mmint.

C..t 1 - C.O..t.nMUoa- rorto-tmainteaa.-01»t. ... k>n.-Lliro.

THE

H. B. SMITH

CO.,

BOS.T ON

76

Convinced by their past experience with H.B. SMITH
BO ILERS on large cenlral plant installations. StoneUnderhill Company, the consulting engineers, approved
4-25 section No. 60 SM ITH BOILERS for the job.
This boiler plant delivers steam at a pressure of 8 pounds
through underground mains to the various buildings which
are individually zoned . The heating load includes 60,000
sq. ft. of <lirecl casl-iron rad iation an~ a domestic hot
waler lank e<1uivalenl to 15,000 " I· ft. E. D. R.
Both tenants and management of the Heath Street
Project will have reason to be thankful in winters to come
for nol only will this healing system provide comforl in the

coldest of weather, but low fu el bills and negligible maintenance costs will be assured by the dependable operation
of these fou r H.B. SM ITH CAST-IRON BOILERS.

INC.,

NEW VORK

WESTFIELD

PHILADELPHIA

MASS.
'

Figure 4

PLASTIC SEATS
OFFERED in place of black hard rubber and rubber composition closet
seats which by Government order no
longer are manufactured, is a black
plastic covered seat called the Onyx.
The Onyx is constructed with a laminated hard wood core covered with a
thick, molded, cellulose acetate plastic.
The laminated core provides extra
strength and prevents warping or
cracking, it is said, and the plastic
covering is moisture proof and acid resistant. The seat is easily cleaned
with soap and water. The Onyx may
be equipped with check hinges, spring
hinges or self-sustaining hinges, according to Government specifications.
It is available in four models including the Navy trough type. Brunswick-Balke-Collender Company, 623
South Wabash Avenue, Chicago.
(continued on page 78 )
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lill> NO REPEATED PAINTINGS :

Don't let outmoded methods of applying interior walls
and ceilings bottleneck your schedule. Full wall constru ction with Upson Strong-Bilt Panels will save you
two to three precious weeks of co n struction time
-conserve critical materials and sp r e ad available
manpower over a greater number of units.

.... NO BOTTLENECKS : 40 to
50 mon - hours application

Single coat usually sufficient

time for average family unit.

forpre -sized panels. Painting

Ideally adapted for line
assembly.

ing application of trim .

.... NO WATER: No moisture.

.... CRACKPROOF: Assures

If yo u are building 100 units or more, giant panels-big

No drying out period . Dry-

lasting beauty w ith low

enough to cover an entire wall-can be delivered, pre-cut
to size and numbered for immediate application.

build any month of the year.

maintenance cost.

lill> NO TAPING: No cutting or

lill> INSULATION VALUE: Up to

For smaller projects we have speed systems for handling
and cutting at the si te to save yo u tim e and money.

filling of jo ints.

3'/ir times that of

Field Supervisors, trained in the elimination of nonessential operations, and with "know-how" gained on
scores of big projects, can be supplied. Phone, wire or
write us. The Upso n Company, L ockport, New York.

No filling of holes or spots

Quality

Products Are

Easily

plast~r.

High reS1stance to trans-

.... NO NAILS TO COUNTERSINK:

Upson

beg ins immediately fallow-

mission of sound .

to mor finished surface,

.... FHA ACCEPTED: liberal

when Upson Floating Fast-

terms "s treamlined" for

eners are used .

the duration .

Identified

by

the

famous

~-Center
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DEHYDRATED PAINT
DEVOE and Raynolds Co. , Inc., recently has perfected, and is now producing, a new type of paint called
"Dehydray." Completely dehydrated,
this new product weighs about half as
much as liquid paint and bulks considerably less. It was developed in line
with the Government's effort to cut

down on freight space to make more
room for shipment of vital war materials. The manufacturers point out
several important advantages:
1. Packed in cardboard cartons, it
avoids priorities on cans and other
containers, and cannot freeze.
2. Its excellent washability means
easy cleaning of walls.
3. Usually only one coat is needed
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to cover almost any kind of interior
wall surface, including wallpaper, cement, wallboard, paint, brick, and
plaster.
"Dehydray" is available in twelve
standard colors, blended to harmonize
with the newest fabrics and accessories. Devoe and Raynolds Co. , Inc. .
44th Street and First Avenue, New
York City.

HEAT CIRCULATOR
VERY MUCH in line with the wartime
necessity of reducing fuel consumption
is the new Reco Heat Circulator. Because hot air rises, the manufacturers
of this device point out, in order to
keep the temperature in the lower part
of a room at 70° F, it is usually necessary to maintain a temperature of approximately 90 ° F at the ceiling. By
forcing the hot air at the ceiling
downwards, and creating a uniform
temperature throughout the room, the
Reco, it is claimed, substantially reduces fuel consumption, increases hu·
midity in the lower part of the room,
eliminates cold floors, and makes
hard-to-heat rooms more easily and
quickly heated . Reynolds Electric
Company, 2650 West Congress Street,
Chicago.

Jf not, you still can get your copy
of Typical Designs of Timber Structures by writing us on your pr0 .
fesslonal letterhead.
Plans of 45 representative types of
timber structures are included. You
will be interested in the wide range
of structural possibilities featured, as
created under the TECO System of
timber construction; also In TECO's
savings of lime, materials, and money.

PL YWOO,D BATHTUB

Write us now . . . before the
present supply is distributed.

A PLYWOOD BATHTUB, five feet in
length and of the recessed-type, has
been developed as a wartime substitute for cast iron and steel tubs, and
is being considered by the NHA for
use in its program of temporary housing and dormitories for war workers.
The new type of tub was given a
thirty-day test by the Bureau of
Standards to determine its serviceability, and is being tested also for
the wearing qualities of its enamel
coating. Although plywood is a criti cal material, it is pointed out, it is not
so critical as cast iron and steel. M. &
M. Ply Tub Company, Aberdeen,
Washington.

The T ECO Ring
Connector spreads

the load on a
limber Joint over
p r actfr:ally the en-

tire cross -sect ion
of the wood,

SWINCINC GRILLE

ENGINEERING COMPANY
WASHINGTON , D. C.
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PORTLAND , OREGON

DEVICE for barricading doorways without obstructing air, light or vision is
a new swinging type grille assembled
in a steel frame and equipped with
steel-encased cylinder lock. Kinnear
Mfg. Company, Columbus, Ohio.
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START PLANNING NO W
FOR SLOAN -EQUIPPED HOME S

*
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36 years Sloan engineering has made and kept Sloan

Flush Valves the world 's standard of excellence. You will find
them today in luxury homes, apartments, clubs, hotels, hospitals , schools, and all types oflarge buildings everywhere. During
all these years Sloan Flush Valves have protected health by preventing back-syphonage. They have saved both water and the
power cost necessary to pump i t . They have always been
amazingly low in maintenance cost.
Now, thanks to Sloan engineers, we are able to make this
promise:-after the war Sloan Flush Valves, with all their inherent

advantages, will be available to even the modest homes.
Sloan-equipped homes are the ultimate in convenience, health
and economy. Start planning now for Sloan-equipped residences.
Remember: there are more Sloan Flush Valves sold than all
o~her makes combined .

SLOAN VALVE COMPANY
43 00 WEST LAKE

NOVEMBER

1942
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(continued from page
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materials, etc., and there are numerous
photographs and diagrams. Some of
the definitions seem unduly scanty; a
cross reference such as "Plumbago, see
black lead," "Black Lead, see plumbago" is no help; in the index to a
supplement consisting mainly of
charts and tables "table · for" and
"chart showing" are useless words,
especially in those few cases where

there is no entry to the subject of
the table or chart; likewise "information regarding," "method of" and
"properties of" serve little better, even
though the subject is entered; while
inclusion of Webster's Collegiate Dictionary among the thirteen most important reference books used is reassuring, perhaps, but only in a negative way.
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FOR ARMY-NAVY PROJECTS
and
War
Industries
AT
this time The Herman Nelson Corporation is busy furnishing Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning Equipment
for use everywhere in connection with work vital to our
National War Effort. However, The Herman Nelson Corporation
is maintaining Sales and Service Offices in all Principal Cities
in order to help facilitate war work. Each office is equipped
to quote and aid in working out details for your war project.

HERMAN NELSON

fi!Je't

HEATERS

Horizontal Shaft Propeller.
Fan Type hiJet Heater
projects warm air downward
in the desired direction.
Eliminates waste fuel and
space.
Available in 48
models, sizes and arrange.
men ts.
Herman
Nelson
BlowerFan Type hiJet Heater
provides efficient heating of
large areas. Streamline discharge outlets maintain
large air delivery with high
velocity.
For floor, wall,
ceiling, or inverted wall
mounting. Available in 150
models, sizes and arrangements with a wide range of
capacities.

AUTOVENT FANS ANO BLOWERS
Autovent Propeller Fan
Exclusive Autovent de·
sign-direct or belt driven. Ruggedly constructed
for economical operation
under severe conditions.
Available in wheel diameters from 9 to 72 inches;
capacities 450 to 45,000
cfm.

Autovent Blower for
heavy duty ventilating and
air conditioning installations. This Blower can be
furnished to any speed or
discharge requirements, in
a wide range of sizes.

Sales and Service Offices in Following Principal Cities
Albuquerque, N. Mex .
Appleton, Wis.
Atlanta, Ga .
Baltimore, Md.
Birmingham, Ala .
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo , N . Y.
Charlotte, N. C.
Chicago, Ill.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Columbus, Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Denver, Coco.
El Paso, Texas
Emporia, Kans.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Harrisburg, Pa.
Houston, Texas
Indianapolis, Ind.
Jackson, Miss.
Johnstown, Pa.
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Louisville, Ky.
Madison, Wis.
Memphis, Tenn.
Miami, Fla .
Milwaukee, Wis.
Mlnneapolls, Minn.
M\asoula, Mont.
Moline, 111.
Nas-hville, Tenn.
New Orleans, La .
New York City, N. Y .
Norfolk, Va.

Omah a, Neb.
Philadelph ia, Pa .
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Po rt land, Maine
Richmond, Va .
Saginaw, Mich.
Salt Lake City, Utah
San Antonio, Texas
San Francisco, Calif.
Scranton, Pa.
Seattle, Wash.
Spokane, Wash.
St. Louis, Mo.
Syracuse, N . Y.
Tucson, Ariz.
Tulsa, Okla.
Washington, D. C.
Watervliet, N. Y.
Westfield, Masa.

THE HERMAN NELSON CORPORATION
M 0 LINE , ILL IN 0 IS
MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY HEATINC, VENTILATINC AND AIR CONDITIONINC PRODUCTS
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FIRST AID FOR THE AILINC HOUSE.
By Roger B. Whitman. 3rd ed. New
York, Whittelsey House (330 West
42nd Street) 1942. 359 pp. , 5 V2 by
8 V4 in., ill us. $2.50.
TINKERINC WITH TOOLS. By Henry H.
Saylor. New revised edition. New
York, Grosset and Dunlap ( l l 07
Broadway) 1942. 260 pp., 5 V2 by
8V4 in., illus. $1.00.

To CLIENTS seeking advice on repairs
or overhauling of houses beginning to
feel their age, architects may recommend the best local contractor and
these two books.
Mr. Whitman 's third is to his second roughly what his second was to
his first, except that the relative domestication of the engineer shown in
the second edition is corrected in this
one by the emphasis on materials, and
especially on substitutes for those unavailable for gutters and flashings, and
on how to extend the life of plumbing and heating systems, albeit without
cutting down the useful sections on
repairing damage by bat, squirrel,
mole, mouse, weeds, and tree stumps.
Mr. Saylor, a practicing architect,
associate editor or editor in chief successively of five or six architectural
journals and of two top-ranking home
journals, and contributor to many
others, has now joined the best-seller
class with his slightly revised edition
of "Tinkering with Tools," a little
masterwork of practical information
strongly flavored with the idea that
home repairs and fixing things are
stimulating and satisfying in themselves as well as immediately useful.

PERIODICAL LITERATURE
EPIDEMIOLOCIC IMPLICATIONS OF
WARTIME POPULATION SHIFTS.
By Kenneth F. Maxcy. American journal of Public Health, New York ( 1790
Broadway), Oct., 1942. pp. I 089 to
1096.

CONCERNED less with meager reports
of the pestilential diseases in devastated and impoverished countries than
with dangers of infectious diseases in
the U.S.A. as a result of war migration of workers and their families into
boom towns. The housing shortage,
"changing immunity status," mixing
of transient and native populations
have as yet shown no significant increase in infectious diseases reported,
(continued on page 82 I
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READY NOW ... WITH
THE COMPLIMENTS
OF WESTINGHOUSE
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,
Lighting Division, D epartment F ,
Edgewater Park, Cleveland, Ohio
Please send me a copy of the new Fluorescent Service
and Maintenance H andbook - B-3155.
Name and Title
Company _ _ __
Street and Number _
City

~

State

----------------------~--

~stinghouse
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
NOVEMBER

1942
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out the boom town communit1es
should be watched carefully for new
indications.
REPORT ON SCOTT COMMITTEE. By
" Questor." Architect and Building
News, London (2 Breams Building),
Sept. 4, 1942. pp. 139, 140.

THE TASK set for the Scott Committee was to report on the development

of rural communities. Although well
written and informative, the Scott report offers rather grandiose ideas for
bringing utility services (gas, electricity, water) to rural regions. "Questor"
regrets that it does not raise the issue
of the preservation of natural beauty
spots, and that it warns against the
bringing into agricultural communities

Cl

of industries "even if not unsuitable,"
which might well work in with the
seasonal nature of farming work.
PROYECTO
PARA
LA EMBAJADA
AMERICANA. Arquitecto Pervano,
Lima, Peru (Edeficio San Pedro), July,
1942. n.p.

NINE perspectives and a first floor
plan of the projected U. S. Embassy
for Lima from the Foreign Buildings
Office of the U. S. State Department.
Perspectives of the patio, the grand
reception hall, and "el living," in particular, show a pleasant adaptation of
ambassadorial space needs to the
South American idiom.

STOCKHOLMS PARKANLACEN . Das
Werk, Zurich, Switzerland. May,
1942, pp. 103-114, illus.

WHILE summer travelers from Finland or Russia might judge Stockholm's sport~ areas to extend from
sailing or bathing centers on the outermost skerries three hours east of the
city dock to sixty miles west on Lake
Maelar and beyond, the actual winter
and summer spots areas in the immediate city vicinity extend over a paltry nine miles square; and on this
great cloak the Berzelius Park with
its music, sports, dance, plant and
bird life is merely the jeweled clasp on
which attention centers.

GUARDIAN
OF TOP-SPEEO PRODUCTION
TO DEFEAT ENEMIES OF LIBERTY!
• Production time is now more precious than ever before. Plants must
be protected against dangerous delays caused by hostile trespassers.•
Safeguarding industrial property has been a major function of sturdy
Page Fence since J. Wallace Page originated woven wire fence in 1883, and
founded the company which has been a leader in important fence developments. Safeguarding the fence investment through localized, responsible engineering and erecting service is also a Page achieve- Alv1c1011Y
11m
the Page mills,
ment. More than 100 factory-trained, long-experienced =~~.~c,h;•-;::~:
an all-out srhedule
local firms which own their own plants, make up the for
prod1< ctio" of
fe n ce lo p r o/eel
plants working on
PAGE FENCE ASSOCIATION, Headquarters: Monessen, Penn. G1>11<rnment or<1ers
"RODUCT OP PAGE STEEL & WIRE DIVISION-AMERICAN CHAIN & CABLE COMPANY, INC., BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
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THE MAN WITH THE BIC CENERAL
NOTIONS. By Robert Lax. New
Yorker, New York (25 West 43rd
Street), Oct. 10, 1942. p. 19.

"WHY GET brick when all you want is
hardness? So he got a big rough
stone . . . Why . . . cement when
all I want is stickiness? . . . and on
the top . . . molasses. Why a roof
when all I want is shelter? So he . . .
put a hat . . . umbrella . . . manhole
cover . . . tree . . . turtle shell. . .
Some man . Some house. "

A CREAT ARCHITECT. R. A. Cram. The
Churchman, New York (425 Fourth
Avenue), Oct. 1, 1942, p. 5.

"WITHOUT a peer in the field of ec·
clesiastical architecture" and consistent
in that he was " not only a thorough going traditionalist in architecture; he
was equally such in theology and in
his political views."
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ONE HUNDRED PER CENT
SMALL PARTS PRODUCTION
FOR

ICTDRY
DOOR CLOSERS

THE RECORD REPORTS

WHO +
WHERE

WHAT
+ WHEN
WHY
·~
HOW

+
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and new, will come almost as a shock.
Richness and variety are combined in
the baroque of the XVIII century and,
in the modern buildings, the purity
and taste which we have usually
thought belonged to ourselves alone,
the exhibition will show exists in
other parts of the Americas, sometimes
to a superior degree.

CAM OU FLA GE RESEARCH
CENTER
The College of Engineering of
New York University proposes to establish a Research Center for the study
of protective concealment or camouflage of industrial structures. A Camouflage Laboratory will be provided
with the most modern apparatus for
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TODAY - Specify

Tomorrow's Hangar Door
Now-today-you are designing hangars that will
be in use long after the present emergency is over.
So why not specify hangar doors that will be NEW
tomorrow-as well as today.
Horn Accordion Folding Doors meet today's needs
with tomorrow's efficiency. Pictured above is a steel*
and glass installation-two 150 foot doors which
open automatically to a full width opening.
Most of the doors we're building now, however,
are the NEW Horn All-Wood Construction-the
door that saves 70,000 pounds of steel for every 120
x 28 foot opening.
Can't we tell you more about it? Call your Horn
representative (listed in Sweet's) or write direct.
*Steel takes Uncle Sam's " O.K."

HORN

MANUFACTURING
DEPT. A-112

COMPANY
FT. DODCE, IOWA

World's Largest Manufacturers of Automatic Folding Doors and Partitions
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study of materials, methods and techniques, and the various University laboratories will be used for the testing
of materials. The Camoudage Research Center is being set up as a cooperative project in which the large
manufacturers of materials suitable for
camouflage use are being i rlvited to
participate.

CAMOUFLAGE COURSE!•
The third in a series of evening
courses in Industrial Camouflage, given
under the auspices of the U. S. Office
of Civilian Defense, will begin at
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, N~w York,
on November 2, the Depa1tment of
Architecture of the Pratt Art School
has announced.
Open to architects, engineers, landscape architects, industrial designers
and other persons professionally qualified, the course will consist of three
lectures per week for a period of five
weeks, and will cover basic principles
of protective concealment for manufacturing plants and public i.:.tilities.

RALPH ADAMS CRAM

1863-1942
With the passing of Ralph Adams
Cram, America lost its leading proponent and protagonist o.f Gothic
architecture. He thought, designed,
built and lived in the Gothic spirit.
The firm of Cram, Goodhue and
Ferguson was, at the time of its greatest activity, probably the btst-known
designer of Gothic church~s in the
country. Among innumerable buildings attributable to Mr. Cram or his
firm are the Princeton ch 1pel and
buildings of the Graduate School, the
buildings at West Point and the redesigned Cathedral of St. John the
Divine in New York.
He was a prolific philosophical
writer and an enthusiastic speaker,
Active in civic and church work and
the recipient of many honorary degrees from colleges and universities.
He was a member of the National
Institute of Arts and Letters, a fellow
of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences, the American Institute of
Architects, the North British Academy
of Art and the Royal Geographical
Society, as well as a former president
of the Boston Society of Architects.
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on controlled conditions buildings by Kinetic Chemicals, Inc., makers of "Freon" safe refrigerants.

500 DINE -WHERE T~E

"WEATHER'S FINE

Novel rrwindowless" lunch room helps
leep etnployees up to par at Chicago
Bridge & Iron Company

I

F highly economical tanks for liquids
and gases can be built from curved
tension sheets, then it ought to be practical to construct a building from curved
compression sheets. At least that was
the reasoning of officials of Chicago
Bridge and Iron Company. And when
one of their plants n eeded a new lunch
room for its office staff they decided to
put the theory to the test.
The result is the unique, windowless,
air conditioned building shown here. The
lunch room proper occupies the central
portion, a dome 80 feet in diameter and
28\.-2 feet high at the center. A concentric bulge around the edge of the dining area, measuring 14 feet in width,

houses the kitchen, lavatories, storage
space and mechanical equ ipment.
Cooling in summer is provided by direct expansion evapora tors, and a 40-ton
"F reon"-charged refrigerating system.
This equipmen t and the entire air conditioning system were given a rigid trial
right at the outset when 500 guests were
entertained at the opening luncheon.
Ventilation, temperature, and humidity
were found to be ideal. Now, day in and
day out, the lunch room and its air
conditioning equipment provide attractive, comfortable surroundings for employees cl uring meal hours and are making
a real contribution to raising the efficiencyand morale of thosewho dine there.

As in all buildings of the windowless
type, omission of windows reduced the
initial investment and will mean lower
maintenance costs. Furthermore, absence of windows decreases heating and
cooling costs and makes possible better
control of temperature and humidity in
both winter and summer.
Architect Winston Elting is responsible for the architectural design and
Clifford Orr, of the owner's organization,
was in charge of detailed steel design
and fabrication. Mechanical equipment
was designed by Roy W. Shields of the
staff of Samuel R. Lewis, consulting
mechanical engineer, and Advan ce Heating and Air Conditioning Corporation
was the installing contractor.

FACTS ABOUT "FREON"
"Freon" refrigerants are used in this

ties, its use avoids any possibility of

building, as they have been used al-

penalty to your client in insurance

most exclusively for new air condi-

rates, and promotes safety of life

tioning installations in recent years.

and property. Kinetic Chemicals, Inc.,

Because of "Freon's" unique proper-

Tenth & MarketSts., Wilmington, Del.

1

•
FREON
REG. U. 5, PAT. Of'f'.

~~r1~~
'"Frton" is K innic' J registered trade
mark for its fluorine ref,jgerants
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OUTLINES

OF

POSTWAR

PATTERNS

(continued f rom page 46)

Lasting
aple
Makes Lasting
Friends

For t his completely remodeled job, Hove's progresssive ft1i1111ulpotis
grocery wisely chose Norlhe r11 H<1rd i\1<1Ple floors - for beauty,
comfort, /otlJ up-keep. - Larson and McLarm, Architects.

An owner's solid satisfaction, after you furnish a Hard
Maple floor for him , paves the way for you to land the bigger jobs that are bound to follow the war. He can't forget
the bright, clean beauty of Maple-its resistance ro hard
wear and its low maintenance cost-or the good judgment
that prompted you to suggest it.
Those flooring qualities - plus its smooth, warm comfort underfoot and ease of cleaning-make Northern Hard
Maple the ideal floor for war projects, defense housing, factory rehabilitation, food plants, srores, schools, and homes.
For roday 's many repair, maintenance and remodeling
jobs as well as new construction, sell MFMA Northern Hard
Maple - for permanent satisfaction! MFMA trade-marked
and guaranteed! In strips ~" to 5 %2" thick, widths 1 Yz "to
3 Yz ", ro suit perfectly every flooring requirement. Also a
wide range of sizes in blocks. Write for Grading Rules
booklet and photo-descriptive folder.
MAPLE FL OORING MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
1782 M c Cormick Building, Chicago, Illinois

program can be started for redeveloping the city's rundown
districts, winning back some of its taxpayers from the distant suburbs, rehabilitating its remaining property owners,
the city's financial difficulties would soon disappear. It
might be added that until such a process is set in operation, the large city will continue to struggle with makeshifts, always one jump ahead of the sheriff.

7 . Public vs. Privat e Enterprise
Through any discussion of postwar building runs the
thread of argument between private and government interests. For this quick summary of postwar problems that
argument is quickly resolved. The job of planning and coordination is too big and too complicated to be solved by
private interests working alone. And the work of execution
is too big to be done by government. On any given detail
of the job there is room for argument as to whose responsibility it might be. But there can be little doubt that the
overall job will call for full cooperation of all government
divisions and all private interests. Government can supply
research and the legislative controls that might finally be
considered essential, and it can stimulate and coordinate
local efforts. But the job will never be done by the bureaucratic approach which seeks to supplant private initiative.
Such, in brief outline, is the task ahead. If it begins to
sound a bit on the impossible side, well, so does winning
the war. And we have already seen that the very word
"impossible" is one of the war casualties. The war is
being fought for the opportunity to tackle just such problems as here outlined, and to solve them in our own democratic way.

If the objectiv e of postwar economic adjustment is to be
achieved, tremendous sums of private capital must be attracted
to the task. In order not to seem to compete with private
enterprise, we have heretofore limited the provision of publie
funds or subsidies for housing to accommodalions for the
lowest income group. The stimulus which we have sought to
give private enterprise through governmentally guaranteed insurance of mortgages has not attracted capital to central largescale rebuilding of cities; it has rather emphasized the centrifugal trend by promoting new subdivisions on what seemed
the comparatively cheap land of the periphery (the private
developer not having to count the full cost of the public
services which his colony would entail to the municipality) .
We must reshape our programs of Federal stimulation of
home building, both public and private. First, so that public
and private enterprise together may give us the desired community pattern. Secondly, so that, between them, they mny
prov ide proper homes for all income levels.
-Charles S. Ascher
Inventive genius, productive power, immense natural re·
sources, and financial stability are so characteristic of the
United States that only a defeatist would venture to suggest
that we cannot build a postwar economy which will in time
outlaw poverty by the elimination of unemployment, and create
a nation destined to play a large part in the maintenance of
peace in this world, with satisfactory living standards gained
by the creation of opportunities to work, and not by forms of
government charity.
-Walter R. MacCornack
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500 DIFFERENT SHAPES
OF ARCHITECTURAL CONCRETE SLABS
face bUildings of U. S. Naval Medical Center
AT WINDOW~

BETWEEN WINDOWS

VER

*

•

Al' P:OOF

WALL SECTIONS

IN MAIN
BUILDING WING;S

400,000 square feet of thin, pre-

made in one piece, thus reducing joints,
flashing and danger of leakage. With thin,
pre-cast, Architectural Concrete Slabs you
get the dignity, character and permanence
of large-scale units and control the size,
shape, strength, color, pattern , and texture. In
modernization, the thinness of preca st Slabs
provides unusual advantages.
For details of the Naval Medical Center
job and other typical installations, write for
the new book, "Arc hi tectu ral Concrete Slabs."
USE THE COUPON. Universal Atlas Cement
Company (United States Steel Corporation
Subsidiary) , Chrysler Bldg. N. Y. C.

cast, exposed-aggregate, Architectural
O
Concrete Slabs, 2Y2" thick, provide exterior
walls for the various buildings comprising
the Navy's new medical center. The use of
thip Slabs in some 500 different shapes shows
the versatili.ty "and adaptability of this new
material and the almost unlimited opportunity for architectural and structural design .
Architectural Concrete Slabs are"wrapped
around" corners, window reveals, sills and
parapet copings. Lugs are formed to anchor
and interlock the slabs to the backup material, and to receive steel windows, door bucks
and other materials. In multi-storied buildings, spandrels extend ing from and including
window head below to sill above may be

New Y ork, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston,
Albany, P ittsburgh, Cleveland, M inneapolis, Duluth,
St . Louis, K ansas City, Des M oines, Birmingham, Waco.

O FFICES:

WA LL SECTIONS
I N TOWER

•

AT 4TH FL.OO PI

PLASTEI\

or ,:~~~

-----

BA( E

AT UPPEPI FLOOPl-S

FINl'H

- ' " ' - - --

-

J;:LOOR

f J11. l/1b- ANCHOP.S'
N OT MOl'IE THAN

i -b- O.C.

IN BCTH

D IP.ECTION f

P.OUGoH

SLAB
TWO Br:t.IC.14

Hl(;H

---..., i'.COP.E LUC. AND
~OUGME N

•

cf~ ARCHITECTUl<Al CONCl<ETE SLAIH

SLAB

t.tiLJ NC CO-'TED DOWEU
NOT OVE~ J:o- O.(

e

20-s tory Adm inistration Building is
the ce ntral unit of th e U.S. Nava l Medical Ce nter. This a nd all th e service
buildings are faced with Architectural
Concrete Slabs. Consulting Architect,
Paul P. Cret, Philadelphia; Contractor,
John McShain, Inc., Philadelphi a; Sla bs
by Federal Seaboard T erra Cotta Corpo-

J: 1 C. F.OUT PUT IN THP.OUGU
OPEN ING IN LU C: ABOVE

WALLS SUPPO~TED ON
S TEEL F~AME 01= TOWE~

ra tion , N ew York .

~~~~~~~~.----------------!

™™[31!Y!.
0~

.....__......'"A_D E WXI':

Universal Atlas Cement Company
Chr.ysler Bldg., New York City
Please send me a free copy of.your new booklet show1 ing uses, detailed drawings and typical install ations of
thin , pre-cast, "Architectural Concrete Slabs ."

I
I
I

Name- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1 Address;_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

far out of practical range of enemy bombers, a new Midwestern
plant for the construction of submarine diesel engines is now in full
operation. Noteworthy in this 300,720-sq. ft. plant is the provision
made for daytime workers to work in clear, natural light. Over 60
per cent of the entire outer surface of the building, including the
roof, is glass. Abundant sunlight floods the interior, making every
department "clear as day," and thus stepping up production efficiency.
Clean, simple interior design heightens the effect of brightness.
All piping and wiring are close to columns. All conduits run underground. Crane runways are painted Chinese red; pipes are red and
blue. Remainder of interior is painted dead white. The illustration
at right shows a multiple flame-cutting operation in the new plant.
Architect and Engineer : W. Fred Dolke
Structural Engineers: Westcott Engineering Co.
Mechanical and Electrical Engineer : Irving S. Brooke
Contractors : Cunningham Bros.

Ralls for outside window-washing equipment are provided on every side of
the plant. Another feature is a special test-block for the submarine engines,
consisting of a platform of steel and concrete, 4 ft. below the floor. The steel
rails on top of this platform had to be set dead level in the concrete.
Bethlehem Steel Company supplied the structural shapes, and bolts, nuts and
rivets used in constructing this plant. The 4330 tons of structural steel were
fabricated and erected by Bethlehem's Fabricated Steel Construction Division.

t
9ETHLEHEM

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY
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APARTMENT houses-homes
-schools-office buildingsmuch of this construction must
wait. But architects are today busy
with post-war planning and the
future looks bright for building
after the war is won.

n

And when these plans for the
future become realities , Crane
plumbing , heating and piping

products will play an important
role in the construction of that
period. For in the future, the name
Crane will continue to identify, as
it has in the past, the latest in design and the utmost in quality.
In your specifications for postwar construction, be sure that the
name Crane appears where plumbing and h eating is considered.

CRANE

CRANE

CO . • GENERAL

OFFICES :

8 3 6 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE , CHICAGO

PLUMBING• HEATING• PUMPS
VALVES • FITTINGS • PIPE

NATION-WIDE

SERVICE THROUGH BRANCHES, WHOLESALERS, PLUMBING AND HEATING CONTRACTORS
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Protection First

DOUBLE-WHITE house with Gloss Collopake.r o,. blinds.
Architect: E. L. Baker, Lima, Ohio.

n a t
organ

o n

z at

on wide
services

installations

•
"Swim
In

Drinking
Water"

•

IN

these d ays of priorities it
t.o . know that .t he Wa llace
se rvicing present in stall ations,
during th is e merg e ncy period.
be(ore, and chlorination

swimmers.

is reassuring to architects and enolneers
Tie r na n on;aniz ation is availabl e for
th ereby kee ping them at peak effi ciency
Health Is more Import a nt now than ever

&

in swimming pools insures the hea lth of the

Hul)dreds of architects and. engineers re ly on the Wall ace & Ti er nan
nationwid e servi ce organization t o keep W & T equipment in top work ·
Ing cc nd iti on . . • ASK FOR THE W & T SWIMMIN G POOL
TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS REVIEWING WATER TREATMENT
ON SEVERAL DIFFERENT TYPES OF POOLS.

WALLACE & TIERNAN, C0., 1Nc.
Manufacturers of Chlorine and Am monia Control Apparatus

'

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

REPRESENTED IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

More protection per gallon-th at 's what you get w ith
Cabot's DOU BLE- WHITE and Gloss Collopakes, the
co ll o idal paints made by o ur patented Collopaking
process wh ich results in greater hiding power and
longer life.
FREE-The Wh ite Boo k . Write toda y fo r co lor card
and yo ur copy of Th e Wh ite Book . Samuel Ca bo t ,
Inc., 128 8 Ol iver Building, Bos to n , Ma ssachusetts.

Cabot'so1~rn~
and CLoss CoLLOPAKEs
!The Colloidal Paints )

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~
STATEMENT OF TH E OWNERSHIP , MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC..
REQUIRED BY THE ACTS OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, t91Z.
ANO MARCH 3. 1933

Particularly Fitted
for
War Production
Plants
The
proved efficiency.
ease of installing, and
trouble-free operation of
Monovent make ii a preferred ventilator for steel
mills and other production plants, warehouses, commercial buildings. Efficiency equals that of gravity
Tentilators, costs less. Installed on the ridge or apex
ol the roof. it h11nnoui2.es with the lines of the building. Takes fullest advantage of wind action. No
mechanical parts to qet out of order. Easy to install
on any type or pitch of roof.
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State of New York l
County of New York f 59•
Before me. a Notary Public in and for the State and county aforesaid, persanalb
ap peared H. Judd Payne, who, ha\•ing been duly sworn according Lo law, deJ>Oses and
sars that he ls the Vice President & Genl. Mgr. of the Al!UllTEC'.l'Ul!AL HECOIID
combined with American Architect and A.rcWtecture and that the following is, to the
best or hls knowledge and belief, a true statement or the ownership, management,
etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in the above caption, required
by the Act or August 24, 1912, as amended by the Act of l\larch 3, 1933, embodied
in section 537, Postal Laws and neguJations, printed o nU1e reverse or this rorm,
to wit:
1. That the names and addresses or lhe pubW.sher, editor, managing editor , and
business managers are:
Publisher, ~'. W. Dodge Cor1><>ratlon, 119 West 40th Street, New York, N. Y.;
Editor, Kenneth K. Stowell. 119 West 40th Street, New York, N. Y.; Managing
Ed i tor, None; Business Managers. None.
2. That the owner ls: {Ir owned by a corporation, lt.s name and address must be
stated and also immediately thereunder the names a.nd addresses or stockholders own~
ing or holding one per cent or more of total amount of stock. Ir not owned by &
corporation, tbe names and addresses Of tile indlvictual O\li"Ilers must be given. H
owned b:r a fi rm, rompa.ny, or other uninco rporated concern, its name and a.ctdress,
as well as those or each indiv idu al member, mu st be given.)
F. \ V. Dodge Corooratlon, 119 West 40th Street, New Yor k, N. Y .. whose stock ·
holders. owning 1% or more or the total amount or lts stock are: Paul Abbott, 1
\Va ll SLreet, Ne\V York, N. Y.; Dana T. Ackerly, 15 Broad Street , New York, N. Y.;
May Gibson Baker, care of Alrs. L. G. Collins, Apt. 5J. 78·12 35th Avenue. Jackson
Heights, Long Island, N. Y.; Howard J. Barringer, Box 736, B rightwaters, New
York; James McV. Breed, 15 Broad Street, New York, N. Y.; Jane Curtiss Breed,
850 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.; \Vllliam C. Breed, 15 Broad Street.. New York ,
N. Y.; Mary F. Broadwell, 423 West 120th Street, New York, N. Y.; Eddy and
Comuany, P. 0. Box 706, Church St. Annex, New York, N. Y.; Sumner Ford, 15
Broad Street, New York, N. Y. ; Sumner Ford & Underwriters Trust Co., Trustees,
111 Jolm Street, New York, N. Y.: Irving W. Hadsell, 119 West 40th Street , New
York. N. Y.; Thomas S. Holden. 119 West 40th Street, New York , N. Y.; L1.u r&
Morgan Jackson, R . F. D. l, Ridgefield, Conn.; Frances M. Mci ntosh, 194 B rewster
R oad, Scar sdalC'. N. Y.; Helen D. Morgan, 563 Park Aven ue, New York, N. Y.:
Laura 0 . Morgan, 1011 Blu!T !load, Glencoe, Iii.; T . Oli ver Morgan, lOll Blutr Road.
Glencoe, Ill.; T. Ollver Morgan. Trustee. 700 Merch andise Mart, Chicago, 111.;
Cordel.la Dana Nash, 1165 Firth Avenue. New York, N. Y.; Ailnnle C. Ort, Port
Murra.:r, R. D., New Jersey; Oeont:e H. Partridge, 9 T owers E ast, Bronrrllle, N. Y.;
Ja ne A . Pratt. care or Manufacturers T rust Co. . 101 Fifth A're., Cor . 55th St ..
Ne\V York, N. Y.; Wllllam J. Quinn, 15 Broad Street. New York, N. Y.; Marcu~
Wayne, 2439 Overlock Road. Cleveland Heights. Ohio; Chauncey L. Willi&m1, 119
West 40th Street, New York, N. Y.; George A. Wllson, Trustee, 15 Broad Street,
New York, N. Y.; Helen :Horgan Young, 2 Prlmrose Street, Colonial Heights.
Tuckahoe, New Yor k.
3. Thnt the lmown bondholders, mortgagees, a.nd other securib' holder s own ing or
holding 1 per cent or more of total amount or bonds, mortgages, or 0U1er securl tlE>s
are: CH there are none, so state.) None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving U1e names or the owners, stock·
holders. and security holders, It any, contain not only the llst or stockholden and
iCCuritY holders as they appear upon the books or Ute company but also, In cases
where U1e stockholder or secu r ity holder appears upon Ute books or the company as
trustee or 4.n any other fiduciary relation, the name or the person or corpor ation ror
whom such tr ustee ts acting, Is given; also that t he said two p aragraphs contain
st.atemenlS embracing a.mant's run knowledge and belter as to the circumstances and
conditions under which stockholders a nd security holders who do not a ppear upon the
books or the comp any as t rustees, hold stock and securities in a c&paclty other than
that or a bona fide owner: and th is amant h as no reason to believe tha.t any other
pe rson , assooi.a.tlon , or corooratlon has any interest direct or in d irect in the said
stock, bonds, or other securities than as _so stated hlH_~1ronn PAYNE. Genl. Mgr.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 9th day or Nol"ember. 1942.
(Seal)
IDA A. PETERSON.
Notary Public. \Vest.cheater County. N. Y. C'ount.y Clerk No. 501. Commlsslon
f'X'Plre& March 30. 1943.
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You can count on
,,~..

PEN

NVERNON WINDOW GLASS

.

.
. . .1
. , wide! used today for glaz111g
This q ual ity w111dow gl ,i~s .s ~~~,:~iit dwJllings. Jt is also a favorhom es, both multtpllC: _an s~101nvernon is famous for its looks, its
.
.
ite for war-factory g .n1t~g: e t.
flatness , and the good v1<tot1 II a nords.

CARRARA STRUCTURAL GLASS
.
, prefabricated shower
In designi ngf ~ctory _h~n~~~;T~~~' C lass save time, space,

e11cl osures o
empete
' to th e ·ob in one package,
money a n_d medtal. Sh tpepi~~I )' Sever~! styles avai lable for
ready for tmme tale ass '
..
.
.
pluml)t· ng layouts · Eight colm s.
various

T
PITTCO STORE FRONT PRODUCTS
First in their field for years , these products can be depended
upon by the architect to execute his ideas faithfull y and
effectively. They provide him "·ith wide possibi liti es for
striki ng design. R esearch and development work wi ll make
Pittco Prod u cts even more useful after th e war.

HE " Pittsburgh " Prod ucts m e ntioned
here represent but a few of those which
a re ready to serve the architect in both wartime and peacetime work. Complete information o n a n y Pittsb urgh Produ ct will be
sc m yo u upon req u es t. And we urge yo u to
call upo n us if there is any proble m conce rned with glass whi ch we can h elp yo u
so lve. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company,
2 I 30-2 Grant Building, Pittsburgh , Pa.

''PITTSBURGH "
std,~fa fi2~ tJ!ius Md{?ak/

PITTSBUR.GH
NOVEMBER

1942

PLATE

GLASS

COMPANY
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Samson Spot Sash Cord

By specifying and using Samson Spot
Cord for hanging windows, with suitable weights and pulleys, you obtain
perfect balance by a time-tested
method. You also guard against the
use of inferior unidentified cord.

BUILDINGS ~~ f1/az 116t~

Samson Cordage Wocks. Boston, Mass.

****************************

*

;
;
;

!

!

When you buy War Stamps and
War Bonds, you do two good things
at the same time - you saue for
a rainy day, and you help
to win the war.

*

;
;

!
!

!

******************************

The workers who move to busy war plane areas must be
properly housed, if health and morale are to be preserved.
In most localities, D"ew construction is the only answer. The
hundreds of thousands of these homes take a vase amount
of Stanley Hardware for doors, windows, cabinets, garages.
Because manufacture of hardware has been restricted to
release metals for vital war needs, and because existing
stocks are of necessiry earmarked for defense housing and
ocher government approved projects, the supply available
for normal needs is severely limited. The (STANLEY)
Stanley Works, New Britain, Connecticut.
TradeMu•

STANLEY HARDWARE
INSULATED PIPE
R IC-WIL UNITS-

PRE-FABRICATED

for top SPEED on t he Job !
Architect s, today fo ced with th e problem of
specifying drinking fountain s ond coolers for fo st
expending industrial plants, con mok e no hoppier
choice thon Hol sey Taylor Drinking Fountains.
For school repairs and replacements, Holsey
Taylor is also the accepted and approved fountain
for health -p rotection. Sanitory fea tures make
them the leading contamination-proof fountoin s
on the market.

THE HALSEY W. TAYLOR CO., INC., WARREN, OHIO

R1c- w1L Underground Piping Systems cut installation time to
the bone! In Ric-wiL's large modern plant at Barberton, Ohio,
are unique facilities for the s treamlined production of unit piping
systems for underground or outside overhead steam, hot water
or oil lines. These units (in approximately 20 foot lengths) are
totally factory pre-fabricated and delivered to the job ready for
qu ick and economical installation. Note in cut above how every
construction detail is engineered and built-in. Also, all necessary
accessories-expansion loops, conduit fittings, anchors, watertight glands, etc.-are factory pre-built to your specifications
and shipped ready to instal!, saving not only field labor and
expense, but valuable time, which is not lost in waiting for
missing parts. Send for Bu.lletin 4208.
Enclneers on Defense Projects ONLYt Write on your letterhe•d for t:ncfneerinc Manual 420A,
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Warehouse for large eastern naval air station . Desi gned by Bureau of Yards
and Docks, Washington, D. C. Virginia Engineering Company, contractor.

The peace-time developments that brought
concrete from a purely structural to a
highly regarded architectural material, are
helping to build rugged, hazard-resistant
war buildings with a minimum of steel
and transportation. The bulk of concrete
material is usually found locally. Simple
construction methods and local labor
speed the job.

*

To help get the maximum service which
Architectural Concrete can render, the
Portland Cement Association's technical
staff is available to assist designers and
builders of major war structures. Do not
hesitate to call on us. See Sweets 4/ 45.

•
PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
Dept. 11-8, 33 W. Grand Ave., Chicago, Ill.

BUY WAR SAVINGS STAMPS AND BONDS*

You can be sixteen again

••• tonight!
Mr. and M rs., shed those
cares of office and home.
Drive to a nearby hctel
for a leisurely dinner. Dance
again. Stay overnight. Let
us send up your breakfast. Enjoy having others
wait upon you for once.
Sounds a little crazybut it isn't. It's an idea
worth trying if you have a
spark of adventure smoldering within you. Be sixteen
tonight! What do you say?
AMERICAN HOTEL ASSOCIATION

A Short Cut to Your

CONSTRUCTION
COST PROBLEMS
FOR PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES
Boeckh's Manual contains
cubic and square foo t costs
on approximately 500 types
of buildings with a total of
over 7,000 specific base
cost figures and, in addition, thousands of specific
cost variat ions.
All costs are keyed to
local construction cost conditions through exclusive
index conversion formulas
-Boeckh's Manual never
gets out of date if used
with the conversion index.

EVERY DAY IS FATHER'S DAYTraveling doesn 't tire wh en y ou stop
at a h otel. Hot el convenien ces a dd
hou rs t o le isure t im e, give you a
chance to rest and rela x in comfort.

STOP TO SHOP-Some d ay , Mother,
when y ou h av e a lot of shopping
t o do, st op a t a hotel. Break up
your shopping hours, rest your feet
b et ween times. Dine at the hotel.

Boeckh's Manua l of Appraisal is now used by over
8,500 firms, among which
are hundreds of architects
and builders. This Manual
is nationally recognized by
Fire Insurance Companies
and Mortgage Loan Agencies as a standard of Building Construction Costs.
Boeckh's Manual of Appraisals and Pad of Work

or big ones-for the boss, an h on ored guest or friend- "go off" much
b etter in t he a tmosphere and service
of a h otel. Hot el s give fo o d a l ift .

~~idet~.. ~~i~~. ~~i'.'.'.~~ -~r~~

S&

Local Current Index Conversion Factors (each location ). Price shipping
prepaid . . ...... . . . ... .

$1

Order now, examine it for 10 days,
then if you are not completely satisfied
return the Manual and your money will
be refunded.

The Sign of a
Recognized Hotel

for a fresh START
STOPata H 0
94
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903 TIMES-STAR BUILDING,
CINCINNATI , OHIO
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Saves SO<fo of critical war metals yet is
smartly designed, ruggedly constructed
ow a new convector that saves 80% of the precious metal used in the

N conventional radiator. Trane, at War Production Board suggestion,

Skilled cabinet makers fabri cate the casing of the
new Trane Non-Metallic Cabinet Convector. Note
the ro1111d grille design that permits positive air
circulation without sacrificing cabinet strength.

Ideal for Army Hospitals, the Trane Non -Metallic
Cabinet Convector will save thousands of tons of
precious metals in jobs similar to this one.

NOVEMBER
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has developed a convector cabinet that utilizes non-critical substitutes.
Yet many of the featmes that have made Trane Convectors the leaders
in the field have been retained. There is the same even heat, fuel aving,
attractive appearance, and cleanliness. The same mechanical bonded fin
and tube coil construction. The same Trane Sloping Top feature.
The cabinet is fabricated of a durable non-metallic material, carefully
reinforced by hardwood supporting members. Only metal used is a minimum of screws and brads. The easy-to-paint cabinets may he finished as
desired when installed.
Th e teel heating element is carefully supported by means of hardwood
corner posts eliminating any strain on the cabinet.
Two cabinet arrangements are available-one for wall suspension and
th e other of free standing floor type.
Availabl e for war factories, army camps, hospitals, and similar military
establishments, this new unit has already saved as much as 300 ton s of
preciou s metal on a single job. For further information call th e nearest
Trane representative or write The Trane Company, La Crosse, Wisconsin.

~~~o~~~~ .~~'!'~~~~

Also TRANE COMPANY OF CANADA LTD. , TORONTO, ONTARIO
HEATING• COOLING• AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT FROM 85 OFFICES
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GUIDE TO
STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS
FOR GOVERNMENT BUILDING
by Harold R. Sleeper, A/A
A compilation which lists for quick reference Federal Specifications and Specifications of the American Society for Testing
Materials in the construction field-with notes on their use. A
time and labor saving manual invaluable to all specification
writers. The Guide includes references to other pertinent standard specifications, is arranged by trades and includes the
following subjects:

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

MASONRY MATERIALS
STONE, SLATE & CAST
STONE
WATERPROOFING &
DAMPPROOFINC
STRUCTURAL STEEL
ROOFING & SHEET METAL
MISCELLANEOUS METALS
METAL WINDOWS & DOORS
CARPENTRY

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

~

17.

INSULATION &
ACOUSTICAL MATERIAL

18.

EQUIPMENT &
FURNISHINGS

CLASS & CLAZINC

19.

PLUMBING, HEATINC &
VENTILATING

BUILDERS' HARDWARE

20.

ELECTRIC

PAINTING

21.
22.
23.

DRAINAGE

LATHINC & PLASTERING
TILE & TERRAZZO
FLOOR COVERINGS

SCREENS
WINDOW SHADES &
VENETIAN BLINDS

ROADS & PAVINC
MISCELLANEOUS
SITE WORK

.••...••.....•.....••••.....••.•••••............................•••••...•••.
Date ..••.. . ...•.••.••• ••• •..•..

PRICES
Single copies, 50 cents each

F. W. Dodge Corporation
119 West 40th Street, New York, N. Y.
Please send me .......... copies of Cuide to Standard Specifications for Government
Building, by Harold R. Sleeper, AIA. I enclose check, money order, for$ ••••......

25 or more copies to the
same address, 40 cents each

NAME •.......... . ........ . ............................ .. ...• . . .•. • . ...
FIRM or DEPT.... . . ................. . ....... . .... . ................•.....

Architectural Record

STREET .. .. . ............... . ............................ .... •..........

119 West 40th Street

CITY or TOWN ..... . .............•........... STATE ...... ..... . . ..... .

New York, N. Y.

OCCUPATION or POSITION .................. . ......................... ..
AR 11·42
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This interesting portfolio
of hardware des_
i gns by
leading architects • • • •

As a stimulus to better design in hardware for building postwar America, READING has invited members of the profession to submit hypothetical designs embodying their ideas on
builders' hardware.
If you have seen any of these designs, as they appeared in

print, you know that some highly original and provocative
ideas have been presented.

---·----·-·............. ----·-~ ---

We would like to send you a collection of the first six
units of this design series in a practical portfolio indexed for
ready reference. Additions to the series will be sent from
time to time. For your copy write today to Department R.
READING

HARDWARE

CORPORATION

READING, PENNSYLVANIA

G_o_o_o_H_A_R.._o_vv_A_R.._E--•~"El\O I

_________

Ng--s-1-N·c·e----,

e-s·1- - - - - - - - -

/Jooko /or Chriolmao
the ideal gift for your professional associates

• • •

For that partner or employee who is accumulating a library on architecture, engineering and related subjects what gift
would be more welcome than one or more of th e books listed below? Some are published by Architectural Record; others
are "best sellers" of leading book publishers w hose titles Architectural Record is handling as a service to subscribers. For
your convenience in sending us your Christmas book order th ere is a handy form below.

WAR-TIM E REFERENCE
l. PLAN\NED A.R.P., by Tecton, Architects. 138 pages-extensively illustrated with photographs, diagrams and
maps-Price $2.50.
2. CIVIL AIR DEFENSE, by Lt. Col. Augustin M . Prentiss, U.S.A. A 334-page illustrated treatise on the protection of the civil population against air attack-Price $2.75.
3. BOMBS AND BOMBING, by Willy Ley. 124 pages. A brisk, popular survey explaining how the several
kinds of bombs are made and their probable effect on buildings of different types and on air raid shelters-Price
$1.25.
4. CIVIL DEFENSE, by C. W. Glover. Over 900 pages-fully illustrated, revised and enlarged. The most complete and authoritative book on the subject. This volume discusses in detail the precautions necessary for the protection
of the civilian population-Price $16.50.
5. AERIAL BOMBARDMENT PROTECTION, by Harold E. Wessman and William A. Rose. 372 pages. Considerable material on the action and effect of aerial born bs. Illustrated-Price $4.00.
H ANDBOOKS ON SPECIFICATIONS
6. ARCHITECTURAL SPECIFICATIONS, by Harold Reeve Sleeper, A.I.A. 822 pages-Price $10.00.
7. ARCHITECTURAL GRAPHIC STANDARDS, by Charles G. Ramsey and Harold R. Sleeper, 2nd edition 284 pages, 9;4 x 9y.i in.-Price $6.00.
8. ARCHITECTS' AND BUILDERS' HANDBOOK, by Frank E. Kidder and Harry Parker, 18th edition-2,315
pages-4,0 x 7 in.-Price $8.00.
9. SIMPLIFIED ENGINEERING FOR ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS , by Harry Parker. 214 pages-96
illustrations-5 x 7% in.-Price $2.75.
10. GUIDE TO STANDARD SPECIFICATIO S FOR GOVER 1 MENT BUILDING, by Harold R. Sleeper.
A.I.A. Single copies, 50 cents each .
BOOKS ON HOUSES
11. DESIGN OF MODERN I TERIORS , by James Ford and Katherine Morrow Ford. 132 pages, 324 illustrations-8 ,0 x 10% in.-Price $5.00.
12. BETTER HOUSES FOR BUDGETEERS , by Royal Barry Wills. 104 pages-9 x 12 in.-Sketches, plans and
descriptions-Price $3.00.
13. HOUSES FOR GOOD LIVING, by Royal Barry Wills. 104 pages, 9 x 12;4 in.-102 illustrations and plans
-Price $4.00.
14. THE MODERN HOUSE IN AMERICA, by James Ford and Katherine Morrow Ford. 134 pages-8 y.i x 11
in.-193 illustrations, drawings and plans-Price $5.00.
OTHER SUBJECTS
15. THE RESTORATION OF COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG, a cloth-bound reprint of Architectural Record
for December 1935-104 pages-Price $1.50.
16. WILLIAMSBURG VIRGINIA IN PHOTOGRAPHS (Official publication of Colonial Williamsburg, Inc.)
2nd edition- 35 full page illustrations-Price $1.00.
17. THE NEW ARCHITECTURE IN MEXICO, by Esther Born. 159 pages-9 x 12 in.-Price $2.50.
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119 West 40th Street, New York, N. Y.
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2,000 DAYS WITH RAIN OR SNOW,
AND 4,000 DAYS OF SUN

ODAY, the weather man's sounding balloon, carrying instruments ten miles or
more into the upper air, makes possible
forecasts of tomorrow' s weather with an
accuracy undreamed of in the past ... But
what of the long-range prospects?
On the basis of weather averages for the
past 50 years, the roof on a building in
New York City today can expect nea rly
six years of daily rain or snow, and eleven
years of sunshine during the next 20 years.
In St. Petersburg, Florida, the sun will
shine on all but 100 days of the next 7,305,
while in some sections of this country, a
plant roof covering an acre in area can
expect 454,000 tons of water to fall upon it.
America is a country of weather extremes, yet one roof has been found to
give dependable, trouble-free service under
all weather conditions. It is the Barrett
Specification* Roof.
These famous roofs offer a degree of

T
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certainty in performance tha t is almost unparalleled in the building field. They are
built up of alternate layers of pitch and
felt with a fire-safe gra vel or slag wearing
surface, applied according to Barrett specifications by Barrett Approved R oofers. They
take Fire Underwriters' Class " A" rating, and
they are bonded against repair and maintenance expense for periods up to 20 years.
This is no time to gamble
CTORY
with unproved materials or
untried methods. Wh y experiB.IJ.°'!
w. .
ment? Specify B arrett . .. and
_....,
protect yourself and your clients
against costly roof failures.

i

BARRETT SPECIFICATION * ROOFS
BUILT-UP ROOFS

T ...TIU

OJfDt

THE BARRETT DIVISION
ALLIED

CHEMICAL &

DYE

CORPORATION

40 RECTOR STREET, NEW YORK
2800 Sacramento Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

ASPHALT SHINGLES
ASPHALT AND ASBESTOS SIDINGS
ROLL ROOFINGS
PROTECTIVE PRODUCTS
WATERPROOFING
ROCK WOOL INSULATION

Birmingham,

Alabama

ONE OF AMERICA'S GREAT BASIC BUSINESSES

* REG. U . S . PAT. OFI" .
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25 YEARS OF PROVIDING
THE EAGLE Wlr

l!JflllllA

,J
r

(

~
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.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . AND TWENTY·FIVE YEARS OF ACCUMULATED
"KNOW HOW" IN THE MANUFACTURE OF MUNITIONS FOR UNCLE SAM
AND . . . . . OF PROVIDING OUR GOOD CUSTOMERS WITH QUALITY
BRASS AND COPPER PRODUCTS.
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO THIS FACTORY WAS WORKING ENTIRELY FOR
UNCLE SAM-in fact, our country' s need in the first World War was the
very reason for our birth and existence. TODAY WE ARE AGAIN WORKING
1003 TO SUPPLY WAR MATERIALS FOR OUR ARMED FORCES-AND
DURING ALL THE YEARS BETWEEN THE FIRST AND SECOND WORLD WAR
IN WHICH WE WERE BUILDING A LARGE DOMESTIC BUSINESS, WE ALSO
CONTINUED TO SUPPLY ORDNANCE MATERIAL FOR UNCLE SAM'S NAVY.
STREAMLINE Capper Pipe and Fittings are now in the service of our country
for many purposes . They are installed in naval vessels of practically all
types including victory ships, sub chasers, submarines, mine sweepers, etc.
They are used for plumbing, heating, refrigeration, a ir conditioning, a.ii
lines and a multitude of other services afloat and ashore .
On this our TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY, we dedicate ourselves to an all·
out effort for war .. . knowing that only through the winning of
it can we gain a lasting peace. When peoce returns to the
world , we can regain those businesses of which we ore now

temporarily deprived, and STREAMLINE Copper Pipe ond Fittings
will once more protect the health of the nation as they are
now protecting the health and lives of our men in the serv ice.

We Proudly Fly the Army-Navy " E"
for Excellence and Timely Production of Ordnance Materiel .
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TEMPERED VITROLITE
comes to the rescue of work surfaces

Many of the materials you have used for work surfaces have been sent to war. So now, in their place
we have developed a new and better work surface
material .. . Tempered Vitrolite.
Our engineers recognized the multiplicity of demands that such a material must serve. Vitrolite
combined many of the required characteristics. Its
surfaces are smooth, sanitary, nonporous and easy
to clean. It is stainproof and resistant to all common
acids. It is opaque, made in the purest white or in
a wide range of other attractive colors.
One step was necessary to make Vitrolite the
perfect work surface for industrial use as well as

for kitchen tables, cabinets and shelves. By a special
process we tempered it and endowed it with an iron
constitution. Through this process it becomes so
strong that it will support the weight of an average
family. It is amazingly resistant to physical impact.
It stands thermal shock so well you can place it on
a cake of ice and pour hot molten lead on its topside
without causing a crack.
Tempered Vitrolite is solid and substantial . . .
sanitary and easy to clean. Its surfaces are harder
than most metals. Be sure you have complete details.
Write Libbey· Owens· Ford Glass Company, 1330-A
Nicholas Building, Toledo, Ohio.

LIBBEY•OWENS•FORD
QUALITY
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Catalogs of concerns marked ts l are filed in Sweet' s Cata log Fi le

1
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26

Al R REDUCT I ON SALES ........ .
Agency: G. l\L Basford Company

s

ALUMINUM

s

ALLIED CHEMICAL & DYE CORP .
Agency: Mccann Erickson, Inc.

s

AMERICAN

COMPANY

Page

s

13

OF AMERICA

LIBBEY - OWEN S. FORD GLASS COMP A NY
Agency: Fuller, Smith & Ross. Inc.

s

MAHON , R. C., COMPANY . .

25

94

s

MAPLE FLOORIN G MANUFACTURERS
ASSO CIATION
. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ••. . . . . . . . . .
Agency: Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, Inc.

86

AMERICAN PENCIL COMPANY
Agen cy: Al Paul Lefton Compans

21

s

MILLER COMPANY

AMERICAN ROLLING MILL COMPANY
Agency: N. W . Ayer & Son. Inc.

14

s

MINNEAPOLIS- HONEYWEL L RE GULATOR
COMPANY . .. .. . .•. . ... . . . . ... . . . .. . .
Agency : Addlsoo Lewis & Assocl&toe

. .. 22·23

BRASS COMPANY

Agency: Ivey & EU.lngton. Inc.
HOTEL

ASSOCIATION

......... . ... .. ...•. 2n d Cover

s

MODINE

s

AR~OW - HART

s

MUELLER BRASS CO . .. . .

s

BARRETT

s

BETHLEHEM

s

BLUE RIDGE GLASS CORPORATION
Agency: Fuller Smith & Ross, Inc.

24

BOECKH . E.

94

& HEGEMAN
Agency: Norris L. Bull
DIVISION

ELECTRIC CO.

H •• &

88

COMPANY

ASSOCIATES ...

BATTERY

COMPANY

Agency: Fensholt Companl·

BURT

MFG.

90

COMPANY

Agency: E. D. Wolaver
BYERS, A . M., COMPANY

s

CABOT, SAMUEL,

1

CAREY PHILI P MFG. COMPANY

s

OZALID PRODUCTS DIVI SION .... .

II

PAGE

82

FENCE

A SSOCI A TION

. ... ...... .... .

Airency: Reineke, Ellls, Younureen & Finn

Agency: Batten, B1nton, Durstlne & Osborn, Inc.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION . . . . . . . . •
Agency: Roche, WUllams & Cunnl'll.gham. Inc.

93

90

READING HARDWARE CORPORATION
Agency: Wildrick & Miller. Inc.

97

73

RIC·WIL CO.

. ........ . . .

Agency. Ketchum, Macl£od & Grove, Inc.
INC.

Agency : Mason L. Ha.m

CLEAVER-BROOKS

COMPANY

CRANE

COMPANY

.............

89

.. . .. ..... .

75

Agency: Buchen Company
DAY - BRITE LIGHTING , INCORPORATED

29

Agency: Anfenger Adt"ertislng Agency

SAMSON

CORDAGE WORK S

ELDORADO

s

SCOTT PAPER COMPANY . . .

s

SLOAN

.. .... .. . ..

DOUGLAS FIR PLYWOOD ASSOCIATION
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Agency: McOann-Erickson. Inc.
DU PONT. E. I . DE NEMOURS & CO •. INC.
Agency: Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osbo rn . Inc.

ID

GENERAL ANILINE &

II

FILM CORPORATION

Agency: D. William Roth Company

GRASSELL I

CHEMICALS DEPT. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Agency: Ba.tten, Barton, Durstine & Osbom , Inc.

. . ....... 4th Cover

VALVE

COMPANY

..................

Agency Reineke, Ellls, Younggreen & Finn

'

S~'!:c~ ie~~:!,'.'A~J.. · yOi;;,gg;.;,.;.;· ·&

s

STANLEY

s

STREAMLINE

s

T AYLOR HALSEY W. CO., IN C.....

92

T IMBER ENGINEERING COMPANY

78

s

T RANE

. .. .... .... ... ....... . ...

~5

s

U NITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION
SUBSIDIARIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .• . . . . . . . . .
Agency: Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc.

87

s

U NIVERSAL AT L AS CEMENT COMP A NY . ..
Agency: Batten, Barton, Durstlne & Osborn, Inc.

87

UPSON COMPANY •....... . ........

77

10

H A RT & HEGEMAN DIVISION
Agency : N orris L.. Bull

s

HOLOPHANE COMPANY,

s

HORN MANUFACTURING COMPANY

12

INC.

Agency: William G. Seidenba.wn
84

Agency: Cary Ainsworth, Inc.

s

PLY.WOOD

s

KAWNEER

s

KEA SBEY &

JOHN S- MANVIL L E

. .. . .. ... . . . . .

Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co.
COMPANY

.. 15·103

.. .. . . . ... . . . .

Agency: Carter Jones & Taylor

WORKS

Finn

. .... ............. .

.Agency: Horton-Noyes Company
PIPE &

Agency: William Cohen

MATTISON

COMPANY

.Agency: Geare-Ma.rston, Inc.

KINETI C

CHEMI CALS,

IN C.

. .. .. .. ......
Agency: Batten, Ba.rton, Durstin e & Osborn, lnc.

COMPANY

85

19
92

F ITTIN GS DIVI S ION 100

Agency: Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, lnc.

Agency: McOann-Erickson, Inc.

17

79
76

Agency: Campbell-Ewald Company

DOUGLAS FIR

92

Agency: J. Walter ThomDSOn co.

S MITH , H . B •• CO •• IN C• .
Agency: Bordeaux Company

PENCILS

Agency: Federal Advertising Agency

s

92

Agency: Ca.llaway AssociAtes

CURTIS COMPANIES SERVICE BUREAU

TYPHONITE

. .....

R ILCO LAMINATED PRODU C TS, I NC•• 3rd Cover
Agency: Alfred Colle Comp&ny

16

Agency: Buchoo Company

DIXONS

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Agency: Krichbaum Comva.n.y

Agency: Klau Van Pietersom-Dunlap Associatea

s

80

CORPORA T ION

s P ETROLEUM HEAT & POW E R COM PANY . . 20
s PITTSBURGH P L ATE GL ASS COMPANY . .. ... 91

Agency: S. C. Baer Company

JUST published a re
the in itial chapters o f a new engineering handbook on D oug las Fir Plywood.
This is the fi rst time that much o f the
data on the mechanical properties o f
Dou g l as F ir Pl ywoo d co nt a in ed in
them has been available to the architect
and engineer. Y ou will find tha t this
data will make your designin g, specifying and working w ith plywood easier
than ever before.
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Agency: D. William Roth Company

s

s

HERMAN

30

Agency: L. W. llJl.msey Co.

Agen cy: M ccann Erickson. Inc.
STEEL

MANUFACTURIN G COMPANY

Agency: Cramer-Kmsselt Company

NELSON

99

...
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Agency: J. M. Hickerson. Inc.

ARMSTRON G CORK COMPANY .•............
Agency: Batten. Barton, Durstlne & Osborn, Inc.

s

MADE LARGER, LIGHTER
SPLIT-PROOF
STRONGER

Agency: Anderson. Inc.

s

BURGESS

•

28

s
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Agency: J ohn Fallmer Arndt & Co.

<ii>~ ./'UHtb.elz

83

LEVINSON STEEL SALES CO. . . .

Agency: Willlam Cohen

A:;::ency: !tu.Iler. Smith & Ross, Inc.

AMERICAN

This handbook is in loose-lea f form,
and additional chapters w ill be sent you
as they are completed. Wr ite now fo r
your free copy o f "Technical Data on
Plywood". D ouglas Fir Plywood Associa tion, T acoma, W ashing ton.

L C N. DOOR CLOSER S
.
Agency: J. D . Hamilton Adv. Agency

s

WALLA CE & Tl ERNAN COMPAN Y, IN C.

90

s

WEBSTER, WARREN & COMPANY ....

27

s

WE STIN GHOU S E ELECTRIC & M FG . CO.
Agency: l!'uller Smith & Ross. Inc.

81

Agency: G. M. Basford Company

Agency: William Jenkins Advertising

New York-General .11 anager: H. J udd Payne. Adverrmng Manager: Tom Tredwell. B. B. Orwig .
119 We;t 40th Street. Boston-Robert Marshall, 855 Par k Square Bldg. ; Chicaq~C. B . R iemersma.
F. H. Bowes, 700 Merchandise Mart; Cleveland-H omer Andrews, 321 Hanna Bldg. ; Los
Anqeles-W. R. Mcintyre, 400 East Third St.; Philadelphia-Tom Tredwell, 1321 Arch Street.

"A PRODUCT OF AMERICA ' S ETERNALLY
REPLENISHING FORESTS "
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Buildings are protected with roofs of ASBESTOS!
TNSIDE your plant, you probably take every pre-

complete if your buildings have inflammable roofs.
For £res communicated to such roofs from nearby
fires reach the staggering total of more than
60,000 a year!*

in hundreds of J-M Roofs that are still giving excellent
service after 20, 25, 30 and more years.
You should have all the facts. They are given in the
48-page book, ''Things You Should Know About Your
Roof." For a free copy, just write Johns-Manville,
22 East 40th Street, I ew York, N. Y.

The best insurance against roof-communicated fire is
a J-M Built-Up ASBESTOS Roof. In our files are many
cases where J-M Smooth-Surfaced Roofs have saved
buildings of every type from almost certain destruction
by outside fires. That's because the felts in these roofs
are asbestos felts. Flaming embers burn out harmlessly
on a Johns-Manville Asbestos Roof.

Johns-Manville
toJ

1 caution against fire. But no measure you take is

But that's not the whole story. J-:\l Asbestos Roofs
are rotproof as well. They need no periodic coating
against the drying-out action of the sun. The proof lies
*The National Fire Prote<:lion Associalion bas estimated Lhnl in 1940,
62,000 fires were caused by sparks falling on infiam muble roofs.
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Built-Up Roofs
'""iT.i
----!J.
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modine

More heat-and better heating with less fuel! How ?-with Modine
Unit Heaters. Why? ...
A Modine delivers heat only
where it's needed, when it's needed
-in the right amount. When the
area it serves is comfortable, off goes
the Modine. No wait for warm-up;
no over-run when right temperature is reached. Individually controllable-Modine units go on or
off, like a light. No heat is wasted.
How much fuel can you save?
20 to 25 percent over case-iron
radiation.

You save space with Modines;
Overhead and out of the way, they
take up no floor space which can
be utilized for proauction.
" Preventive Maintenance" is a
built-in feature-Modines are engineered for 3-shift, round-the-clock
operation.
The new steel Modine Unit Heaters now available, differ only in.
condenser design; have all proved
performance features of copper
condenser units.
Get War Edition Catalogs 142-B
and 142-C.

Look in your phone book for Modine representative's name
-"IVhere to Buy It" section 1mder Heating Apparatus.

MODINE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 1773 RACINE STREET
104
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